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neuTroPHils in HomeosTAsis

According to the Oxford dictionary, immunity is defined as ‘the ability of an organism 
to resist a  particular infection or toxin by the action of specific antibodies or sensitized 
white blood cells’ [1]. This is the result of a refined system in which different cells, tissues, 
and molecules interact to form an appropriate response to protect the host to, primarily, 
external dangers. Our immune system can be grossly divided into two parts: the innate 
immunity, the rapid non-specific first line of defense [2], and the adaptive immunity, a 
more gradual and specific defense mechanism [3].

Innate immunity forms the first line of defense of the host against pathogens and 
consists of the oldest defense mechanisms. In humans the innate immune system con-
stitutes of physical barriers, and humoral and cellular processes [4]. The physical barrier 
consists of epithelium that align all interfaces between the body and the environment; 
skin, gastrointestinal and respiratory tract [2]. The humoral innate immunity involves of 
complement, antimicrobial peptides, cytokines and natural antibodies [2].  The cellular 
compartment is formed by myeloid immune cells and natural killer cells [5]. Natural 
killer cells are derived from the lymphoid cell line but possess innate characteristics such 
as being directly cytotoxic for transformed or virally infected cells [6,7]. However, the 
phagocytic myeloid cells remain the main cellular component of the innate immunity. 
These phagocytic myeloid cells include macrophages, neutrophils, and eosinophils; the 
neutrophil being the most abundant [8] and as such crucial for the defense against bac-
terial infection. As a result, deficiencies in neutrophils, in either number or functionality, 
can lead to serious infection [9]. Neutrophils have a multitude of functions; varying from 
‘basic’ phagocytosis to immunomodulatory [10].

Regulation of numbers
Homeostasis of the neutrophil compartment is a delicate equilibrium of neutrophil 
production (granulopoiesis), storage and release from the bone marrow, clearance from 
the circulation and ultimately neutrophil death [16].

The neutrophil is produced in large numbers in the bone marrow [11]. Calculations dif-
fer, but in steady state it is estimated that 1-2 x 1011 neutrophils are produced daily in a 
healthy adult [11], but this high number is based on the assumption of a short half-life 
of the cells of around 7-9 hours [12]. Recently, we have challenged the concept of such 
a short half-life [13], which if true lead to the conclusion that much less neutrophils 
are formed by the bone marrow each day.  Neutrophils are derived from the myeloid 
lineage in the bone marrow driven by the cytokine granulocyte colony-stimulating fac-
tor (G-CSF) in a process called granulopoiesis. Multipotent myeloblasts differentiate into 
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actively proliferating promyelocytes and myelocytes [14]. From there on, the cells lose 
their ability for mitosis and mature further into meta-myelocytes, banded and mature, 
segmented neutrophils. Together, these cells form the post-mitotic pool in the bone 
marrow [11]. The post-mitotic pool acts as a reserve for neutrophils when rapid mobili-
zation is needed, e.g. in infection, inflammation or trauma [15].

In the case of infection, inflammation or severe trauma an increase in the release of neu-
trophils from the bone marrow can occur. Large numbers of neutrophils in various matu-
ration stages from the post-mitotic pool are recruited. Additionally, neutrophils from the 
marginated pool re-enter the circulation [16]. The release of immature neutrophils into 
the circulation contributes to a change in the ratio of segmented and non-segment and 
is frequently named the neutrophil ‘left-shift’ [17].

Function of neutrophils in homeostasis
Neutrophils execute their function as first-line defense against invading pathogens in 
several ways. After release from the bone marrow the neutrophils distribute over the 
three neutrophil compartments; circulating neutrophils, the marginated pool, and a 
suspected small portion as tissue neutrophils [18].

First, bacterial killing is the main and first recognized function of this professional 
phagocyte. In the case of infection and inflammation, neutrophils are recruited from the 
circulation to the tissue by extravasation, which sequentially entails rolling, adhesion, 
crawling and transmigration through vascular endothelium [19]. After extravasation 
neutrophils migrate to the site of interest following a gradient of chemo-attractants 
in a process called chemotaxis. At the site, recognition of their targets occurs through 
recognition of molecular patterns or through recognizing opsonins (immunoglobulins 
and complement fragments) through opsonin receptors (Fc-receptors and complement 
receptors) [10]. After binding of the neutrophil to a pathogen, the microbe is engulfed 
in a process called phagocytosis [20]. Inside the neutrophil the phagosome fuses 
with granules and secretory vesicles forming a so-called phagolysosome. Bactericidal 
enzymes from granules, vacuolar ATPases and membrane bound NADPH oxidase com-
plex lead to marked cytotoxic environment inside the phagolysosome, which results 
in killing and subsequent degradation of the phagocytized microbes [21]. Additionally, 
other ‘extracellular’ mechanisms of bacterial killing are operational. Neutrophils can 
degranulate and release extracellular radical oxygen species [22]. Also, NETosis is de-
scribed, a process in which neutrophils trap microbes in DNA and other cellular content 
after which extracellular degradation takes place [23].
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Besides bacterial killing, numerous other functions are attributed to the neutrophil. 
Increasing evidence shows that neutrophils also play an immunomodulatory role by 
influencing the functionality of other immune cells, such as dendritic cells, lymphocytes 
and natural killer-cells[10]. Neutrophil interaction with dendritic cells and NK-cells are 
important for maturation and stimulation of these cells [10]. There are several ways by 
which interaction with neutrophils influences the functionality of T-cells. Neutrophils 
can act as antigen-presenting cells in the tissue or can even migrate into lymphatic tis-
sue, where they prime T-cells [24,25]. They also have immunosuppressive properties by 
inhibiting T-cell proliferation [26].

Additionally, neutrophils play an important role in tissue repair. Although circumstan-
tial, evidence shows that in the absence of neutrophils tissue repair is impaired [27]. For 
example, the removal of neutrophils from fracture hematomas this results in impaired 
bone formation [28]. Furthermore, neutrophilia in de days following a long bone fracture 
is associated with non-union [28,29,53].

Heterogeneity of neutrophils in homeostasis
Neutrophils were thought to belong to a homogenous population of cells. However, in 
recent years this point of view is being abandoned, as more and more evidence suggests 
a marked heterogeneity in the neutrophil population. Heterogeneity within the neutro-
phil population is found in different neutrophil properties: receptor expression (OLFM-4 
[30], CD177 [31], CD16/CD62L [32]), age (CXCR4) [33] physical properties (density [34], 
nuclear segmentation [35]), tumor-surveillance (N1/N2) [36], and immunomodulatory 
properties (MDSCs) [37].

Whereas some of the neutrophil characteristics create distinct neutrophil subset, even 
without clear functional properties (e.g. OLFM-4). Others are more a continuum such as 
CD16/CD62L-expression but are designated to subsets with evident different functional 
properties. This underscores the fact that within the neutrophil population heterogene-
ity is present and may potentially be underestimated. However, it also complicates our 
understanding and the definition of ‘subsets’. Improving our knowledge on neutrophil 
heterogeneity may help in the development of future therapeutic agents in cases of 
neutrophil dysfunction. Heterogeneity in neutrophils will be discussed in more detail in 
Chapter 2.
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neuTroPHil-miCrobiAl inTerACTion

Phagocytosis and intracellular killing
After the bacteria breach physical barriers, the host is infected. As a response to infec-
tion, the bacteria and tissue-based macrophages initiate a cytokine driven process, 
which in turn initiates recruitment and extravasation of neutrophils.

At the site of infection, neutrophils can recognize the bacteria either through direct 
binding of  pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) by pattern recognition 
receptors (PRR), or indirect binding of opsonized bacteria by Fc- and complement-
receptors [10]. The most important receptors binding (opsonized) pathogens are FcγRIIA 
(CD32), FcγRIIIB (CD16), CR3 (CD11b/CD18, Mac-1) and CR4 (CD11c/CD18) [10]. In case of 
tissue damage, cell-derived molecules are released called damage-associated molecular 
patterns (DAMPs). DAMPs are also recognized by PRRs and thereby mediate an immune 
response in a similar fashion as PAMPs in infection [38].After recognition and binding 
of the bacteria, the uptake or phagocytosis takes places. Phagocytosis is a very rapid 
process, which can take place within twenty seconds [39]. Binding to the before men-
tioned receptors results in downstream signaling inducing polymerization of actin and 
remodeling of the cytoplasmic membrane [20]. This remodeling leads to engulfment of 
the pathogen, formation and sealing of the phagosome. Once intracellular, the phago-
some undergoes maturation in order to obtain the bactericidal properties necessary for 
killing the bacteria.

After phagocytosis the receptor-ligand complex disintegrates, and the phagosome 
fuses with secretory vesicles and granules present in the neutrophilic cytoplasm. Gran-
ules found in neutrophils are primary (azurophilic), secondary (specific) and tertiary 
granules and secretory vesicles [21]. The primary/azurophilic granules and secondary/
specific granules contain the most antimicrobial substances. Both contain a variety of 
bactericidal enzymes which produces toxic compounds and can breakdown bacterial 
components directly. Additionally, primary granules supply the phagolysosome with 
most of the vacuolar ATPases and myeloperoxidase (MPO). And the NADPH-oxidase 
complex is derived from the secondary granules [21]. MPO generates hypochlorous acid 
(HOCl/bleach), NADPH oxidase is essential to produce radical oxygen species (ROS), and 
vacuolar-H+-ATPases increase intraphagosomal H+. Together, these mechanisms result in 
an acidic luminal environment in the phagolysosome (pH<5.0) [20,40]. The combination 
of acidification and subsequent induction of bactericidal enzymes and ROS results in 
bacterial killing and degradation.
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Microbial defense
Staphylococcus aureus is a commensal, Gram-positive bacterium. In the general popu-
lation 20% of the people is a permanent and 60% an intermittent carrier to S. aureus 
[41]. Carriage predisposes to invasive infections, ranging from superficial infection to 
bacteremia  found in severe sepsis [42]. S. aureus is also the most common pathogen 
found in fracture-related infections (FRI) [43]. In this thesis S. aureus-infection is used as 
a model for infectious complications in trauma patients.

S. aureus is well known for its abilities to evade the human immune response, thereby 
escaping from rapid eradication. The bacterium possesses a wide range of virulence 
factors which can inhibit several neutrophil functions, e.g. activation, chemotaxis, and 
phagocytosis [44]. Virulence factors constitute of different (lipo)proteins and proteases 
that neutralize neutrophil stimuli, cleave adhesion receptors, and prevent complement 
conversion and opsonization by immunoglobulins[44]. When despite aforementioned 
strategies, S. aureus is still phagocytized, it still has some tricks up his sleeve to evade 
neutrophil killing. Non-oxidative killing is evaded by the presence of positive charges 
on the bacterial surface, making it resilient to cationic antimicrobial peptides in the 
phagolysosome [44]. Also, proteases produced by S. aureus can neutralize antimicrobial 
proteins and enzymes [45]. And finally, oxidative killing is inhibited through degradation  
of intermediate reactive oxygen species by S. aureus virulence factors [46].

Another survival strategy of many bacteria, and in this case S. aureus specifically, is to 
form a biofilm. In contrast to the planktonic variant, S. aureus found in human infections 
particularly those associated with form multicellular aggregations or biofilms [47]. S. 
aureus can form such biofilms within 24 hours, in which an extracellular matrix is formed 
consisting of proteins, carbohydrates and extracellular DNA [48]. This extracellular ma-
trix hinders penetration of neutrophils into these colonies and the same holds true for 
pharmaceutical antimicrobial agents. Additionally, the bacteria inside the biofilm enter a 
stationary growth phase, which further decreases their antimicrobial susceptibility [49]. 
Successful treatment of biofilm infections is dependent on two requirements: 1. The 
right antimicrobial drug, and 2. Mechanical reduction of the bacterial load. The latter 
is achieved by removal of the foreign body material or surgical debridement. Immature 
biofilms are much more susceptible to antibiotic eradication, thus early and targeted 
drug management is key in the treatment of S. aureus infections [41,49].

Metastatic infections
S. aureus is known for its tendency to cause metastatic infections. The locations of these 
infections outside the initial locus are preferentially found in bones, joints, kidneys, and 
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lungs [41]. In most cases this is the result of S. aureus-bacteremia, where free floating or 
planktonic bacteria metastasize thus resulting in recurrent infection [50].

However,  it has been shown that S. aureus  is also able to survive inside the phagosome of 
host cells [51]. Most studies concerning intracellular S. aureus relate to non-professional 
phagocytes (e.g. endothelial or epithelial cells and osteoblasts). Yet, it has also been 
observed in conditions with severe neutrophilic impairment or overpowering bacterial 
numbers [52,53]. Survival of pathogens in neutrophils has also been described in animal 
models [54,55]. Recently, our laboratory also showed that S. aureus  is able to survive 
and proliferate inside neutrophils isolated from LPS-challenged humans [56]. Indirect 
evidence was found that neutrophils contribute to prolonged S. aureus-bacteremia as 
a consequence of bacteria residing inside neutrophils. Where an induced neutropenia 
helped clear the bacteremia faster [57,58]. It has been proposed that the neutrophil is 
the key effector cells in metastatic infections with S. aureus and S. aureus-bacteremia by 
intracellular survival and subsequent protection from the host immune system. Besides 
providing the means of transportation, the neutrophil also protects the bacterium from 
antimicrobial agents, thereby further promoting infection at a distance [59].

TrAumA

Trauma remains a leading cause of death, especially in the otherwise healthy population. 
Mortality from trauma is classified as ‘early death’ (at the site or <48 hours of admission), 
being the direct result of sustained injuries, or ‘delayed death’ as a result of multi-organ 
failure (MOF), systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS) or sepsis [60].  In the 
last years, a decrease is seen in both early and delayed deaths after trauma as a result 
of logistic improvements in trauma care ,  more appropriate resuscitation management 
and by damage-control surgery [61,62]. Accessory to declined death rates, infectious 
complications become more apparent and form an important cause of morbidity, pro-
longed hospital admission and impaired functional recovery [62].

Neutrophils after trauma
A systemic inflammatory response after trauma mobilizes neutrophils into the peripheral 
circulation in the first hours. This is a result of catecholamine-induced demargination 
and mobilization of bone marrow reserves through immune activation by cytokines 
(e.g. IL-8), partly induced by circulating damage-associated molecular patterns [63-65]. 
This leads to leukocytosis early following trauma. Although the occurrence of banded 
neutrophils in infection is thoroughly studied, it is much less explored in severely injured 
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patients. Data on manual neutrophil differentiation showed a wide range (10-98%) of 
banded neutrophils found in the peripheral circulation directly after trauma [66].

Suffering severe injuries not only leads to leukocytosis, but at the same time it also alters 
the neutrophil populations in terms of phenotype, function and life span [67].

Neutrophils circulating after trauma express an activated phenotype, with reduced 
expression of L-selectin (CD62L), CXCR1 (CD181), C5aR (CD88) [68], and an increased 
expression of Mac-1 (CD11b) [69]. Furthermore, neutrophil responsiveness is thought to 
be impaired based on impaired fMLF-induced upregulation of active FcγRII (CD32) and 
Mac-1 (CD11b) [70]. In severely injured patients circulating neutrophils subsets could 
be identified based on receptor expression: CD16dim/CD62Lhigh, CD16high/CD62Lhigh and 
CD16high/CD62Ldim [32]. These subsets were enriched in banded, segmented, and hyper-
segmented neutrophils ,respectively. CD16high/CD62Ldim neutrophils showed decreased 
ROS production and had better immunosuppressive properties compared to the other 
subsets and healthy adults [32].

Several neutrophil functions are affected after trauma. It has been suggested that 
chemotaxis is impaired due to reduced chemokinesis and altered directionality [71,72]. 
Spontaneous ROS-production was shown to be increased in neurological trauma but 
was less convincing in patients suffering trauma without neurological damage [73,74]. 
Additionally, both phagocytosis and bacterial killing are impaired in severely injured 
patients[74, (Leliefeld et al, results submitted for publication)]. Impaired bacterial killing 
is thought to be a result of decreased acidification of the phagolysosome [56], which 
may result in less activation of proteases [75] and subsequent bactericidal effects. In 
summary, essential neutrophil functions needed for defense against invading patho-
gens are affected, predisposing patients to infection.

Fracture related infection (FRI)
Common infections in trauma patients are pneumonia, bacteremia, surgical site infec-
tion (SSI), and fracture-related infections (FRI) [76]. Fracture-related infections have 
an incidence of 1-2% in closed fractures, and an incidence up to almost 50% in cases 
of open fractures with severe soft tissue damage [77-79]. Patients suffering FRI have 
increased overall morbidity, prolonged hospital stay, decreased quality of life [80,81] , 
and impaired fracture healing leading to delayed or non-union [82].

To be able to adequately treat a problem, first the right diagnosis must be made. Until 
recently, this proved to be more difficult than one might expect. A lack of consensus on 
wat ‘FRI’ entailed, resulted in a mixture of names and criteria, varying from surgical site 
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infection to osteomyelitis [83]. In 2018, Metsemaker et al. [84] published an international 
consensus paper on FRI. In this consensus paper a clear definition on FRI was proposed 
based on preoperative and per/postoperative findings.
- Confirmatory criteria:
Clinical examination: Fistula, sinus, wound breakdown, purulent drainage, pus)
Per/postoperative: Phenotypically indistinguishable pathogens identified by culture 
from ≥ 2 separate deep tissue/implant specimens
- Suggestive criteria:
Clinical examination: Clinical or radiological signs of infections, new-onset joint effusion, 
elevated CRP or WBC, persistent wound drainage
Per/postoperative: Pathogenic organism identified by culture from a single deep tissue/
implant specimen

As this consensus paper was published after some of the manuscripts included in this 
thesis have been published, this was not embedded in the methods of those papers 
(Chapter 8 and Chapter 9). Despite the new definition was perhaps not applicable in all 
cases, the paper describes the medical practice at the time. Thereby relevant lessons on 
the treatment of infection near orthopedic implants can be learned.

Fracture-related infection remains one of the most challenging complications after 
surgical fracture management. Although, FRI receives increasing attention, still most 
research in this field focuses on prosthetic joint infections (PJI) [85]. However, treat-
ment challenges that must be faced in FRI are fundamentally different from PJI, and 
include accessory (extensive) soft tissue  damage, the need for repeated surgery, and 
recurrence of fracture instability when contaminated implants must be removed (which 
further hampers infection control [86]) [87]. An additional difficulty is introduced by the 
common pathogen of FRI, S. aureus. As stated before, in the presence of foreign body 
material S. aureus preferably grows in a biofilm [47]. After 2-3 weeks a mature biofilm is 
formed which subsequently cannot be eradicated by antibiotics alone [88]. With regard 
to treatment strategies, surgical debridement can effectively reduce bacterial load, but 
when choosing the antimicrobial agent, the presence of a biofilm must be taken into 
account.

ouTline of THe THesis

In this thesis we aim to build bridges between the laboratory, the literature and the clinic 
with respect to the innate immune system, bacterial pathogens and its implications for 
patients care after severe trauma.
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In Part 1 neutrophil characteristics will be discussed. Historically neutrophils were 
thought to be a homogenous population. However, in recent years this viewpoint is 
shifted towards an increasingly heterogenous neutrophil population. Chapter 2 sum-
marizes the current knowledge on the heterogeneity within the circulating neutrophil 
population in both health and disease. To expand our knowledge on neutrophil function 
experiments were designed using fresh neutrophils from healthy human volunteers. 
Chapter 3 focuses on phagocytosis of S. aureus by neutrophils and a possible presence 
of a spectrum in phagocytic capacity of individual cells. For this purpose, an assay was 
designed to eliminate randomness. A concept already introduced in 1986 but under a 
lot of attention in recent years is the ‘low density neutrophil’. In Chapter 4 we hypoth-
esized that there is already a wide range of neutrophil density within the circulation 
of healthy individuals, and that this may be associated with neutrophil functionality. 
Even though neutrophils are more heterogenous then once thought, some groups of 
neutrophils with similar characteristics are unjustifiably displayed as distinct subsets. 
In Chapter 5 we discuss banded neutrophils in infection and trauma. We found that 
automated neutrophil differentiation yielded much less banded neutrophils in trauma 
patients than expected according to literature and our own experiments. In this chapter 
we aim to investigate the accuracy of a fully automated hematological analyzer to iden-
tify neutrophil left shift in population of severely injured patients.

In Part 2 the transfer is made from experimental, laboratory findings to its clinical im-
plications. As S. aureus  is shown to be able to survive inside (defective) neutrophils, this 
should be taken into consideration when choosing antibiotic agents. Chapter 6 gives an 
overview of the effect of antibiotics on S. aureus residing in neutrophils. For this purpose, 
a literature review was performed to summarize the effect of common antibiotics on 
both intracellular S. aureus and its effect on neutrophil function. Trauma patients are 
prone for infectious complications. In this thesis we focus on fracture-related infections 
(FRI). An important part of establishing the presence of FRI is making an accurate micro-
biological diagnosis. Identification of the pathogen at hand is crucial for achieving an 
effective treatment. In Chapter 7  we evaluate the effect of a structured microbiology 
sampling protocol for FRI. Patients in which FRI is confirmed or highly suspected are 
treated aggressively with surgical debridement, implant retainment and antibiotic treat-
ment. In Chapter 8 and Chapter 9  we analyze the effect of two different treatment 
protocols in terms of success rate, microbiological aspects and emerging resistance. The 
combined results from these studies will provide insights in the treatment challenges for 
FRI and help in the search for the optimal treatment strategy.
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AbsTrACT

Neutrophils are one of the most important effector cells of the innate immune response 
[1]. They are traditionally seen as a homogenous population of short lived cells mainly 
involved in the defense against extracellular microorganisms by phagocytosis and 
intracellular killing [1,2]. The cells contain a large armamentarium that aids in this func-
tion and ranges from the production of reactive oxygen species by a membrane-bound 
NADPH oxidase to cytotoxic proteins and peptides residing in the different granules 
present in the cytoplasm [3].

Recently the view of neutrophils belonging to a homogenous population of cells has 
been challenged, and several neutrophil phenotypes have been described that exhibit 
specialized functions, such as involvement in tissue repair, tumor killing and immune 
regulation  [4]. It is not clear whether these cells belong to separate parallel lineages 
originating from the bone marrow or that neutrophils become instructed in the dis-
tant tissues, thus changing their phenotypes. In addition, functional heterogeneity in 
a phenotypically homogenous population of neutrophils adds to the complexity of 
neutrophil phenotypes[5].

This article will review the current literature describing the heterogeneity within the 
neutrophil compartment with respect to both phenotype and function in health and 
disease.
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inTroDuCTion: neuTroPHils As effeCTor Cell of 
THe innATe immune sysTem

Neutrophils are evolutionary old cells that have evolved from specialized cells that 
gained the propensity to phagocytose targets. Such phagocytosing cells are found 
throughout the animal kingdom from corals to mammals [6]. In man, neutrophils are 
the most abundant innate immune cells in the peripheral blood and comprise about 
60-70% of all leukocytes in this compartment. The cells quickly respond to inflamma-
tory cues coming from infectious or damaged areas outside the blood system [3]. They 
express several receptors by which they can sense soluble inflammatory mediators, 
ranging from bioactive lipids to cytokines [1,3]. The first mechanism that is initiated by 
interaction with these mediators is a priming response by which the cells switch to a 
pre-activated  state [7]. The priming response is also instrumental for the cells to be able 
to interact with the vessel wall and transmigrate through the endothelium [3]. Transmi-
gration is both mediated by upregulated surface expression of adhesion molecules [8] 
and inside-out activation of integrin receptors, normally present in an inactive configu-
ration on unprimed cells [9]. After extravasation the cells will migrate along gradients 
of chemotactic signals and thereby find the area with infection and/or tissue damage 
[10]. Here, the cells engage in killing of microorganisms and/or clearance of damaged 
tissue. Again, priming is important, as the killing mechanisms are greatly enhanced after 
stimulation by inflammatory mediators [11,12]. For example, priming of neutrophils 
with TNF-α enhances ROS production, degranulation and chemotaxis in response to 
other activating stimuli [13]. Besides phagocytosis and intracellular killing, also extra-
cellular killing mechanisms are operational through release of ROS and degranulation 
of granule contents [14]. In the last decade another extracellular mechanism has been 
discovered by which neutrophils can trap microorganisms in nets of DNA through a 
process referred to as NETosis [15].

The marginated  pool. The number of neutrophils in the peripheral blood can change 
greatly by relatively small changes in homeostasis. It has already been described de-
cades ago that treatment with stress hormones such as epinephrine and cortisol can 
immediately liberate many additional neutrophils to the peripheral blood [16]; cells with 
a seemingly identical phenotype compared to the cells present in the blood previous 
to the challenge [17]. A similar situation can be evoked by exercise [18]. Again, these 
‘demarginated’ cells seem to be identical to the pre-exercise cells [17]. The consensus 
in the field is that the marginated pool consists of cells interacting with the vessel wall, 
and that the cells are in complete equilibrium with the free flowing cells [2]. Therefore, 
marginated and demarginated cells are not seen as functional phenotypes and will not 
be dealt with in the remainder of this review.
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Priming, activation, differentiation, aging, and death. Neutrophils are extremely 
sensitive for environmental cues and express a multitude of receptors transducing the 
presence of these signals to the intracellular milieu. The cells can integrate all these 
signals into a changed activation status ranging from priming to full activation [7]. This 
can result in a spectrum of neutrophil subtypes described in this review, an overview is 
provided in figure 1. It is essential to define the different states of the cells that can be 
found in health and disease:

Priming and Activation are defined as a different state of cells belonging to the same 
phenotype. Priming and activation are typically not associated with differentiation and 
occur relatively fast.

A phenotype is defined as a neutrophil that has gained or lost a specialized function not 
shared with other phenotypes of cells. A clear example that will be reviewed in detail 
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to be established. 
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of the additional blood neutrophil phenotypes remains to be established.
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below is the propensity to inhibit T-cells. Phenotypes likely originate from differences 
in differentiation of neutrophils in the bone marrow or in distant tissues. This process is 
relatively slow.

Obviously, it is difficult to discriminate between differentiation and activation, as the 
neutrophil compartment is highly dynamic with a clear exchange between blood, bone 
marrow and distant tissues.

Multiple studies have connected neutrophil age with specific markers and functions. The 
nuclear segmentation typical for neutrophils has been used as an indicator for their age. 
In a multitude of inflammatory conditions immature neutrophils with a non-segmented 
banded nucleus are released from the bone marrow, causing a so-called left-shift [19]. 
Indeed, using an in-vio labeling approach, we have recently shown these banded 
neutrophils are younger than their segmented counterparts. However, unexpectedly, 
hypersegmented neutrophils, which are mobilized into the peripheral blood during 
acute inflammation, are not older than the cells with a normal nuclear morphology [20]. 
The origin of neutrophils with a hypersegmented nucleus is still obscure, but the phe-
notype does not seem to be induced by activation, because the proteome is completely 
different and the cells are characterized by a marked downregulation of the protein 
translation machinery [20]. It is clear that vitamin B12 deficiency is also associated with 
neutrophils with a hypersegmented nucleus, but at present it is uncertain whether these 
cells belong to the same phenotype as the one found during acute inflammation [21].

Besides nuclear morphology, several membrane markers have been associated with 
cellular age. These are typically differentially expressed between young neutrophils 
with a banded nucleus, and mature cells with a segmented nucleus. A clear example is 
the neutral endopeptidase CD10, which shows a lower expression on neutrophils with 
a banded nucleus [22]. Unfortunately, these markers (see e.g. CD10, CD11b, CD15) are 
typically also induced on normal, mature cells by short-term activation [22–24]. Uhl et al. 
used in vivo BrdU labelling of neutrophils in mice to show that  aged neutrophils with a 
highly reactive phenotype are present in the circulation in an endotoxemia model [25]. 
Comparable experiments in human are still missing, and the presence and function of 
aged neutrophils in inflammatory conditions thus remains uncertain.

At the end of life, neutrophils are generally thought to die by apoptosis in the tissues 
and to be cleared by phagocytosis by macrophages in a process generally referred to 
as efferocytosis [26]. However, in vivo data supporting this concept are mainly from 
inflammatory conditions. The fate of neutrophils under homeostasis is much less clear, 
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but there are solid data that describe the CXCR4/SDF axis as an important mechanism to 
clear aged neutrophils in the bone marrow [27].

Additionally, there is no clear consensus on the half-life of neutrophils in peripheral 
blood, bone marrow and in the tissues. Novel methodology applying the stable isotope 
deuterium has led to conflicting results ranging from a relatively long lifespan of around 
5 days [28] to 19 hours [29]. These conflicting results are caused by differences in the 
assumptions regarding the behavior of progenitor cells in the bone marrow and the size 
of the neutrophil compartment [30].

The neutrophil in tumor surveillance. The first clues that the neutrophil compartment 
was heterogeneous came from studies in the cancer field that identified myeloid-
derived suppressor cells (MDSCs [31]) and N1/N2 tumor-associated neutrophils in mice 
[32]. These experiments provided evidence that neutrophils could affect the immune 
response against tumors. Different neutrophil subsets can be involved in better tumor 
killing (N1 cells) and/or in suppressed immunity against tumors (N2 cells and MDSCs). 
Although understanding of these phenotypes holds great promise for cancer treatment 
and has rightfully raised great enthusiasm in the cancer immunity field, the concept is 
still in its early development. Additionally, until now the existence of N1/N2 neutrophils 
in human is not shown.

The difference in N1/N2 cells has so far mainly been described in mice, and often in 
terms of expression of proteins that might be involved in anti- or pro-tumor immune 
responses. Unfortunately, few mechanistic data are available obtained with isolated 
cells. MDSCs have mainly been studied in mice, and often these cells are studied in 
bulk, encompassing both monocytes and neutrophils, and often not distinguishing this 
population from normal mature neutrophils [33]. Since neutrophils in tumor-bearing 
mice display the typical left shift, it has been proposed that MDSC are relatively young 
[34]. However, Youn et al. provided data that also neutrophils with a mature nucleus can 
act as MDSC [28] The field still awaits proper definition which cells in the MDSC pool are 
pro-tumorigenic and which processes are operational in these cells [36]. In the mouse 
models arginase has been shown to play an important role, but the role of arginase in 
human MDSC is still conflicting [37,38].

It is important to emphasize that at least in vitro neutrophils are potent killers of tumor 
cells by antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC [39]) and trogocytosis 
[40]. Moreover, the presence of these cells in the tumor tissue can be associated with 
a favorable outcome in the resolution of these tumors [32]. This situation is a clear 
example for the dilemmas faced in the treatment of neutrophil-mediated diseases. 
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Some phenotypes are beneficial (microbe and tumor killing) whereas other are harmful 
(immune suppression or tumor promoting) [32,41], also see the review by Aarts and 
Kuiipers in this issue Detailed analysis of the neutrophil phenotypes in time and place 
will allow more focused therapy directed against disease-promoting phenotypes.

The neutrophil in immune regulation. Parallel to the description of the complex neu-
trophil response in tumor immunology, several studies have describe compartmental-
ization of neutrophils in immune regulation under conditions of acute inflammation[42] 
or during neutrophil mobilization by G-CSF [43]. These studies have in common that 
neutrophils with a more (hyper)segmented nucleus can suppress T-cell activation and/or 
proliferation in vitro by cells with a more (hyper)segmented nucleus. T-cell suppression 
is critically dependent on cell-cell contact, as blocking antibodies directed against β2-
integrins could inhibit the response [42]. The suppressing cells mobilized during acute 
inflammation are characterized by a normal expression of FcγRIII (CD16), low expression 
of L-selectin (CD62L), and a high expression of Mac-1 (CD11b) and p150.95 (CD11c) [42].

T-cell suppressing neutrophils mobilized 5 days after G-CSF mobilization have a high 
expression of CD10 [43]. As yet, it is unclear whether both suppressing neutrophils 
belong to the same phenotype or that cells mobilized for 3 hours by endotoxin or 5 days 
by G-CSF belong to different phenotypes. Supportive for the latter hypothesis is the 
finding that G-CSF-mobilized cells use arginase for suppression, whereas cells during 
acute inflammation employ ROS for suppression. The arginase-I inhibitor L-arginine did 
not affect T-cell suppression induced by the latter cells.

As mentioned also in the introduction, the origin of T-cell-suppressing neutrophils is not 
known. The fact that they are found in the blood within 3 hours post endotoxin chal-
lenge, and the marked difference in proteome argues against a short-term activation-
induced change in functionality [20]. Yet, kinetic experiments in the bone marrow and 
peripheral tissue have to be performed to identify the mechanism(s) and locations(s) for 
these immune-regulatory neutrophils.

An interesting line of research carried out by the group of Takashima has identified a 
third immune regulatory neutrophil: a neutrophil-dendritic cell hybrid. In mouse models 
such cells were identified in different inflammation models [44]. In vitro these cells were 
clearly able to modulate T-cell responses [44].

Lastly, another potentially interesting neutrophil phenotype has been found in chronic 
inflammatory and infectious diseases, cancer and acute inflammation. This neutrophil 
phenotype is characterized by a relatively low buoyant density and is referred to as 
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low density granulocyte (LDG) [45]. This ‘phenotype’ has been described to be typically 
present in the mononuclear cell fraction of patients with a variety of acute and chronic 
disease. LDGs in SLE have been most thoroughly studied: these cells have an activated 
phenotype characterized by enhanced expression of activation markers and an increased 
propensity to form NETs [46]. Unfortunately, these cells have been poorly characterized 
in terms of discrimination between short-term activated cells or long-term differenti-
ated cells. In fact, the composition of the neutrophils that stay on top of the Ficoll layer 
is very heterogenous, and there is a marked difference in the numbers of  and function 
attributed to the ‘LDGs’ found under different conditions [45]. Therefore, it seems too 
early to define a neutrophil phenotype solely on the characteristic of a low buoyant 
density.

The neutrophil in tissue regeneration and repair. It has already been suggested for 
decades that neutrophils play an important role in tissue repair. Most of the data sup-
portive for this hypothesis are circumstantial, but nevertheless the findings in mouse 
models [47,48] and small children with leukocyte adhesion deficiency types I, II and III 
clearly show impaired tissue repair responses associated with absence of neutrophils 
in the tissues and marked neutrophilia in blood and bone marrow [49–51]. These data 
imply that the absence of neutrophils in the tissues due to aberrant homing leads to 
impaired tissue repair by as yet unidentified mechanisms. It is, however, important to 
emphasize that a CD18 deficiency also affects homing of monocytes to the tissues [47]. 
These data are thus not sufficient to unequivocally place the neutrophil in tissue repair.

There is an interesting correlation between tissue repair,  the presence of neutrophils 
and the absence of mononuclear cells in the early hematoma formed after bone frac-
ture. Here, a highly regulated process is initiated upon fracture that leads to correct 
bone formation weeks after the event. In the early fracture hematoma high numbers of 
neutrophils are found that contribute to so-called emergency stroma. The cells produce 
a fibronectin mesh that is important for the later deposition of collagen by mononuclear 
cells [52]. Removal of neutrophils from the early hematoma severely impairs bone for-
mation in animal models [53].

Intriguingly, normal uneventful fracture healing of large bones, such as tibia and femur, 
is associated with a clear neutrophilia 10-12 days after the fracture [54]. This neutrophilia 
is not associated with a detectable infection and/or sterile pathological inflammation. 
In fact, data in small cohorts of trauma patients with fractures of larger bones imply that 
this neutrophilia is important, as the absence of such neutrophilia is associated with 
poor bone formation and non-union of the bone (pseudo-arthrosis) [53].
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Another neutrophil phenotype that is associated with tissue repair after hypoxia is the 
CXCR4high neutrophil [55]. Massena et al. showed that tissue VEGF-A upregulation follow-
ing hypoxia recruits a distinct subset of neutrophils to the lesion site through VEGFR1 
and VEGFR2. Circulating CD49pos/CXCR4high/VEGFR1high neutrophils transmigrate and at 
the site promote neovascularization.  Blocking of VEGFR1 or VEGFR2 impaired recruit-
ment and subsequent angiogenesis and tissue repair. The angiogenic effect is thought 
to be due to an abundance of MMP-9 delivered by these neutrophils [56]. Combined, 
these data support the concept of the importance of neutrophils in normal tissue repair.

The neutrophil in aberrant pro- and anti-inflammatory conditions. Most of the data 
described above focused on normal functioning of neutrophils in homeostatic and 
disease conditions. Under these conditions the neutrophil responds correctly on disease 
cues. However, an increasing number of clinical conditions are found to be at least in 
part mediated by malfunctioning of these cells. Apart from the already mentioned pro-
tumorigenic action of certain neutrophil phenotypes, other diseases are mediated by 
both hyper- and hypo-activity of these cells [49,57–60].

Diseases associated with hyperactivation of neutrophil phenotypes: chronic inflammatory 
diseases (e.g. cystic fibrosis, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease), acute inflammation 
(systemic inflammatory response syndrome, acute respiratory distress syndrome, multi-
organ dysfunction) and reperfusion injury [61–64]. These conditions have in common 
that neutrophil-driven tissue damage is a hall mark of the disease, and it is imperative 
that neutrophil responses responsible should be inhibited with future innovative treat-
ments. Despite a general consensus that inhibition of neutrophils is essential in dealing 
with these diseases, the clinical options are very limited. This is mainly caused by the fact 
that neutrophils are notoriously resistant to currently available anti-inflammatory drugs 
such as corticosteroids [65].

Diseases associated with hypo-activation or functional deficiency of neutrophil 
phenotypes. Neutrophil genetic deficiencies: The most common inherited neutrophil 
deficiency is chronic granulomatous disease caused by mutations in the subunits of the 
NADPH-oxidase genes [66]. CGD and the other rare neutrophil deficiencies are reviewed 
by van de Geer et al.[67]. Little if anything is known of different neutrophil phenotypes 
in their functionality and occurrence in these diseases.

Acquired neutrophil hypo-activation during compensatory anti-inflammatory response 
syndrome (CARS) after major trauma and sepsis. Hypo-activation of neutrophils is a much-
overlooked problem in severely injured patients. This injury is typically found in patients 
undergoing major operations or experiencing major trauma caused by accidents [60]. 
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The main and most important risk factors for mortality and morbidity in these patients 
are infectious complications that range from ‘simple’ line infections to septic shock [68]. 
These clinical conditions are associated with blood neutrophils that are refractory to ac-
tivation [69,70]. This unresponsive neutrophil type is thought to contribute significantly 
to the occurrence of infections. CARS associated with neutrophil dysfunction normally 
resolves in a matter of days, but in certain ICU patients this situation of immune sup-
pression can last up to weeks and months [71]. This clinical situation is now better rec-
ognized and is coined as persistent inflammation, immunosuppression and catabolism 
syndrome or PICS [72]. Little is known about the role of different neutrophil phenotypes 
in mediating this immune suppression, but MDSCs have been implicated [73].

neutrophil phenotypes in tissue and blood. Most of the data regarding neutrophils 
are coming from cells isolated from the peripheral blood. Yet,  the main location for neu-
trophil function is in the tissues. It is unknown if every neutrophil homes to the tissue 
and the topic of recirculation is still under discussion. Therefore, it is important to study 
the cells in the tissue as well. There are a few locations were the cells can be obtained in 
a relatively untouched way: bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BAL,[74]), sputum [75], syno-
vial fluid [76] and oral neutrophils [77]. Immunophenotyping of these cells invariantly 
shows activated cells with a mature appearance [76]. The difficulty in the interpretation 
of this activation is whether the activation is the result of tissue homing per se,  that the 
disease associated with tissue neutrophilia is causing this phenotype, and/or is organ 
specific. Although, few data are available for healthy individuals,  neutrophil homing per 
se seems sufficient for the activation phenotype[78]. Apart from tissue staining of N1/
N2 cells, little is known regarding neutrophil phenotypes in different tissues in health 
and disease [79].

neutrophil phenotypes in homeostasis with unknown significance
In addition to neutrophil subsets present in disease, also neutrophil markers have 
been described that might represent distinct neutrophil subsets in homeostasis. The 
two markers known today are discussed below. For both, no specific function has been 
ascribed, yet they seem to play a role in pathogenesis of disease.

NB 1/CD177. Between 45-65 % of circulating neutrophils are CD177-positive [80].  CD177 
is a glycoprotein-anchored receptor that among other functions regulates transmigra-
tion of neutrophils through binding of platelet endothelial cell adhesion molecule-1 
[81,82]. CD177-positive neutrophils seem to play a role in the pathogenesis of ANCA-
associated vasculitis. As CD177 serves as an anchor to proteinase 3 (PR3), all CD177-
positive neutrophils also selectively present PR3 on their cell surface [83], a known 
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antigen for antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies. Stimulation by CD177-acitvating 
antibodies indeed showed increased degranulation and ROS production [83].

Olfactomedin-4. Clemmensen et al. reported OLFM-4 expression that is post-transcrip-
tionally regulated and can serve to define subsets of neutrophils being OLFM-4-positive 
or -negative in health and disease [84]. No clear functional differences have been 
described for neutrophils in vitro being positive or negative for this protein.  However, 
OLFM-4 has been shown to be linked to several immunological processes and clinical 
outcomes. For example, enhanced bactericidal capacity against Staphylococcus aureus 
and sepsis resistance, but increased tumorigenesis have been described in OLFM-4 
knock-out mice [85–87]. In humans, high percentages of OLFM-4 positive neutrophils 
are associated with increased risk of multi-organ failure and death in sepsis [88], and 
OLFM-4 has been proposed as a biomarker for several malignancies [89]. Additionally, 
several studies have shown a variety of pathways regulating OLFM-4 expression, includ-
ing those critically involved in carcinogenesis and inflammation [90].

Heterogeneity of cells in homeostasis: the concept of competitive phagocytosis. 
The text above might give the impression that at least during homeostasis the neutro-
phil in the peripheral blood belongs to a homogenous population of cells. This seems 
true when the cells are phenotyped by flowcytometry for the expression of markers on 
their surface. However, when the cells are studied with respect to their phagocytic func-
tion, an important complexity surfaces [5]. It turns out that cells that are obtained from 
normal control individuals are very heterogeneous in their capacity to phagocytose 
bacteria. Hellebrekers et al. came to the conclusion that all neutrophils can phagocytose 
bacteria, but some are much better than others. This implicates that these highly func-
tional cells outcompete less functional cells in phagocytosis of their targets. It is as yet 
unknown whether the response to phagocytosis by highly functional cells is different 
from the response of low-responding cells in terms of intracellular killing mechanisms. 
It is, however, conceivable that the highly functional cells will leave the blood first dur-
ing inflammatory conditions, leaving behind the less functional cells. This concept is 
supported by studies showing hypo-reactivity of neutrophils in injured patients [69] 
and eosinophils in asthma patients [91]. This is also seen in a murine model, where 
phagocytosis-prone aged neutrophils transmigrated to tissues, leaving behind the less 
active neutrophils in the peripheral circulation [25]. Whether such heterogeneity is also 
found in tissue neutrophils and/or is reflected in neutrophil phenotypes remains to be 
established.

Conclusions: regaining the balance is the solution. The neutrophil compartment 
is much more complex than ever anticipated. Keeping homeostasis in health and 
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regaining homeostasis in disease is only reached when the balance of pro- and anti-
inflammatory functions of the cells is normalized. Simply inhibiting bulk neutrophils 
comes with an unpredictable risk of infectious complications. In fact, patients with 
neutrophil-mediated diseases characterized by hypo-reactivity of the cells, such as 
CARS and PICS, might even benefit from activation of the cells. Proof-of-principle for 
this latter hypothesis came from important work of the group of Pickkers et al., showing 
that treatment with IFN-γ functionally antagonized LPS-induced immune paralysis in 
humans [92]. Therefore, clinical trials testing innovative new drugs targeting neutrophils 
should take into account that different phenotypes of these cells operational at similar 
or different sites and at similar or different times.
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AbsTrACT

Introduction – Phagocytosis by neutrophils is a key process in the innate immune 
response against invading micro-organisms. Despite reported heterogeneity in other 
neutrophils functions, little is known regarding differences in phagocytosis by individual 
cells. Therefore, we tested the hypothesis that heterogeneity is present in the neutrophil 
compartment in its potency to  phagocytize bacteria.

Methods – Phagocytosis assays were performed in suspension with isolated neutrophils 
and Staphylococcus aureus expressing different fluorescent proteins at MOI’s between 
1 and 10. Repetitive addition of bacteria with different fluorescent proteins and MOI’s 
was used to compare the phagocytic capacity of S. aureus-GFP positive and negative 
neutrophils and exclude randomness.

Results – The percentage and MFI of S. aureus-GFP positive neutrophils increased with 
higher MOI’s. The increase in MFI was due to phagocytosis of multiple bacteria per 
neutrophil as was confirmed by confocal imaging. Sequential phagocytosis of GFP- and 
mCherry expressing S. aureus showed a non-random process, as S. aureus-GFP positive 
neutrophils preferentially phagocytized S. aureus-mCherry.

Conclusion – All neutrophils were able to phagocytize S. aureus, but some were much 
more potent than others. Therefore, at physiologically relevant MOI’s these potent 
phagocytizing neutrophils will outcompete the uptake of bacteria by less competent 
cells in a process we propose to name ‘competitive phagocytosis’.
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inTroDuCTion

Phagocytosis is an essential cellular mechanism involved in the killing of bacteria by 
the innate immune system [1]. Engulfing the pathogen and providing a highly cytotoxic 
milieu inside the phagolysosome are the hallmarks in the killing mechanism [2]. This 
prevents bacterial spreading within the host and provides protection against clinical 
manifest infections. Phagocytosis of microorganisms is known to be particularly ex-
ecuted by two cells from the innate immune system: macrophages and neutrophils [3]. 
Apart from phagocytosis, a range of other mechanisms associated with bacterial killing 
have been identified. NET formation has been proposed as an additional mechanism for 
extracellular killing of microorganisms by neutrophils [4]. In addition, neutrophils play 
an immunomodulatory role in the control in inflammation and cancer immunology [5]. 
These different functionalities are likely mediated by a functional heterogeneity in the 
neutrophil compartment. Several studies have identified such functional compartmen-
talization[6]. Recently, specific T cell suppressive neutrophil subsets have been described 
in acute inflammation and G-CSF treated donors [7,8]. Several intra- and extracellular 
neutrophil markers have been proposed to define subsets in humans, yet none could be 
linked to functional heterogeneity in homeostasis [9].

Neutrophil phagocytosis capacity is known to be influenced by conditions such as age 
and disease. This is illustrated by the increased phagocytic activity in neutrophils in for 
example rheumatoid arthritis [10,11]. An in vitro assay with GM-CSF treated human neu-
trophils showed enhanced phagocytosis in terms of the percentage of phagocytosing 
neutrophils as well as the phagocytotic activity expressed as number of bacteria per 
neutrophil compared to non-GM-CSF treated neutrophils [12]. This suggests a reserve 
phagocytotic capacity of the neutrophil pool that requires priming to become active 
[13]. On the other hand, in 1984 Stavem et al. observed that the distribution of the num-
ber of bacteria inside neutrophils when coincubated in suspension deviated from the 
Poisson-distribution, which was to be expected in chance and equal capability. They hy-
pothesized that the circulating neutrophils might be a heterogeneous population when 
it comes to phagocytosis/adherence of bacteria, but this old study lacks experimental 
data to exclude other possible explanations [14].

The differences in the interpretation of the above-mentioned studies led us to hypoth-
esize the presence of a spectrum in phagocytic capacity of individual cells in the human 
circulating neutrophil pool.
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mATeriAl AnD meTHoDs

Human volunteers and ethical aspects
Blood samples were provided by anonymous, healthy volunteers between the age of 
18-65 years, male and female, after given written informed consent in accordance to de 
Declaration of Helsinki. All experiments were performed in accordance with the relevant 
guidelines and regulations. This study was approved by the University Medical Center 
Utrecht ethical review committee (METC).

Neutrophil isolation
Blood samples were collected in tubes with sodium heparin as anti-coagulant (Vacuette® 
Greiner bio-one, Kremsmünster, Austria). For the isolation of the neutrophils, the blood 
was diluted in phosphate buffered saline and centrifuged over Ficoll-Paque (Pharmacia, 
Uppsala, Sweden) for 20 minutes at 760 x g at room temperature. The red blood cells in 
the pellet were lysed for 15-20 minutes in isotonic ice-cold NH4Cl solution. Cells were 
washed twice and resuspended in Hepes buffer (20mM Hepes, 132 mM NaCl, 6 mM KCl, 
1.2 mM  KH2PO4, 1 mM MgSO4) supplemented with 5 mM glucose, 1 mM CaCl2, and 0.5% 
(w/v) human serum albumin (HSA). After washing the neutrophils were resuspended in  
Hepes buffer and kept on ice until use. Absolute neutrophil counts were measured on an 
automatic hematology analyzer (CELL-DYN Emerald, Abbott, IL, USA). All preparations 
yielded >95% granulocytes with eosinophils as contaminating cells.

Bacterial growth and colony forming units (CFU) counting
Two strains of Staphylococcus aureus were used that were provided by the Labora-
tory of Microbiology at the UMC Utrecht:  the MW-2 strain expressing GFP [15] and the 
Reynolds CP5 [16] strain expressing mCherry both carrying chloramphenicol-resistance. 
The strains were grown in Todd-Hewitt broth with chloramphenicol  10 µg/ml at 37ºC 
and 180 rpm, until OD600nm=0.5. Hereafter, the suspension was centrifuged for 15 min at 
3500 rpm at room temperature and resuspended in Hepes buffer until OD600nm=0.5. The 
suspension was aliquoted in samples of 100µL and frozen at -80ºC until use. CFU were 
determined by dilution plating of the bacteria on Todd-Hewitt Agar plates.

Phagocytosis assays
basic phagocytosis assay - Neutrophil suspensions with different neutrophil concen-
trations ranging between 1-15x106 neutrophils/ml were prepared in Hepes buffer in 
the presence or absence of 40%  human serum. Bacteria were added to the neutrophil 
suspensions with different multiplicities of infection (MOI) ranging from 1 to 10. After 
addition of the bacteria the suspension was mixed gently and put in an incubator (In-
nova® 44; New Brunswick Scientific, Edison, NJ, USA) at 37 ºC and 180 rpm. One sample 
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of neutrophil-bacteria suspension was kept on ice to serve as a negative control. At 
different time points samples were taken from the neutrophil-bacteria suspension and 
fixed with 1% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for ≥15 minutes on ice.

repeated phagocytosis assay – This assay consisted of two runs of the basic phagocy-
tosis assay. A neutrophil suspension of 5x106 neutrophils/ml was co-incubated with S. 
aureus-GFP with an MOI 1. After the first run, the neutrophils were sorted by forward- 
and side scatter to separate the neutrophils from the bacteria and by GFP expression 
to distinguish between S. aureus-GFP positive and negative neutrophils. Cell sorting 
was performed on a FACSAria™ cell sorter (Becton Dickinson, Mountain View, CA, USA).  
The same phagocytosis assay was then repeated on the sorted S. aureus-GFP negative 
neutrophils to show the distribution of the bacteria in this neutrophil population.

‘randomness’ assay - This assay consisted of two runs of the basic phagocytosis as-
say. A neutrophil suspension of 5x106 neutrophils/ml with 40% human serum was used 
for all randomness assays. In the first round S. aureus-GFP was added to the neutrophil 
suspension with either a MOI 1 or 10. After 40 minutes a second round of bacteria was 
added to the same sample, but now S. aureus-mCherry with a MOI 1or 2. As a control a 
reverse assay was also performed with the S. aureus-mCherry in the first round and -GFP 
in the second round. First rounds without bacteria were conducted as a control. Samples 
were taken at different time points: before round 1 (baseline), before the second round 
at 40 minutes and at the end of the experiment at 80 minutes. The cells were fixed imme-
diately with 1% PFA and put on ice for at least 10 min. Combinations and their purpose 
are shown in table 1.

Table 1. Phagocytosis assay to assess randomness

1st round 2nd round Aim

No bacteria MOI 1/2 Serve as a control for phagocytizing capability after 40 
minutes at 37 ºCNo bacteria MOI 10

MOI 1 MOI 1/2 Observe and compare distributions of first and second 
round bacteriaMOI 1 MOI 10

MOI  10 MOI 1/2 Observe the effect of activation of all neutrophils on 
second round phagocytosisMOI 10 MOI 10

S. aureus- GFP was mostly used in the first round and -mCherry in the second.

feed-forward assay - This assay is similar to the ‘randomness’ assay described above but 
differs in the fact that the first round is executed with S. aureus-GFP with MOI 10. Under 
these conditions almost all (>95%) neutrophils phagocytized at least one bacterium in 
the first round and a possible feed-forward mechanism could be initiated. The distribu-
tion pattern of the S. aureus-mCherry (MOI1 and 2) in the second round can then distin-
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guish between feed-forward and an inherent propensity for phagocytosis. See table 1 for 
an overview of combinations of MOI in the first and second round and their objectives.

Flow cytometry analysis
The fixed cells were analyzed using a BD LSRFortessa™ cell analyzer (Becton Dickinson, 
Mountain View, CA, USA). Neutrophils were identified according to their specific forward-/
side- scatter patterns. Eosinophils were excluded based on their auto-fluorescence in the 
FL-1 channel. Data from the experiments are depicted as percentages of GFP or mCherry 
positive neutrophils and mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of at least 10,000 events.

Multicolor analysis was performed to analyze marker expression and to possibly dif-
ferentiate between cells with high and low phagocytosing capacity. The neutrophils 
were stained after phagocytosis for 30 minutes on ice in the dark before fixation with 
1% PFA. Antibodies used for this purpose were CD16-Krome Orange (3G8), CD62L-ECD 
(DREG56) and CD11b-APC-AF750 (Bear1) from Beckman Coulter (Pasadena, CA, USA). 
CD16-V500 (3G8), CD32-APC (FLI8.26) and the Cytofix/CytopermTM from BD (San Jose, 
CA, USA). CD11c-PerCP-Cy5.5 (BU15), CD49d-PeCy7 (9F10), CD66b-PerCP-Cy5.5 (G10F5) 
and CD64-Pacific Blue (10.1) from Biolegend (San Diego, CA, USA). CD35-PE (AR2), 
streptavidin-AF647 and EZ-link Sulfo-NHS-LC-Biotin from Thermo Fisher Scientific 
(Waltham, MA, USA). CD88-PE (P12/1) and OLFM-4 (N-20) from Santa Cruz (Dallas, TX, 
USA), CD182-APC (48311) from R&D systems (Minneapolis, MN, USA), Flow cytometry 
data was analyzed with FlowJo® v10 software (FlowJo, LLC, Ashland, OR).

Confocal imaging
For confocal imaging neutrophils were stained after the basic phagocytosis (S. Aureus-
GFP) experiment with CD16-V500 (clone 3G8, Becton Dickinson, Mountain View, CA, 
USA) for 20 min on ice in the dark. Hereafter, the neutrophils were fixed using PFA 1% as 
before mentioned. Fixed cells were imaged using Zeiss LSM confocal microscope (Carl 
Zeiss Microscopy GmbH, Lena, Germany). Extracellular CD16-V500 staining was used to 
determine the cell borders of the neutrophil. Z-stacks were performed to determine the 
location of the S. aureus-GFP and measure the number of bacteria inside the cell. Image 
analysis was performed using Zen2009 (Zeiss) and ImageJ software (Fiji, Madison, WI, 
USA).

Statistical analysis
Data are expressed as means ± standard error of mean (SEM). Normal distribution of 
the data was tested using  D’Agostino & Pearson normality test. Comparisons between 
conditions were made with the Wilcoxon test, or one-way ANOVA in case of multiple 
conditions. The Fisher LSD test was used for multiple comparisons, P values reported 
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are not adjusted for multiple comparisons. Results were regarded as significant when 
P<0.05.

Data availability
The datasets generated during and/or analyzed during the current study are available 
from the corresponding author on reasonable request.
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Figure 1. Active phagocytosis in only part of 
the neutrophils population. A. Percentage of 
S. aureus-GFP positive neutrophils over time.  
The percentage of positive neutrophils is 
depicted when incubated with an MOI 1. A 
plateau is reached at 40 minutes. Data is 
presented as mean ±SEM (n = 17 (5min), 15 
(10min), 17 (20 min), 13 (30 min), 29 (40min), 10 
(50min), 12 (60min), ). B. Percentage of S. 
aureus-GFP positive neutrophils with 
increasing MOI.  The percentage of positive 
neutrophils in conditions with increasing MOI are 
depicted. An increase in the percentage of S. 
aureus-GFP positive neutrophils as well as 
concurrent increase in MFI is observed (****, P < 
0.0001). Data is presented as mean ±SEM (n = 8 
(MOI 1), 5 (MOI 2), 6 (MOI 5), 5 (MOI 7), 8 (MOI 
10). Data was analyzed with one-way ANOVA.  C. 
Confocal image showing a neutrophil (cell 
membrane is visualized in red by staining of 
CD16-V500) with multiple intracellular bacteria 
(green, GFP), and two empty neutrophils.   
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intracellular bacteria (green, GFP), 
and two empty neutrophils.
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resulTs

Active phagocytosis in only part of the neutrophil population
Neutrophils that were incubated with bacteria but in the absence of human serum 
showed nearly no phagocytosis (results not shown) as has also been described before 
[17,18]. In suspension with 40% human serum in a shaking incubator in the presence 
of green fluorescent protein (GFP) positive bacteria (MW2) at a multiplicity of infection 
(MOI) of 1,  the percentage of GFP positive neutrophils reached a plateau after 40 min-
utes (figure 1A). Therefore, the time point 40 minutes was chosen as the endpoint in the 
remainder of the experiments. Suspensions with increasing MOI showed an elevation in 
the percentage of GFP positive neutrophils (figure 1B). Notably, the mean fluorescence 
intensity (MFI) of the GFP positive fraction of the neutrophils increased concurrently 
as the MOI increased, but negative neutrophils still persisted. This suggested active 
phagocytosis of multiple targets in some neutrophils and no phagocytosis in others. 
This was confirmed with confocal microscopy as shown in figure 1C. Only low numbers 
of adhering bacteria were seen and thus bacterial adhesion to the outside of the plasma 
membrane seems to contribute only minimally to the phenomenon seen in flow cytom-
etry. For further experiments MOI’s of 1 or 10 were chosen to mimic in vivo situations of 
bacterial control and bacteremia, respectively.

Phagocytic capability differs within the neutrophil population
Upon increasing MOI’s a rise in MFI was seen in the neutrophil population that phagocy-
tized the bacteria (see figure 1B). Despite the increase in MFI (i.e. phagocytosis of more 
bacteria) a clear negative population remained, caused by phagocytosis of more bac-
teria by some neutrophils versus no phagocytosis in others. However, with even higher 
MOI’s virtually all neutrophils phagocytized one or more bacteria (see figures 1B). These 
findings suggest that although all cells are capable to phagocytize bacteria there are 
neutrophils more actively phagocytizing bacteria than others. However, when sufficient 
numbers of bacteria are present (MOI of 10) nearly all (>97%) of the neutrophils are 
capable of phagocytosis.

A repeated phagocytosis assay was performed to determine the capacity of phagocytosis 
by the initial negative (non-phagocytosing population) group 40 minutes after incuba-
tion with an MOI 1. Here the negative population was FACS-sorted and again incubated 
with S. aureus at a MOI of 1. This showed a comparable distribution of GFP positive and 
negative neutrophils in the repeated and the initial phagocytosis experiment (figure 2).

Both the basic phagocytosis experiment and the repeated phagocytosis assay with 
sorted GFP negative neutrophils demonstrated that all cells have a phagocytosis ca-
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pability but suggest a spectrum in the capacity of individual cells for phagocytosis of 
Staphylococcus aureus.

A spectrum in the capacity of the neutrophils to phagocytize bacteria
The abovementioned experiments might be interpreted that random chance for the 
interaction between cells and bacteria plays an important role. To rule out such a 
stochastic mechanism we designed an experiment that could discriminate between 
randomness and pre-determined differences in phagocytic capacity. In the first round 
the neutrophils were incubated with S. aureus-GFP with an MOI 1. In this phase again 
a clear negative population is seen (see figure 3A). If phagocytosis is indeed a random 
process, a second round with alternatively colored bacteria would be expected to re-
sult in a random distribution over the cells. Therefore, a second round of infection was 
executed with S. aureus-mCherry with an MOI 1 or 2. An MOI 2 was added to be sure to 
provide enough bacteria per neutrophil for sufficient phagocytosis for all neutrophils, 
and simultaneously see the presence of negative cells and an increase in MFI in the posi-
tive neutrophils. A representative experiment is shown in figure 3A, first round, and B, 
second round.

Ratios of mCherry positive and negative were determined and MFI was measured. Ratios 
of mCherry positive and negative neutrophils were not equally distributed across the 
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Figure 2. Repeated phagocytosis experiment. Representative experiment for 2 individual experiments. A. 
Phagocytosis of  S. aureus-GFP by neutrophils (5x106/ml) was initiated with  a MOI of one for 40 min. The GFP negative 
cells were sorted and the sorted cells underwent the same procedure as the cells depicted in panel A. B. Sorted GFP 
negative neutrophils were mixed with S. aureus-GFP for 40 min and analyzed again. A comparable distribution of S. 
aureus-GFP is seen in the formerly GFP negative population. 
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A comparable distribution of S. aureus-GFP is seen in the formerly GFP negative population.
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GFP positive and negative populations, which was expected in a random process. In fact, 
comparisons of the ratios showed a significant difference with higher mCherry positive 
neutrophils present in the GFP positive group (P <0.0005). Also, the MFI of GFP (a mea-
sure of bacterial number) was higher in the mCherry positive group when incubated 
with an MOI 2 compared to MOI 1(P = 0.125). This demonstrates that phagocytosis of 
S. aureus-mCherry was higher in the cells that already have phagocytized the S. aureus-
GFP in the first round (figure 3C and 3D).
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seen compared to  the +/- and -/+ cells, which is not to be expected in a random process (***, P = 0.0005). Differently 
colored dots represents results from the same experiments, different experiments can be executed with different MOI’s. 
D. An increase in MFI can be observed in the mCherry positive group of the MOI 2 condition compared to a MOI 1 (ns, 
P = 0.125). Data was analyzed with the Wilcoxon test. 
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The data indicate that phagocytosis by neutrophils is not a random process. Next the 
hypothesis was tested whether the underlying mechanism causing the distribution 
of phagocytizing and non-phagocytizing neutrophils could either be a feedforward 
phenomenon (once a bacteria is phagocytized the phagocytosis of the next bacterium 
is facilitated) or that there is an intrinsic heterogeneity in the capacity of the neutrophils 
to phagocytize bacteria. To distinguish between these two hypotheses, the double 
phagocytosis experiment was repeated with an MOI 10 in the first round and addition 
of alternatively colored bacteria with an MOI of 1 in the second round. Under these 
conditions all neutrophils phagocytized at least one bacterium in the first round. If a 
feedforward phenomenon would be present, we expected a more random distribu-
tion of mCherry positive neutrophils in the second round. Activation of all neutrophils 
through a feedforward mechanism with equal chances would result in a more Gaussian 
distribution of the S. aureus-mCherry rather than a distribution over two distinct popula-
tions with an increase in MFI.

Phagocytosis of all neutrophils in the first round did not alter the distribution of S. aureus-
mCherry in the second round (figure 4). This argued against a feedforward phenomenon 
and supports the hypothesis for an intrinsic difference in the capacity of phagocytosis 
between individual neutrophils.
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Figure 4. Analysis to test the feedforward hypothesis. Neutrophils were first mixed with  S. aureus -Cherry with 
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in cells from the same donor  preincubated with S. aureus-GFP at an MOI of  10.  All neutrophils were characterized 
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with a MOI of 1 to these GFP positive neutrophils resulted the same distribution pattern that was observed before 
adding S. aureus-GFP (see panel A). Depicted are representative samples for 3 independent experiments. 
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To evaluate whether the neutrophils with high phagocytosis capacity could be distin-
guished from the neutrophils with low capacity, a multicolor flow cytometry analysis 
was performed before and after one run of the basic phagocytosis assay. Differences 
in extracellular marker expression and OLFM-4 positivity between the S. aureus-GFP 
positive and negative neutrophils were analyzed. Only minor differences in marker 
expression were found between the positive and negative neutrophils. No difference in 
the expression of OLFM-4 was detected. (Results not shown).

DisCussion

This is to our knowledge the first study that describes a spectrum in phagocytic capacity 
of cells in the human circulating peripheral neutrophil pool under healthy conditions. 
The phagocytosis experiments clearly show an increase in MFI of neutrophils phagocy-
tosing multiple S. aureus-GFP compared with the relatively large GFP negative neutro-
phil population. This strongly suggests a preference of some neutrophils over others 
to phagocytize better their targets.  Essentially, three explanations could underlie this 
phagocytic behavior of neutrophils; 1. An intrinsic functional difference between cells; 
2. Randomness in the interaction between cells and bacteria that might be affected by 
the design of the experiment; and  3. A feedforward phenomenon by which the phago-
cytosis of the first bacterium facilitates this process for the next bacteria. To exclude 
the latter two options, we designed an experiment to exclude randomness in which we 
co-incubated the neutrophils consecutively with two differently colored Staphylococ-
cus aureus expressing different fluorescent proteins. These data clearly demonstrate a 
spectrum of the cells with respect to their phagocytic capacity.

Neutrophils with a high capacity in a first round of phagocytosis are characterized by a 
similarly high capacity for additional phagocytosis with alternatively colored bacteria 
(see figure 3). This could be explained by a feedforward phenomenon (i.e. phagocytosis 
of a bacterium facilitates the uptake of the next organism) often seen in immunological 
reactions. However, this was ruled out by the result of the experiment, where all neu-
trophils were allowed to phagocytize S. aureus-GFP first (incubation with an MOI of 
10) followed by addition of S. aureus-mCherry at an MOI 1. A feedforward mechanism 
would have led to a random distribution of S. aureus-mCherry in the neutrophils with S. 
aureus-GFP present in their phagolysomes. In marked contrast, our data showed that the 
distribution of highly phagocytic neutrophils is independent of previous phagocytosis 
of bacteria. This is in line with the hypothesis that neutrophils with a high capacity to 
phagocytize bacteria do this because of an intrinsic phenotype rather than an induced 
phenotype. It is important to emphasize that all neutrophils appear capable of phagocy-
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tosis, when providing sufficient amounts of bacteria (see figure 1B). Also in experiments 
where non-phagocytosing neutrophils were sorted it was shown that these cells could 
phagocytize bacteria (see figure 2).  These data provides evidence for a spectrum in the 
phagocytic function in neutrophils in blood of normal individuals and that there is a 
competition in phagocytosis between highly phagocytic cells and lowly phagocytic 
cells. We propose to name this process competitive phagocytosis.

This heterogeneity in phagocytic capacity of different neutrophils prompted us to 
evaluate whether we could phenotype these cells, such that it would be possible to 
differentiate between these cells with the use of surface marker expression. Multicolor 
analysis with twelve common neutrophil markers did not result in the identification of 
phenotypes associated with phagocytic function (results not shown). The lack of distinc-
tive markers before phagocytosis is in line with the consensus that neutrophils belong 
to a homogenous population of cells in the blood of healthy individuals when studied 
in the context of expression of cell surface markers. There were only slight differences in 
expression of these markers on all neutrophils when incubated with bacteria indicating 
transcellular activation as a consequence of phagocytosis. None of the markers identi-
fied potent phagocytosing cells before adding of the bacteria.

We investigated the OLFM-4 expression as a marker for neutrophils with a high capacity 
of phagocytosis. No differences in distribution of GFP-positive and negative neutrophils 
between OLFM-4 positive and negative neutrophils were seen (results not shown). 
Therefore, OLFM-4 is not a marker for phagocytosis prone neutrophils. Clemmensen 
et al. (2012) reported OLFM-4 expression to define two subsets of neutrophils without 
a clear functional consequence for this expression on human neutrophils [19]. Some 
immunological functions have been attributed the presence or absence of OLFM-4 sub-
sets in the mouse. For example, enhanced bactericidal capacity was detected against 
Staphylococcus aureus leading to resistance for sepsis in mice [20,21]. However, we could 
not link OLFM-4 expression to the intrinsic capacity of neutrophils to phagocytosis.

It is well known that the phagocytic capacity of neutrophils is not a ‘fixed’ cellular 
characteristic. Phagocytosis can be influenced by both external, e.g. temperature, 
medication, injuries [22-24], and internal factors, e.g. age, sepsis, auto-immune disease 
[25-27]. Also, ex vivo manipulation can alter the function of a single sample of neutro-
phils with regard to phagocytosis [14,28]. However, the main objective of this study 
was to observe heterogeneity in phagocytosis capacity of single neutrophils within one 
individual in homeostasis. Although, the aforementioned factors are very relevant for 
the understanding of neutrophil functionality in general, they were beyond the scope 
of this study.
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As also stated in the introduction, variation in phagocytosis within the neutrophil pool 
of a single human has been observed before [12,29]. This heterogeneity has never been 
studied in terms of a possible underlying mechanism. By not ruling out randomness, 
feed-forward mechanisms and ‘non-fit’ cells, a concept of competitive phagocytosis 
within the neutrophil pool could not be tested in these earlier studies.  Previously, a 
spectrum in the maximum capacity of neutrophils for phagocytosis of bacteria has also 
been shown [30]. Clawson et al. (1979) studied phagocytosis capacity using ratios of  up 
to 400 S. aureus per neutrophil, resulting in an average of 47 bacteria per neutrophil[30]. 
Since bacterial numbers used in this study are far from saturating the maximum phago-
cytosis capacity, this is of no significance for the interpretation of our results.

Our FACS assay was based on the use of live GFP/mCherry expressing Staphylococcus 
aureus. This assay cannot distinguish between phagocytized and adhering bacteria. We 
chose to make no discrimination between the two mechanisms, because adherence 
without phagocytosis was almost absent in neutrophils from healthy humans and is 
considered an ‘early phase of phagocytosis [31]. Furthermore, there was an absence 
of adhering bacteria in our confocal microscopy images and during real-time imaging, 
which makes it unlikely that the discrimination between the two processes would have 
led to a difference in interpretation of our results.

Although the sole use of Staphylococcus aureus was sufficient to accomplish proof-of-
principle,  additional studies should be performed to confirm this spectrum in neutro-
phils for phagocytosis of other bacteria. An early study of Dijkmans et al. (1985), showed 
altered phagocytosis of Escherichia coli by neutrophils when simultaneously exposed 
to Staphylococcus aureus [32]. They mainly attributed this to competitive opsonization, 
but multiple mechanisms or intrinsic differences may have played a role. More studies 
on different bacteria and bacteria combinations may provide further insight into the 
spectrum and putative specificity of phagocytosis capability of  human neutrophils.

To our knowledge, this is the first description of competitive phagocytosis in human 
neutrophils. One can only speculate on the evolutionary advantage of this process. It 
might be beneficial for the neutrophil compartment to be able to fine-tune anti-bacte-
rial responses by a limited number of neutrophils when faced with an acute infection, 
because collateral damage by hyperactivation of the complete neutrophil compartment 
can lead to multiple organ dysfunction syndrome and death [33]. Future studies should 
also focus on the importance of cells exhibiting a low capacity to phagocytize bacteria 
for  their capability of other neutrophil functions such immune regulation.
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AbsTrACT

Introduction – Nowadays the term  lower density neutrophils (LDNs) is used to describe 
a specific subset of neutrophils with a certain buoyancy. In this study the alternative 
hypothesis is tested that neutrophils are  characterized by a distribution in buoyant 
densities that shifts to lower densities by activation.

Methods –  Neutrophils with the 20% highest density (HDNs) and 20% lowest density 
(LDNs) were isolated by density centrifugation from unstimulated and stimulated whole 
blood from healthy donors. Putative functional differences between LDN/HDN were 
tested by determination of bacterial containment, phagocytosis, T cell suppression, and 
neutrophil survival.

Results – Neutrophils from the 20% lowest density fraction were significantly better in 
T cell suppression (P = 0.02) and bacterial containment ( P = 0.0013) than their 20% 
highest density counterparts. We found no statistically relevant differences in survival or 
phagocytosis. Stimulation of neutrophils with fMLF induced LDNs after Ficoll separation 
with similar functionality as unstimulated LDNs isolated after additional Percoll gradient 
centrifugation.

Conclusion – A spectrum of neutrophil buoyant densities is present in healthy human 
subjects, which shifts to lower densities upon stimulation. Additionally, neutrophil 
density is associated with functional properties: LDNs possess higher bactericidal and 
immunoregulatory functionality compared to their HDL counterparts.
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inTroDuCTion

Neutrophils are one of the main actors of the innate immune system. Until recently neu-
trophils were thought to belong to a relative homogeneous population of cells. However, 
an increasing number of studies now show heterogeneity in morphology, phenotype, 
function or a combination of these factors [1]. One of the subtypes of neutrophils iden-
tified and studied is the low-density neutrophil (LDN). It was first recognized in 1986, 
when neutrophils co-segregated with mononuclear cells after density-gradient isola-
tion in systemic lupus erythematosus and rheumatoid arthritis patients [2]. Thereafter, 
the presence of LDNs have been shown in several, mostly chronic, diseases [3].

Although the term ‘LDN’ is used nowadays to indicate a distinct neutrophil subset, it 
actually refers to a wide variety of neutrophils in different pathological circumstances. 
In fact, LDN is poorly defined when it comes to morphology and function. For example, 
both pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory properties are linked to LDNs in inflam-
matory diseases[3]. Also, both immature, banded, as well as hypersegmented neutro-
phils have been identified in the mononuclear layer[3].

In 1983, Pember et al. [4] showed that heterogeneity of density exists within the healthy 
human circulating neutrophil pool, with a bell-shaped distribution. They were also able 
to correlate (murine) neutrophil buoyancy with activation status [5]. More recently, 
Herteman et al. [6] studied LDNs in horses and found similar characteristics of LDNs 
in asthmatic and healthy horses. They argued that, although their numbers varied be-
tween health and disease, the functional differences between LDNs and normal density 
neutrophils were intrinsic.

Whereas most studies have focused on ‘LDNs’ as a specific neutrophil subset, afore-
mentioned studies suggest a more gradual distribution in buoyancy and the presence 
of LDNs in the PBMC fraction after Ficoll centrifugation in homeostasis. Additionally, 
studies have shown a functional heterogeneity within the circulating neutrophil pool of 
healthy humans [7,8]. Despite the fact that morphological and functional characteristics 
are ascribed to LDNs in disease, the source of these cells remains unclear. Decreased 
cell density as a result of altered neutrophil differentiation, but also activation and/or 
stimulation of mature neutrophils have been opted as the possible source of LDNs [9]. 
The presence of a heterogeneity in the density and functionality in healthy neutrophils 
may provide insights and understanding in LDNs in disease.

Interpretation of many of the above mentioned studies in terms of ontogeny of the 
LDN’s in vivo is hampered by the fact that the onset of inflammatory disease is difficult 
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to determine. It is important to study the kinetics of LDN’s to discriminate between 
activation (relatively fast) and differentiation (relatively slow).  The human experimental 
endotoxemia model can be used to mimick acute inflammatory disease and allows the 
study of the kinetics of LDN’s in acute inflammation in otherwise healthy individuals 
[10].
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Figure 1. The shift in neutrophil buoyancy after priming with different concentrations of fMLF (A) and PAF (B). 
Stimulation of neutrophils with fMLF causes the neutrophil buoyancy to decrease. As a result the number of neutrophils 
ending up in the PBMC fraction or ‘LDN’ varies. Data are presented as a mean ± standard deviation (SD). 

The aim of this study is to test the hypothesize that there may be a spectrum in neutrophil densities 
within the circulation of healthy humans which is associated with functionality.  

 

Material and Methods 

Human volunteers 

Blood samples were provided by anonymous, healthy volunteers between the age of 18-65 years, 
male and female, after given written informed consent in accordance to de Declaration of Helsinki. 
All experiments were performed in accordance with the relevant guidelines and regulations. This 
study was approved by the University Medical Center Utrecht ethical review committee (METC). 

Experimental endotoxemia model 

The human experimental endotoxemia experiment was induced exactly as described before [10]. 
In short: a single dose of 2 ng/kg bodyweight LPS (US Standard Reference Endotoxin Escherichia 
coli O:113, Lot #94332B1 obtained from the Pharmaceutical Development Section of the National 
Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD) was injected systemically in healthy male volunteers with an 
age between 18 and 30 years old at t=0 hours. At t=3 hours blood was obtained from the same 
volunteers. The study was approved by the ethics review board of the Radboud University Medical 
Center and is in compliance with declaration of Helsinki; International Conference on 
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Declaration of Helsinki. All experiments were performed in accordance with the relevant 
guidelines and regulations. This study was approved by the University Medical Center 
Utrecht ethical review committee (METC).

Experimental endotoxemia model
The human experimental endotoxemia experiment was induced exactly as described 
before [10]. In short: a single dose of 2 ng/kg bodyweight LPS (US Standard Reference 
Endotoxin Escherichia coli O:113, Lot #94332B1 obtained from the Pharmaceutical 
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Development Section of the National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD) was injected 
systemically in healthy male volunteers with an age between 18 and 30 years old at 
t=0 hours. At t=3 hours blood was obtained from the same volunteers. The study was 
approved by the ethics review board of the Radboud University Medical Center and 
is in compliance with declaration of Helsinki; International Conference on Harmonisa-
tion Good Clinical Practice guidelines, and the rulings of the Dutch Medical Research 
Involving Human Subjects Act. Written informed consent was obtained from all study 
participants.

Neutrophil isolation
Human blood samples were collected in sodium heparin tubes  (Vacuette® Greiner bio-
one, Kremsmünster, Austria). First, whole blood was diluted by adding 1:1 unsupple-
mented PBS, after which it was centrifuged over Ficoll-Paque (Pharmacia, Uppsala, 
Sweden) for 20 minutes at 760 x g at 20 ºC. The mononuclear cell (PBMC) -layer was 
harvested to check for neutrophils. Then, the red blood cells in the pellet were lysed 
for 15-20 minutes in isotonic ice-cold NH4Cl solution. Cells were washed twice and 
resuspended in PBS supplemented with 0.32% w/v trisodium citrate (both prepared 
by the UMCU pharmacy) and 10% w/v human pasteurized plasma solution (Sanquin, 
Amsterdam, the Netherlands) (PBS2+). After washing the neutrophils were resuspended 
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and kept on ice until use. Neutrophil counts were measured on an automatic hematology analyzer 
(CELL-DYN Emerald, Abbott, IL, USA). Isolation of the neutrophil yielded a cell suspension with 
>95% neutrophils in all cases. 

 

Figure 2. Different densities exist within unstimulated neutrophils and after LPS challenge. Presented is the 
number of neutrophils ending up in the PBMC layer (median ± IQR% of total neutrophils on y-axis) after density 
centrifugation with different densities of Percoll. Data are analyzed using Friedman test without correction for 
multiple comparison. In green the normal unstimulated situation is depicted (n = 9), whereas red represent the 
neutrophils after LPS challenge of otherwise healthy individuals (n= 3). In both conditions a spectrum of density  is 
present in the circulating neutrophil pool. When using lower density Percoll solutions significantly more LDNs were 
present in the 1.077 g/ml fraction after LPS challenge compared to healthy (unchallenged) volunteers (P =0,0045). A 
Mann-Whitney test was performed. 
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ed is the number of neutrophils ending up in the PBMC layer (median ± IQR% of total neutrophils on y-
axis) after density centrifugation with diff erent densities of Percoll. Data are analyzed using Friedman test 
without correction for multiple comparison. In green the normal unstimulated situation is depicted (n = 9), 
whereas red represent the neutrophils after LPS challenge of otherwise healthy individuals (n= 3). In both 
conditions a spectrum of density  is present in the circulating neutrophil pool. When using lower density 
Percoll solutions signifi cantly more LDNs were present in the 1.077 g/ml fraction after LPS challenge com-
pared to healthy (unchallenged) volunteers (P =0,0045). A Mann-Whitney test was performed.
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in PBS2+, and kept on ice until use. Neutrophil counts were measured on an automatic 
hematology analyzer (CELL-DYN Emerald, Abbott, IL, USA). Isolation of the neutrophil 
yielded a cell suspension with >95% neutrophils in all cases.

Isolation of LDNs after neutrophil stimulation
Activation agents used for stimulation of the isolated neutrophils were N-formylmethi-
onine-leucyl-phenylalaline (fMLF) (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, USA) and platelet activation 
factor-16 (PAF) (Calbiochem, EMD Chemicals, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA). A stock with 
100µM of each reagent was kept at -20ºC until used. For the purpose of the experiments 
described below each reagent was diluted to 10 µM – 0.001 nM. Neutrophils were stimu-
lated for 15 minutes in a waterbath at 37ºC.

Hereafter, the neutrophils were centrifuged over Ficoll-Paque as described above. The 
neutrophils that shifted to the ‘PBMC’ layer were regarded as LDNs, the neutrophils 
which remained below were regarded as HDNs.

Isolation of LDNs without neutrophil stimulation
Percoll with different densities was prepared for this experiments by diluting Percoll with 
a density of 1.128 g/ml (MP Biomedicals, LLC, Solon Ohio) with 10xPBS, PBS, 0.32% w/v 
trisodium citrate (prepared by the UMCU pharmacy) and 10% w/v human pasteurized 
plasma solution (Sanquin, Amsterdam, the Netherlands) in such a way that it yielded 
different calculated densities: 1.079, 1.081 and 1.083 g/ml. Osmolarity and pH were cor-
rected accordingly to 290 mOsm/kgH2O and 7.3, respectively. Granulocytes that were 
previously isolated with Ficoll-Paque  were, thereafter, centrifuged on different densities 
of Percoll for 20 minutes at 760 x g at room temperature. Approximately 10-20% of the 
lowest density neutrophils, typically found on top of Percoll gradient with a density of 
1.081 g/ml and approximately 10-20% of the highest density neutrophils, typically found 
below the percoll gradient with a density of 1.083 g/ml were used for future experi-
ments. Comparable with the density shifts after stimulation, these cells were similarly 
named lower density (LDNs) and higher density neutrophils (HDNs) respectively.

Containment assay
A neutrophil containment assay was used modified from Li et al. [11] and described 
before by van Grinsven et al. [12]. In short, a gel with fibrin scaffolds was formed to 
mimick a tissue-like environment. 100 uL of the fibrin gel was made by mixing 50 L 
of 5 x 105 neutrophils/ml in  Hepes buffer with 50L Hepes buffer containing 2 mg/
ml fibrinogen (Sigma-Aldrich) with 40% human pooled serum (Sigma-Aldrich), 1 U/ml 
thrombin (Sigma-Aldrich) and 5 x 105 CFU GFP-expressing Staphylococcus aureus. This 
mix was resuspended before solidification in a 96 well clear bottom polysterene plate 
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(Corning Costar, New York, NY, USA). The test neutrophil survival, propidium iodide (PI) 
was added to separate wells with the neutrophils. To test whether bacterial containment 
could be primed 1nM GM-CSF (Australia) was added to some of the conditions. The 
plates were then incubated in 37 ºC and the fluorescence of the GFP or PI in single wells 
was measured every 20 minutes in the Fluostar Optima or Omega plate reader (BMG 
technologies, Ortenberg, Germany). Raw data from the experiments were exported to 
Microsoft Excel and the lag time was determined as described before[12].

Lymphocyte proliferation suppression assay
Unstimulated lymphocytes were isolated from the PBMC fraction after centrifugation 
over Ficoll-Paque. Cells were then stained with 5(6)-Carboxyfluorescein diacetate N-
succinimidyl ester (CFSE) (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, USA) and washed twice with RPMI 
1640 (Gibco, Introgen, Breda, the Netherlands). Thereafter, cells were cultured for 96 
hours in IMDM (Gibco, Introgen, Breda, the Netherlands) supplemented with 5% FCS and 
1% penicillin/streptomycin (both from Gibco, Introgen, Breda, the Netherlands). 100.000 
lymphocytes were activated with anti-0.15 µg/ml CD3 and 0.2 µg/ml CD28 (both from 
Sanquin, Amsterdam, the Netherlands) and incubated with either 200.000 LDNs (after 
fMLF stimulation or after percoll centrigugation like described above), HDNs or total 
neutrophils (as a control). After 96 hours proliferation of lymphocytes was assessed by 
determining CFSE dilution on a BD Canto II™ cell analyzer (Becton Dickinson, Moun-
tain view CA, USA). Flow cytometry data was analyzed using the FlowJo® v10 software 
(FlowJo, LLC, Ashland, OR, USA). The divisosn index, proliferation index and percentage 
of divided lymphocytes were automatically calculated by an alghoritm incorporated in 
FlowJo.

Phagocytosis assay
Isolated LDNs and HDNs, and total neutrophils (as a control) were isolated as described 
above. After isolation the neutrophils were stained with CD45-APC (clone 2D1; BD, 
San Jose, CA, USA) for HDNs and CD45-PE-Cy7 (clone HI30; BD) for LDNs on ice for 20 
minutes in the dark. Hereafter, the cells were washed once and resuspended in 100 uL 
supplemented Hepes buffer.

Neutrophil suspension with either LDNs, HDNs or a mix with both neutrophil populations 
in concentration of 5 x 106 neutrophils/mL was prepared in Hepes buffer supplemented 
with 40% human serum. GFP-expressing Staphylococcus aureus was then added with 
a multiplicity of infection of 1 or 2. After gentle resuspension of the mix, it was placed 
in a shaking incubator (Innova® 44, New Brunswick Scientific, Edison, NJ, USA) at 37ºC 
and 180 rpm. After 40 minutes samples were taken from the suspension and fixed with 
1%PFA (in PBS)on ice.
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Flowcytometry analysis
Cells were analyzed using BD LSRFortessa™ cell analyzer (Becton Dickinson, Mountain 
view CA, USA) for multi-color experiments or BD Canto II™ cell analyzer (Becton Dickin-
son) for the two- four color experiments. One million cells were stained with antibodies 
for 30 minutes in a concentration of 40 million cells per ml on ice. Cells were washed 
twice with PBS2+ before analysis. The following antibodies were used: CD35-PE/ clone 
E11; CD62L-PE-Cy7/clone Dreg56; CD66b-AF647/clone G10F5 (all from Biolegend, San 
Diego, CA, USA); CD11b-APC-Cy7/clone ICRF44 and
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CD16-PB/clone 3G8 (Beckton Dickonson). Neutrophils were differentiated from remaining 
contaminating cells according to specific scatter patterns on forward and side scatter and on CD16 
expression. In the phagocytosis assay neutrophils of different densities were distinguished based 
on their respective CD45 staining. Banded cells were identified as CD16dim and CD62Lhigh and 
CD62L--cells as CD16high and CD62Ldim.  For all experiments at least 10.000 events were recorded 
for data analysis.  

Microscopy  

Cytospins were prepared from 100.00 isolated lower or higher density neutrophils per slide by 
centrifugation in the Shandon cytospin 3 (Thermo Scientific). The slides were stained with May-
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 Figure 3. CD16/CD62L expression on LDNs and HDN and nuclear morphology found after Percoll density 
centrifugation. A+B Data is presented as median with interquartile range. Neutrophils in the 20% lowest density  
fraction had a significant higher percentage of CD16dim (P=0,0313, n= 6) and CD62L- (P= 0.0156, n= 7) cells compared 
to the neutrophils in the 20% highest density fraction. Data are analyzed using Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank 
test.  C+D Data is presented as mean with SD. When analyzed as a group no differences in nuclear morphology were 
found between LDNs and HDNs. D. Significantly more unsegmented neutrophils were found in the LDN fraction (P = 
0.0313).   

Figure 3. CD16/CD62L expression on LDNs and HDN and nuclear morphology found after Per-
coll density centrifugation. A+B Data is presented as median with interquartile range. Neutrophils 
in the 20% lowest density  fraction had a significant higher percentage of CD16dim (P=0,0313, n= 6) 
and CD62L- (P= 0.0156, n= 7) cells compared to the neutrophils in the 20% highest density fraction. 
Data are analyzed using Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test.  C+D Data is presented as mean 
with SD. When analyzed as a group no differences in nuclear morphology were found between 
LDNs and HDNs. D. Significantly more unsegmented neutrophils were found in the LDN fraction (P 
= 0.0313).  
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CD16-PB/clone 3G8 (Beckton Dickonson). Neutrophils were differentiated from remain-
ing contaminating cells according to specific scatter patterns on forward and side scat-
ter and on CD16 expression. In the phagocytosis assay neutrophils of different densities 
were distinguished based on their respective CD45 staining. Banded cells were identified 
as CD16dim and CD62Lhigh and CD62L--cells as CD16high and CD62Ldim.  For all experiments 
at least 10.000 events were recorded for data analysis.

Microscopy
Cytospins were prepared from 100.00 isolated lower or higher density neutrophils per 
slide by centrifugation in the Shandon cytospin 3 (Thermo Scientific). The slides were 
stained with May-Grünwald/Giemsa staining and assessed using a 100x oiled based 
objective on a light microscope (Axioskop 40, Light microscopy, Carl Zeiss, Goettingen, 
Germany). Segmentation of the neutrophils was determined by analyzing ≥200 cells 
according to the ‘rule of thirds’[13]. In short, only when a chromatin bridge displayed 
a width <1/3 of the width of adjoining lobes, the lobes were considered as segments.

Statistical analysis
Data was plotted and statistical analysis was preformed using GraphPad Prism (Graph-
Pad Software, La Jolla, CA, USA). Results are expressed by median ± interquartile range 
or mean ± SE. A Mann-Whitney test or a Wilcoxon test was used when only two groups 
were compared. When comparing more than two groups a Friedman with uncorrected 
Dunn’s test was performed. Statistical significance was defined as p<0.05.

resulTs

Induction of lower density neutrophils in an initially ‘normal density neutrophil’ 
population by activation with fMLF
Isolated neutrophils from healthy volunteers were stimulated with fMLF in a concentra-
tion range between 10 µM and 0.001 nM. Stimulation of neutrophils in vitro caused a 
decrease in density in at least part of the neutrophils (Figure 1). After fMLF stimulation, 
the fraction of the neutrophils that were found in the PBMC fraction because of a de-
creased buoyancy < 1.077 g/ml followed a bell-shaped curve, with the maximum shift at 
0.01 µM (LDNs)(figure 1A). In contrast, when stimulated with PAF the neutrophil fraction 
with a buoyancy <1.077 g/ml decreased with increasing concentration (figure 1B).

A spectrum of densities exists within unstimulated neutrophils
To minimize the effect of degranulation induced by fMLF and to show that neutrophil 
exhibited a spectrum of densities, unstimulated neutrophils were centrifuged over 
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diff erent Percoll densities between 1.079 and 1.083 g/ml. Similarly, as in the study by 
Pember et al.[4], the number of cells found in the ring increased when higher Percoll 
densities were used for centrifugation, but not all cells shifted up (Figure 2). Some donor 
variation was present but in all donors more cells stayed in the ring of Percoll with a high 
density (1.083 g/ml) compared to the Percoll with a low density (1.079) (Figure 2). This 
proofed that a natural spectrum in densities was present in the circulating neutrophil 
pool, even in healthy individuals.
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with the density of 1.079 g/ml, the abovementioned experiments were combined. The 
unstimulated neutrophils of the 10-20%-lowest density and the highest density (found at the 
bottom of Percoll with a density of 1.083 g/ml) were stimulated with fMLF and, thereafter, 
centrifuged over Ficoll-Paque once more. Indeed, the 10-20% lowest density neutrophils only 
ended up in the ring of Ficoll-Paque while the 10-20% highest density neutrophils only ended up 
at the bottom of the Ficoll-Paque (data not shown). Pember et al. suggested a bell-shaped curve 
of neutrophil buoyancy, which shifts as a whole when stimulated with fMLF [4].  

 

Figure 4. Phagocytic capacity did not differ between neutrophils from the highest and lowest neutrophil 
fraction. Data is depicted as percentage of GFP positive neutrophils and their mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) (A-
C). Different ratios of LDN/HDN were titrated in suspension with S. aureus with a MOI 2. In D, the difference in the 
percentage of GFP positive neutrophils between LDNs and HDNs (% positive LDN- % positive HDN) was presented 
as de delta % to show the small but persistent advantage of LDNs over HDNs. Altering the ratio LDN/HDN did not 
affect the outcome (D). 

Figure 4. Phagocytic capacity did not diff er between neutrophils from the highest and lowest 
neutrophil fraction. Data is depicted as percentage of GFP positive neutrophils and their mean 
fl uorescence intensity (MFI) (A-C). Diff erent ratios of LDN/HDN were titrated in suspension with S. 
aureus with a MOI 2. In D, the diff erence in the percentage of GFP positive neutrophils between LDNs 
and HDNs (% positive LDN- % positive HDN) was presented as de delta % to show the small but per-
sistent advantage of LDNs over HDNs. Altering the ratio LDN/HDN did not aff ect the outcome (D).
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To test whether lower density neutrophils found in the Ficoll-Paque  ring after fMLF 
stimulation were the same as unstimulated lower density neutrophils that were found 
in the ring of Percoll with the density of 1.079 g/ml, the abovementioned experiments 
were combined. The unstimulated neutrophils of the 10-20%-lowest density and the 
highest density (found at the bottom of Percoll with a density of 1.083 g/ml) were 
stimulated with fMLF and, thereafter, centrifuged over Ficoll-Paque once more. Indeed, 
the 10-20% lowest density neutrophils only ended up in the ring of Ficoll-Paque while 
the 10-20% highest density neutrophils only ended up at the bottom of the Ficoll-Paque 
(data not shown). Pember et al. suggested a bell-shaped curve of neutrophil buoyancy, 
which shifts as a whole when stimulated with fMLF [4].
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Phenotyping lower and higher density neutrophils and their nuclear morphology 

A multicolor analysis was performed on the 20% lowest and highest density (unstimulated) 
neutrophils that were harvested after Percoll density centrifugation. No distinct characterization 
could be made based on activation marker expression (i.e. CD11b, CD35 and CD66b expression). 
However, a striking difference was found in the number of both CD16dim/CD62Lhigh and 
CD16high/CD62Llow cells between the lower density and higher density neutrophils. Both “subsets” 
were significantly higher in low density fraction (figure 3A+B). Based on previous studies this  

Figure 5. Neutrophils in the highest density fraction (HDNs) are less able to contain S. aureus. Data are depicted 
as mean ± standard deviation. A Lag time of GFP-expressing S. aureus was comparable between all neutrophils and 
the neutrophils from the lowest density fraction (LDN) (P = 0.1088). The HDN fraction was strikingly less capable of 
containing the bacteria. This differed significantly to the containment ability of LDNs  (P = 0.0013), yet insignificantly 
compared to all neutrophils (P = 0.1088). B Shows a representative experiment. It shows immediate outgrowth of 
bacteria when no neutrophils are present (dotted black), and containment in the presence of all neutrophils or LDNs 
(continuous black resp. dotted red) . When the same concentration of HDNs were added, no bacterial containment 
was seen in this case. C Mean survival of the neutrophils did not differ between all neutrophils, HDN or LDN. 

figure 5. neutrophils in the highest density fraction (HDns) are less able to contain s. aureus. Data 
are depicted as mean ± standard deviation. A Lag time of GFP-expressing S. aureus was comparable be-
tween all neutrophils and the neutrophils from the lowest density fraction (LDN) (P = 0.1088). The HDN 
fraction was strikingly less capable of containing the bacteria. This diff ered signifi cantly to the containment 
ability of LDNs  (P = 0.0013), yet insignifi cantly compared to all neutrophils (P = 0.1088). b Shows a repre-
sentative experiment. It shows immediate outgrowth of bacteria when no neutrophils are present (dotted 
black), and containment in the presence of all neutrophils or LDNs (continuous black resp. dotted red) . 
When the same concentration of HDNs were added, no bacterial containment was seen in this case. C Mean 
survival of the neutrophils did not diff er between all neutrophils, HDN or LDN.
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Phenotyping lower and higher density neutrophils and their nuclear 
morphology
A multicolor analysis was performed on the 20% lowest and highest density (unstimu-
lated) neutrophils that were harvested after Percoll density centrifugation. No distinct 
characterization could be made based on activation marker expression (i.e. CD11b, 
CD35 and CD66b expression). However, a striking difference was found in the number 
of both CD16dim/CD62Lhigh and CD16high/CD62Llow cells between the lower density and 
higher density neutrophils. Both “subsets” were significantly higher in low density frac-
tion (figure 3A+B). Based on previous studies this might indicate that in the low density 
fraction relatively more banded cells and hypersegmented cells were present in the 
circulation of healthy volunteers[14].

To test whether the presence of banded or hypersegmented neutrophils were abundant 
in the lower density fraction, cytospins of LDNs and HDNs were manually counted.  No 
clear difference in nuclear lobularity was seen when the LDNs and HDNs when the 
number of segments were compared (Figure3C). However, when the neutrophils were 
grouped in unsegmented (banded) and segmented neutrophils significantly more 
unsegmented neutrophils were seen (P = 0.0313) in the low density fraction compared 
with the high density fraction of the same blood sample (Figure 3D). Hypersegmented 
neutrophils were scarce in both HDNs and LDNs from the healthy donors, and therefore, 
no statistical analysis could be performed.

Lower density neutrophils appear in the circulation after LPS administration in 
healthy volunteers
Next, we studied whether acute systemic inflammation would affect the density of 
neutrophils in the circulation in vivo. So healthy volunteers- that normally would hardly 
have any low density neutrophils in the PBMC ring (Figure 2) were challenged with a 
systemic LPS injection. As expected, the percentage of neutrophils in comparison to 
the total amount of neutrophils found in the PBMC ring increased significantly: from a 
median of 0.5% ± 0.45 before to a median of 10% ± 20.4 after LPS administration (Figure 
2).

Further phenotyping the cells by staining with CD16 and CD62L antibodies, revealed 
that more neutrophils with a banded form (CD16dim and CD62Lhigh) reside in the low den-
sity compartment while surprisingly more CD16high and CD62L- neutrophils were found 
in the higher density compartment (see figure 5). It seems that immature neutrophils 
have a low density as was shown before[3]. This could mean that maturation and density 
are partially intertwined.
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Neutrophils in the low density fraction express different functionality in killing 
and T-cell suppression
Phagocytosis - One of the basic neutrophil functions is phagocytosis, and subsequent 
killing of invading bacteria. Phagocytosis assays were performed to examine putative 
differences between LDNs and HDNs in their capacity to associate with and internalize 
Staphylococcus aureus. LDNs stained with CD45-PE-Cy7 were mixed with HDNs stained 
with CD45-APC in 3 different ratios (25%, 50% and 75%) to test the possible presence 
of  competitive phagocytosis[7]. We tested if changing the ratios may show subtle dif-
ferences in the phagocytic capacity, and thereby reveal the competitive phenotype. No 
difference in the capacity for phagocytosis of S. aureus was found between two subsets 
(Figure 4).

Bacterial containment – After phagocytosis the ability of a neutrophil to contain and 
subsequently kill intra-cellular bacteria is key in the defense against infection. A contain-
ment assay described by us before [12] showed promising results in detecting functional 
differences between different neutrophil populations. Mimicking the in vivo situation 
this assay tests several neutrophil functions, not only phagocytosis, but also bacterial 
killing and neutrophil survival.  After isolation of low and high density neutrophils there 
was a clear difference in the containment capacity of S. aureus of neutrophils in favor of 
the 20% lowest density neutrophils (Figure 5). The extent of the advantage of the LDNs 
compared to the HDNs varied between the experiments but was always in favor of the 
LDNs. The favorable bacterial containment of the LDNs was seen in both fMLF/Ficoll and 
Percoll. To rule out the overrepresentation of eosinophils in the 20%  highest density 
fraction, the experiment was repeated after sorting out eosinophils by flow cytometry 
cell sorting, after which the same defect in bacterial containment capacity was seen 
(data not shown). Knowing that phagocytosis is not affected in either fraction  this was 
suggested to be an effect of either bacterial killing or neutrophil survival. To differentiate 
a survival assay was added to the experimental setup which didn’t show any difference 
between the different fractions(Figure 5C). Therefore, it can be argued that the advan-
tage seen in this assay is due to different capacity in bacterial killing.

T-cell suppression - It has been previously shown that different neutrophil phenotypes 
have the capability to suppress lymphocyte proliferation [15,16]. Since this capability is 
also linked to LDNs found in a variety of acute and chronic conditions, we tested putative 
differences in the capability to suppress proliferation of lymphocytes that are associated 
with the buoyant density of these cells. First neutrophils were stimulated with 1 µM 
fMLF which generated two groups of neutrophils (figure 1A). The LDNs showed a better 
capability to suppress lymphocyte proliferation after 4 days, especially when they are 
compared with the HDNs (figure 6A-C). It can be concluded that stimulated LDNs can 
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 Figure 6. Neutrophils in the low density fraction (LDNs) are able to suppress T-cell proliferation. Data are depicted 
as median with interquartile range. A-C neutrophils. A. Co-culturing neutrophils from the PBMC layer after priming with 
10-8M fMLF and unstimulated PBMC’s (n = 6) of the same donor resulted in a lower percentage of dividing lymphocytes 
compared to co-culturing the same unstimulated PBMC’s with no neutrophils (P= 0.029) or with neutrophils in the high 
density fraction (HDNs) (P= 0.045). B. The divison index was similarly decreased. C. The proliferation index was not 
altered.  D. Co-culturing unstimulated neutrophils of the low density fraction with  PBMC’s of the same donor (n = 7) 
also resulted in in a lower percentage of dividing lymphocytes compared to no neutrophils (P= 0.0013) or compared to 
unstimulated neutrophils of the higher density fraction (P= 0.0425). E. The division index was similarly decreased. F. 
Again the proliferation index was not altered. G. stimulating neutrophils of the low and high density with fMLF (n = 3) 
did not influence the percentage of dividing lymphocytes. Data were analyzed using Friedman test without correction 
for multiple comparison.  

figure 6. neutrophils in the low density fraction (lDns) are able to suppress T-cell proliferation. Data 
are depicted as median with interquartile range. A-C neutrophils. A. Co-culturing neutrophils from the 
PBMC layer after priming with 10-8M fMLF and unstimulated PBMC’s (n = 6) of the same donor resulted in a 
lower percentage of dividing lymphocytes compared to co-culturing the same unstimulated PBMC’s with 
no neutrophils (P= 0.029) or with neutrophils in the high density fraction (HDNs) (P= 0.045). b. The divison 
index was similarly decreased. C. The proliferation index was not altered.  D. Co-culturing unstimulated 
neutrophils of the low density fraction with  PBMC’s of the same donor (n = 7) also resulted in in a lower 
percentage of dividing lymphocytes compared to no neutrophils (P= 0.0013) or compared to unstimu-
lated neutrophils of the higher density fraction (P= 0.0425). e. The division index was similarly decreased. f. 
Again the proliferation index was not altered. G. stimulating neutrophils of the low and high density with 
fMLF (n = 3) did not influence the percentage of dividing lymphocytes. Data were analyzed using Friedman 
test without correction for multiple comparison. 
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suppress the proliferation of lymphocytes, because the division index- which takes all 
cells into account- is clearly different, while the proliferation index –which only takes 
the dividing cells into account- is not. It needs to be emphasized that lymphocytes that 
have “escaped” this suppression do not seem to be sensitive for neutrophil mediated 
suppression anymore.. Surprisingly, unstimulated lymphocytes have a high proliferation 
index even though the division index is close to zero.

Next, we evaluated whether this suppression was (partially) mediated bij fMLF. So again, 
we isolated unstimulated neutrophils in the 10-20% lowest and 10-20% highest density 
spectrum using Percoll and incubated these cells with lymphocytes. This revealed that 
without fMLF the LDNs were still able to suppress lymphocyte proliferation (figure 6D-F), 
similar as before (figure 6A-C). Even when fMLF is added later to the neutrophils after 
Percoll gradient isolation, the suppression was not affected (figure 6G).  From this we 
concluded that a property to suppress proliferation of lymphocytes is linked to the 
intrinsic buoyant density and less likely to the activation status of neutrophils.

DisCussion

In the past years many studies focused on the presence of ‘low density neutrophils’ in 
disease as specific cells involved in the pathogenesis of the disease. This is the first study 
that focussed on a putative spectrum of neutrophil densities present in the circulation 
of healthy individuals. By stimulating neutrophils in vitro with fMLF before Ficoll density 
separation, neutrophils could be found in the otherwise ‘neutrophil free’ PBMC fraction. 
We have found that within the otherwise homogeneous population of neutrophils a 
variance of density exists. This was achieved by density centrifugation by using Percoll 
solutions with different densities.  In addition, we found that there are functional dif-
ferences between the low and high density neutrophils of healthy individuals. The 
functional assays show that the 20% lowest density neutrophils are better in the sup-
pression of T-cell proliferation and bacterial containment than their 20% highest density 
counterparts, whereas phagocytosis and survival were equal.

Pember et al. [4] have already shown in 1983 the presence of a bell-shaped distribution 
of neutrophil density present in the human circulation. Additionally, after stimulation 
with fMLF the whole bell-shaped curve shifted towards a lower density. Consistent with 
this finding we have found that the low density neutrophils after stimulation with fMLF 
(LDNs) and the low density neutrophils isolated with the use of  Percoll solutions with 
higher densities exhibited similar functionalities. Both LDNs found after activation with 
fMLF and the LDNs found after Percoll density separation, were better able to suppress 
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T cell proliferation and contain bacteria. This indicated that these cells were in fact the 
same cells and that the LDN subset has an inherent lower  density.

In inflammatory disease the issue of neutrophil buoyant density  has been extensively 
researched [2,9,17,18]. There are signs that LDNs in disease are in fact activated neutro-
phils. For example, neutrophils found in the PBMC fraction in systemic lupus or rheu-
matoid arthritis could also be recovered when SLE plasma was added to healthy normal 
density neutrophils, causing them to shift towards a lower density[2]. Also, neutrophil 
markers in the PBMC fraction showed a marked activated profile in different pathological 
or physiological conditions (e.g. mycobacterial infection, pregnancy, allergy) [17,19,20]. 
On the other hand, genetic analysis of LDNs in SLE  showed genetic alterations different 
from the genetic profile of HDNs. This suggests that LDNs are derived from neutrophil 
progenitors and differentiate separately from HDNs [21].

We found that the neutrophils with the lower density were equally able to contain S. 
aureus compared to the whole circulating neutrophil population in a comprehensive 
three-dimensional assay mimicking the in vivo situation. Surprisingly, 10-20% of the 
neutrophils with the highest density were far less capable to contain the bacteria. We also 
found that this was not due to survival or phagocytosis. Also their bacterial containment 
capacity could not be enhanced by incubation with GM-CSF (data not shown). Leliefeld 
et al.[22] described differential bacterial containment by neutrophil subsets induced in 
healthy volunteers after a challenge with LPS. The identification of these subsets was 
based on CD16/CD62L expression.  In this study, bacterial containment of CD16dim/
CD62Lhigh (banded) neutrophils was good while CD16high/CD62Ldim (hypersegmented) 
neutrophils displayed impaired bacterial containment. In accordance with literature we 
did not find  such subsets in our study in healthy subjects. Even though there were small 
numbers of CD16dim and CD62Ldim cells, we feel that these numbers were insufficient to 
explain any of the functional differences,.

As is well known, neutrophils are not only important effector cells in the innate immune 
response, but also help to shape the adaptive immune response by suppression of T cell 
proliferation. Until now, this phenomenon was only shown in disease [23,24], or when 
healthy subjects were challenged with LPS [15] or G-CSF [16]. After LPS, the CD16high/
CD62Ldim (hypersegmented) subset was able to suppress T-cell proliferation. In our low 
density fraction, we found a small number of these CD62Ldim cells. However, we haven’t 
established whether these cells are similar to the CD62Ldim cell found after endotoxin 
administration. Their relative abundance was not higher than 8% in the low density 
fraction. It is therefore not likely that only these CD62Ldim cells are accountable for T-cell 
suppression. Vlkova et al. showed that ‘activated’ neutrophils in the lower density frac-
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tion after density centrifugation were responsible for the immunosuppressive effects 
found before. This was shown by correlating the presence and the number of LDGs to 
the degree of T-cell suppression[23]. Therefore, it is also possible that the abundance 
of CD62Ldim in the lowest density fraction is caused by a high number of activated cell. 
This hypothesis is strengthened by the fact that CD62L is shed after activation [26]. In 
addition, Marini et al. studied the T cell suppressive properties of low and higher density 
neutrophils after G-CSF stimulation of healthy individuals[16]. In their study, there was 
no correlation between T-cell suppression and a difference in buoyant density.  These 
authors did however find a correlation between a subset of CD66bposCD10pos mature 
neutrophils and immunosuppression. These findings do not seem to be relevant for 
our findings with normal non-activated neutrophils. It should also be emphasized that 
the suppression of T-cell proliferation was only found after administration of G-CSF and 
CD66bposCD10pos from healthy controls did not display any effect on T cell proliferation. 
This finding suggested that not only the maturation state is related to the immuno-
modulatory effects, but some form of activation or priming of mature neutrophils is also 
needed to acquire immunosuppressive properties. It is possible that priming status of 
neutrophils in healthy individuals is  correlated to density. However, when we tried to 
prime neutrophils with either fMLF (Figure 5G) or GM-CSF (data not shown), the im-
munomodulatory effects in the  higher density fraction remained similar. This suggested 
that the in vivo situation was more complex than activation with a single agent or that 
the priming status was not affecting the difference in densities.

In an earlier study we found a functional spectrum of neutrophils in healthy volunteers 
in terms of phagocytosis capacity[7]. In this study, we tested whether this phagocytosis 
capacity was linked to neutrophil density. However, no correlation between neutrophil 
density and phagocytosis could be found. This was surprising, because LDNs in patho-
logical conditions were shown to have an altered phagocytosis capacity. For example, 
in systemic lupus erythematosus and rheumatoid arthritis, LDNs showed impaired 
phagocytosis [26,27]. Yet, despite impaired phagocytosis the bactericidal function of the 
neutrophils remained intact, as well as their intracellular MPO expression[27].

Although it is difficult to compare healthy neutrophils with neutrophils from patients 
with different inflammatory conditions, it is tempting to speculate that the cells present 
in the 20% lowest density fraction of our healthy donors are at least in part comparable 
with the immunomodulatory cells found in the PBMC fraction in inflammatory condi-
tions such as SLE and cancer [2,18]. An inflammatory condition that is accompanied with 
activation of all neutrophils can subsequently decrease the buoyant density of all cells 
and make the cells with an intrinsic lower buoyancy shift to the lower PBMC fraction 
after Ficoll density centrifugation.  This means that neutrophils with immunomodula-
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tory probabilities are accompanied with an intrinsic lower buoyancy. One can only be 
speculated what the underlying mechanism is of this lower buoyancy. One might guess 
that neutrophil age, activation status, granulation, or perhaps even separate neutrophil 
lineages may contribute to the density spectrum found in this study. Therefore, further 
studies should focus on the ‘source’ of neutrophils with different buoyant densities.

ConClusion

A spectrum of neutrophil density is present in healthy human subjects. A shift in this 
spectrum may lead to the occurrence of neutrophils in the PBMC fraction. This phenom-
enon is also seen when healthy cells are activated in vitro with fMLF. Why certain cells 
are lower in density at steady state is not clear yet but it is possible that the neutrophils 
with lower density in the spectrum of multiple densities are a combination of relatively 
younger and activated cells. Nonetheless we have established that these low density 
neutrophils in healthy human volunteers possess higher bactericidal and immunoregu-
latory functionality compared to their higher density counterparts.
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AbsTrACT

Introduction – Neutrophil left shift (increased number of immature cells) is often used 
as an indicator for the severity of inflammation or infection. In diagnostics it’s measured 
with automated hematological analyzers. Previous routine testing did not show left 
shifts in trauma patients. However, the presence of banded neutrophils was expected 
because of the systemic inflammation found in these patients. This study readdressed 
this issue by analyzing the accuracy of hematological analyzers for finding progenitors 
in trauma patients.

Methods – The presence of neutrophils and their progenitors was determined in trauma 
and surgical infection patients with the use of automated differentiation with hemato-
logical analyzers and manual differentiation. In the case of trauma patients results were 
also compared to expression of CD16 and CD62L by flow cytometry.

Results – Automated differentiation with a hematological analyzer accurately detected 
banded neutrophils in infection compared to manual differentiation (22% ± 8 auto-
mated count vs 22% ± 6 manual count; P=0.8125; n=5), but not in trauma (0% ± 0 vs 
37% ± 17; P=0.0078;n=6). CD16dim neutrophil counts from trauma patients were similar 
to banded counts in manual differentiation (P=0.2687). Light scatter pattern analysis 
showed higher cell size in infection than in trauma (P=0.011), where lobularity did not 
differ between samples from trauma and infection patients.

Conclusion – The algorithm of automated neutrophil differentiation with a routine 
hematological analyzer accurately detected neutrophil left shift in infection but not in 
trauma. Therefore, the left shift present in multi-trauma patients cannot be determined 
by the Cell-Dyn Sapphire automated hematological analyzer with its current detection 
algorithm.
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inTroDuCTion

Neutrophils are one of the most important effector cells of the innate immune system in 
the defense against bacterial invasion[1]. A critical decrease in neutrophil number and/
or function can lead to increased susceptibility for bacterial infections[2,3]. On the other 
hand, excessive neutrophil numbers and/or hyperactivation of these cells can lead to 
collateral tissue damage, which is seen in several auto-immune diseases and after major 
trauma[4]. Therefore, white blood cell counts, (immature or banded) neutrophil counts, 
neutrophil/lymphocyte ratios and leukocyte differentiation can provide relevant infor-
mation regarding the immune status and allows real time monitoring of the patient’s 
(innate) immune condition[5,6].

Neutrophil numbers are strictly regulated for the purpose of a correct immune homeo-
stasis. After maturation in the bone marrow, neutrophils are released into the circulation 
in a controlled fashion to ascertain an equilibrium between at least three compartments 
namely; circulating neutrophils, the marginated pool, putative tissue neutrophils and 
neutrophil death[7]. Several conditions can contribute to a disbalance in the release of 
neutrophils into the peripheral blood. Acute or severe inflammation is most studied, 
in which large numbers of neutrophils from the bone marrow, in various maturation 
stages, and the marginated pool are released into the circulation[8,9].

Increased counts of immature or banded neutrophils in the peripheral circulation, 
generally referred to as “left shift”, are often used as an indicator for the severity of the 
inflammation and infection[6]. Automated hematological analyzers have made neutro-
philic differentiation an easily accessible tool by automatically analyzing the number of 
progenitors and banded cells[10]. This has broadened the applicability of changes in the 
neutrophil compartment to a range of  disorders which may lead to leukocytosis[11].

Despite the consensus regarding the occurrence of banded neutrophils during infection, 
the situation after traumatic injury is much less clear. Differentiation data obtained with 
classical microscopy showed fast numbers (10-98%) of banded neutrophils recirculating 
immediately after major trauma[12]. Although manual differentiation is still considered 
the gold standard, this is time consuming and, therefore, not suitable as a routine diag-
nostic test. Applying automated leukocyte differentiation by a routine hematological 
analyzer in earlier studies on trauma patients revealed minimal band counts (0-5%)
[13,14]. These data raised the question whether automated hematological analyzers can 
accurately identify immature neutrophils after trauma.
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Therefore, the aim of this study was to investigate the accuracy of a fully automated 
hematological analyzer to identify the neutrophil left shift following major trauma and 
compare results to manual differentiation and immunophenotyping by flowcytometry.

meTHoDs

Patient identification and ethical aspects
Blood samples were provided by patients (male and female) after major trauma and 
surgical patients with an infection between the age of 18-65 years from one Dutch hos-
pital. The trauma patients were prospectively included after written informed consent 
was obtained. The data of the surgical patients with an infection were retrospectively 
included and a waiver was provided by the local ethical committee. The study was per-
formed in accordance to the Declaration of Helsinki. All experiments were performed 
in accordance with the relevant guidelines and regulations. This study was approved 
by the University Medical Center Utrecht ethical review committee (METC, protocol 
number 17-519/C).

Trauma patients were identified from a prospective study cohort in which trauma 
patients with an ISS>18 were included[15]. This cohort served as the experimental 
group. All subjects were included of whom automated leukocyte differentiation includ-
ing morphological parameters (proxies for size and lobularity of leucocytes), manual 
differentiation counts, expression of CD16/CD62L on neutrophils determined by flow 
cytometry (see below) were available. Surgical patients with an infection were identified 
through complication registers and retrospectively included. Automated and manual 
differentiation counts of blood leukocytes were  obtained by routine diagnostics. The 
patients with infections served as a control group to prove the ability of a hematology 
analyzer to detect banded neutrophils. Exclusion criteria were age <18 or >80 years old 
or the presence of hematological or chronic inflammatory disorders.

Neutrophil differentiation counts
Automated differentiation For the automated differentiation the Cell-Dyn Sapphire 
hematology analyzer (Abbott Diagnostics, Santa Clara, USA) was used. Whole blood 
samples from EDTA tubes (BD vacutainer®, Becton Dickinson, CA, USA), were analyzed. 
A confidential algorithm from the manufacturer allows the software to distinguish 
banded, immature and segmented and  neutrophils based on light scatter patterns with 
a technique called Multi Angel Polarized Scatter Separation (MAPPS)[16]. Other neutro-
phil characteristics (e.g. as toxic granulation, hypersegmentation) could be recognized 
by the hematological analyzer, but where outside the scope of this manuscript and thus 
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disregarded in further analysis. We collected all leukocyte parameters from the analyzer, 
incl. the mean values for the 5 scatter parameters, which can be regarded as morpho-
logic cell parameters (0-degree scatter is a proxy for cell size and 90-degree scatter is a 
proxy for lobularity. At our institution these data are systematically collected with the 
Utrecht Patient Oriented Database, a relational database infrastructure[17].

Manual differentiation Either blood smears of whole blood or cytospins of 1 x 105 leuko-
cytes were used for manual differentiation. After initial preparation, the cells were fixed 
using >99% methanol for 2 minutes, and consecutively stained with May-Grünwald (1:2, 
5 min) and Giemsa (1:10, 20 min).

Determination of segmentation At least 200 neutrophils were counted per patient. Cell 
maturation and segmentation of the nucleus was determined. Segmentation was de-
fined as an indentation of ≥ 2/3 of the width of the nucleus at its widest point of the seg-
ment. Mature neutrophils without indentation were considered as ‘banded’ neutrophils 
and were considered ‘hypersegmented’ when ≥ 4 indentations were present. Everything 
in between was considered as ‘normal’ segmentation[18].

Flow cytometry
The presence of neutrophil subsets was analyzed in all trauma patients by flow cytom-
etry based on CD16/CD62L expression[9]. Blood was drawn in sodium heparin tubes 
(Vacuette®, Greiner Bio-one, Kremsmünster, Austria). Red blood cells were lysed for 
15 minutes in ice-cold NH4Cl solution. Resulting leukocytes were washed twice and 
resuspended in phosphate buffered saline (Sigma-Aldrich, Merck KgaA, Darmstadt, 
Germany) complemented with pasteurized plasma solution (10%) and trisodium citrate 
(0.4%[w/v]) (PBS2+) to a concentration of 5 x 106 leukocytes. Next the cells were incu-
bated for 30 minutes on ice in the dark with CD16-Krome Orange (clone 3G8) and CD62L-
ECD (clone DREG56) from Beckman Coulter (Pasadena, CA, USA). After 30 minutes the 
cells were washed twice and again resuspended in PBS2+ before analysis on the Gallios 
flow cytometer (Beckman Coulter). CD16dim/CD62Lhigh neutrophils were considered as 
‘banded’ neutrophils, CD16high/CD62Lhigh as ‘mature’ or ‘normal’, and CD16high/CD62Ldim as 
‘hypersegmented’ neutrophils[9].

Flow cytometry data was analyzed with FlowJo® v10 software (FlowJo, LLC, Ashland, OR).

Cell sorting
As an internal quality control for categorizing neutrophils based on CD16/CD62L ex-
pression, at least 100.000 cells of the supposed subsets were sorted using the MoFlo® 
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AstriosTM cell sorter (Beckman Coulter). Hereafter, cytospins were prepared of the sorted 
subsets and manual differentiation was performed as described above.

Statistical analysis
Data are expressed were means with standard deviation or were descriptive. Com-
parisons between different patient or neutrophil subsets groups were made with the 
paired t-test, normality was tested with D’Agostino’s-Pearson normality test. The Fisher 
LSD test was used for multiple comparisons. Graphs and tests were conducted using 
GraphPad Prism 7 (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla California USA) and SPSS (SPSS Inc, 
IBM, Armonk NY, USA). P values are not adjusted for multiple comparisons. Results were 
regarded as significant when P < 0.05.

resulTs

Patients characteristics
Six adult polytrauma patients and 5 surgical patients with an infection were included in 
this study. Trauma patients had a median age of 47 (range 31-66) years, all were male, 
had ISS>16 and were admitted to the intensive care unit. From the six patients a total 
of 8 experimental blood samples were taken within 48 hours after trauma. From two 
patients two samples were analyzed. Surgical patients with an infection had a median 
age of 67 (range 52-70) years, two males and three females. Three suffered abdominal 
sepsis and two pneumonia. Blood samples were taken on the day of the diagnosis of 
infection.
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Figure 1. Band cell counts in trauma patients (A) and infection patients (B) as a percentage of total neutrophils. In 
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counts. 

Automated neutrophil differentiation does not recognize banded neutrophils in trauma patients.  

In none of the trauma patient samples the automated hematology analyzer detected any 
immature or banded neutrophils (0%) (no left shift). In infection patients the automated 
differentiation did reveal banded neutrophils (22%).  

In marked contrast to automated analysis, manual differentiation revealed large numbers of 
banded neutrophils in both trauma patients and infection patients. There was a significant 
difference in the band counts in trauma between automated differentiation (0% ± 0%) and manual 

figure 1. band cell counts in trauma patients (A) and infection patients (b) as a percentage of total 
neutrophils. In trauma (A) automated neutrophil differentiation did not detect any banded neutrophils, 
whereas manual counts (P = 0.0001) and CD16-staining did. No significance difference was found between 
manual counts and CD16dim band counts.
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Automated neutrophil differentiation does not recognize banded neutrophils 
in trauma patients.
In none of the trauma patient samples the automated hematology analyzer detected 
any immature or banded neutrophils (0%) (no left shift). In infection patients the auto-
mated differentiation did reveal banded neutrophils (22%).

In marked contrast to automated analysis, manual differentiation revealed large num-
bers of banded neutrophils in both trauma patients and infection patients. There was a 
significant difference in the band counts in trauma between automated differentiation 
(0% ± 0%) and manual differentiation (37% ± 17%, P = 0.0078). In infection patients, on 
the other hand, no significant difference was found between automated (22% ± 8%) and 
manual differentiation (22% ± 6%, P = 0.8125) (Figure 1A+B).

CD16/CD62L staining was very reproducible in trauma patients and revealed fast 
amounts of CD16dim neutrophils (Figure 2B) varying between 10-60%. Sorting of CD-
16dim/CD62Lhigh and CD16high/CD62Lhigh neutrophils demonstrated a great enrichment of 
banded neutrophils in the CD16dim gate. (Figure 2C). There was no significant difference 
in band counts in trauma between manual differentiation (37% ± 17%) and CD16dim 
counts (37% ± 25%, P = 0.2687). Although the mean are very similar, between individual 
samples, the banded count between manual differentiation and CD16dim could differ, yet 
not significantly. Additionally, as in the manual differentiation, there was a significant 
difference in band counts between automated differentiation and CD16dim counts (P = 
0.0078) (Figure 1A).

Neutrophil scatter parameters that are used by the hematology analyzer to detect im-
mature neutrophils include 0° light scattering (resembling neutrophil cell size) and 90° 
light scattering (resembling neutrophil lobularity). When comparing these parameters, 
neutrophil size was significantly higher in samples from infection patients (166 ± 7.83 
arbitrary units [AU]) compared to neutrophil cell size in trauma patients (151 ± 6.72 AU; P 
= 0.011). Neutrophil cell size from infection patients samples were also higher than refer-
ence values, whereas trauma patient samples remained in the upper limits of normal 
reference values (120 – 159 AU). Neutrophil lobularity remained within reference values 
in both groups without significant differences between groups. Furthermore, regarding 
the trauma patients, we did not find a difference in cell size between CD16dim or CD16high 
neutrophils (P = 0.235).
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figure 2. A+b Gating strategy for fl ow cytometry identifi cation of immature and banded neutro-
phils. In A an example of a healthy control, in B an example of a polytrauma patient upon presentation at 
the emergency department. Granulocytes are identifi ed on their specifi c forward/side scatter, after which 
neutrophils are characterized on CD16/CD62L expression. For sorting, Q1 was identifi ed as the banded  and 
Q2 as mature neutrophil gate. See also fi gure 2B. C.  Sorting of CD16dim and CD16high neutrophils classifi es 
banded and segmented neutrophils correctly.  CD16dim and CD16high neutrophils were sorted and single 
cell cytospins prepared and scored for the presence of banded cells. Banded cells were enriched in the 
CD16dim gate.
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DisCussion

Based on this cohort of 13 patients, algorithm based automated granulocyte diff eren-
tiation with the Cell-Dyn hematology analyzer is not suited for detection of banded 
neutrophils in trauma patients. On the contrary, it accurately detected banded neu-
trophils in patients suff ering infection. Phenotyping neutrophils based on their CD16/
CD62L expression was a more accurate method to automatically identify the presence 
of banded neutrophils in the circulation of trauma patients.

Although studies show some minor variances between machines, the use of automated 
hematology analyzers is believed to be an accurate and effi  cient way to asses neutro-
phil diff erentiation[19]. Manual diff erentiation remains the golden standard, but due 
to interobserver variance and low effi  ciency, it is reserved for non-routine diagnostic 
procedures[20]. Although accurate when tested in infectious adults, more careful inter-
pretation is needed in specifi c cases, such as pediatrics[21] and, as this study shows, 
trauma.

White blood cell counts and, particularly, neutrophil left shifts have proven their diag-
nostic value in bacterial infection[5]. It remains controversial whether it can be used as 
a predictive marker for bacteremia in uncertain clinical cases as many studies contradict 
each other[5,22,23]. As a diagnostic tool the neutrophil band count has a high specifi c-
ity, but low sensitivity[22]. Thus, it may be a useful tool when tested positive when an 
infection is uncertain, while a negative result usually does not aff ect clinical decision 
making. As a clinical marker, real time monitoring allows a more in-depth evaluation of 
the patient’s condition[5,6]. The value for diagnosis of (sterile) infl ammatory diseases is 
far less obvious[23]. In the case of trauma, the presence of banded neutrophils in the fi rst 
days has been described[12]. Botha et al.[14] showed an association with the percentage 
of banded neutrophils after 24 hours and the development of multi-organ failure during 
admission in major trauma patients. Recognition of banded cells in trauma can provide 
information on the patient’s condition[13]. So, manual neutrophil diff erentiation in 
trauma patients is advisable. The exact clinical value is undetermined, because most 
studies base their conclusions on the results of hematological analyzers, whereas our 
results undermine its liability in trauma patients[24].

Leukocytosis and the presence of immature or banded neutrophils after trauma can have 
several causes. Trauma causes activation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis, 
resulting in a state that is characterized by an increased production of corticosteroids 
and catecholamines[25]. In homeostasis half of the neutrophil population is known to 
be in the marginated pool[26]. The production of catecholamines following trauma are 
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involved in demargination and thereby a sometimes dramatic increase in circulating 
neutrophil numbers[26]. Demargination neutrophils will not lead to an increased num-
ber of banded cells, because the peripheral blood neutrophils are equally distributed 
between the circulating and the marginated pool[27]. Corticosteroids produced in the 
stress response can also contribute to demargination but can additionally causes a re-
lease of mature and banded neutrophils from the post-mitotic pool in the bone marrow 
into the circulation[28]. This may partly contribute to the presence of immature cells 
in the circulation following trauma. Though not supported by experimental evidence, 
expert opinion indicates that fractured bones, particularly long or pelvic bones, leads to 
exposed bone marrow and thus circulation of immature blood cells. This was based on 
the same principle as the occurrence of fat embolisms following fractures[29]. Infection 
activates the same stress-axis with demargination and mobilization of bone marrow 
neutrophils as a result.

On a more cellular level, damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) are released in 
the circulation in great amounts after trauma[30]. DAMPs are danger signals that trigger 
an immune response[30]. Mitochondrial DNA is an important example of such a DAMP. As 
mitochondria originate from (alphaproteo)bacteria, mitochondrial derived DAMPs found 
in trauma are very similar to pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) produced 
by bacteria found in infection. Extremely high levels of DAMPs/PAMPs overwhelms the 
immune system and results in ineffective responses to additional stimuli[30]. Indeed, 
after major trauma and in septic shock, neutrophil function is affected. For example, 
neutrophils become less responsive to the innate stimulus fMLF[31]. Additionally, other 
basic functions like chemokinesis, chemotaxis, and phagocytosis can be affected[32]. 
This contributes to the increased risk of (severe) infection in trauma patients. In an 
LPS–model that simulates immune activation that is also seen during severe infection, 
it was shown that neutrophil subsets (banded/mature/hypersegmented), identified by 
CD16/CD62L-expression, were present in the peripheral circulation and possess differ-
ent functionalities[33,34]. In line with this, it may be of great importance to recognize 
neutrophil subsets to obtain all information on neutrophil function after trauma.

Although the exact algorithm of the hematology analyzer to detect immature neutro-
phils is confidential, it is known that it uses neutrophil scatter parameters including 
increased 0-degree scatter (proxy for neutrophil size)  and 90-degree scatter (proxy for 
neutrophil lobularity). We found that neutrophil cell size was increased during infection, 
whereas it was not after trauma. An increase in neutrophil size has been found after 
in vitro activation with inflammatory mediators such as C5a, LPS, GM-CSF, TNF-a, and 
fMLF[13]. Hence, it seems plausible that, at least in part, an increase in neutrophil size is 
a direct result of activation and not caused by the release of larger banded neutrophils 
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into the blood stream. This is supported by our finding that there was no difference 
in cell size between banded (CD16dim/CD62Lhigh) and segmented (CD16high/CD62Lhigh) 
neutrophils after trauma. While the increase in neutrophil size might correlate with 
the release of banded neutrophils during infection, this clearly does not hold true for 
trauma. There is an increase in neutrophil cell size the first few days after trauma, yet 
this only becomes apparent when lobularity is already increasing again[13]. It can be 
speculated to the lack of difference in cell size between CD16dim (banded enriched) and 
CD16high (segmented enriched) may contribute to the inability of the hematological 
analyzers algorithm is not detecting banded cells in trauma patients. In addition, the 
immature neutrophils released after long bone fractures might also contribute to this 
phenomenon, because they are not released by inflammatory stimuli but by damage to 
the bone marrow. Therefore, for a broader application of automated left shift analysis, 
there is a need for a more specific algorithm.

The CellDyn Sapphire automated hematology analyzer use only light scatter patterns 
for neutrophils to distinguish between segmented, banded, and precursor cells. This ap-
proach is poorly validated in terms of false negative results. Immunological phenotyping 
can provide additional information, particularly when expected increases in neutrophil 
phenotypes are not detected. Simple immunofluorescence techniques, such as staining 
of nonviable cells with propidium iodide, are already applied on a regular basis[35]. 
Meanwhile more complex immunophenotyping is finding its way to diagnostics, but 
is still mostly reserved for the experimental, non-automated procedures. This notwith-
standing the fact that earlier studies have shown that routine neutrophil immunophe-
notyping is feasible[36]. CD16 has been proposed before as a marker of neutrophil left 
shift, because it can differentiate between early progenitors (which are CD16neg), (meta)
myelocyte (CD16low), banded neutrophil(CD16low), and mature, segmented neutrophils 
with the highest expression of CD16[9,37]. Hübl et al.[38] only distinguished CD16pos 
and CD16neg (progenitors) neutrophils and found high specificity of CD16neg neutrophils 
for the presence of a left shift in manual differentiation. Yet, this study showed no cor-
relation between the presence of CD16neg and the number of banded or immature neu-
trophils, which are CD16pos. Different from Hübl et al., our study was focused on CD16pos 
population, and made a classification on CD16dim, banded, and CD16high, segmented, 
neutrophils. We found some segmented neutrophils in CD16dim sorted neutrophils and 
the other way around. This can be explained by the fact that there is not a strict transi-
tion from immature to mature and upregulation of CD16. Although ‘dim’ and ‘high’ was 
an arbitrary cut-off point, there was a clear enrichment of banded in the CD16dim and 
segmented in the CD16high neutrophil population[39].
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There are some limitations to our study. Due to the limited number of patients, both 
trauma and infection, statistical analyses on accuracy of the different methods is re-
stricted. However, for the aim of this study complicated analysis are of no added value 
to show the inability of an automated hematology analyzer to recognize trauma banded 
neutrophils. Also, automated differentiation is only tested using one automated hema-
tological analyzer. Although tempting to speculate that other analyzers would have to 
same problem, since algorithms are mostly based on  light scatter patterns, our data 
can’t be extrapolated to all hematological analyzers. Furthermore, different methods 
were used for the manual counts in infection and trauma, blood smears and cytospins, 
respectively. Literature shows that differences exists in cell counts for both methods, 
as well as a greater slide-to-slide variation in cytospins[40]. Although these differences 
should be considered, it is highly unlikely that this would explain the differences seen in 
the automated counts for analysis of patients with infection and trauma. Also, this does 
not affect automated measurements of fresh samples. Lastly, the classification based on 
CD16 expression is subjected to arbitrary gating, which for a significant part may explain 
the differences between manual and flow cytometry band counts. Still, this method is 
very much capable of detecting the left shift, in contrast to the automated differentia-
tion in trauma.

In conclusion, algorithm based automated neutrophil differentiation using a hematol-
ogy analyzer is not suited to detect the presence of immature or banded neutrophils 
in the circulation following major trauma. In contrast, this method is accurately detect-
ing a left shift in patients suffering an infection. This suggests that there is a structural 
difference in the circulating neutrophil population after trauma and infection. Further 
studies should focus on this difference and whether it is a functional difference, a failure 
in the algorithm of the hematological analyzer as a result of smaller neutrophils, or a 
combination of both. Information on this topic may provide further inside in the func-
tional neutrophil defects after trauma and might help to identify the patients at risk for 
(inflammatory) complications.
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AbsTrACT

Neutrophils are important assets in defense against invading bacteria like staphylococci. 
However, (dysfunctioning) neutrophils can also serve as reservoir for pathogens that 
are able to survive inside the cellular environment. S. aureus is a notorious facultative 
intracellular pathogen. Most vulnerable for neutrophil dysfunction and intracellular 
infection are immune-deficient patients or, as recently has been described, severely 
injured patients. These dysfunctional neutrophils can become hide-out spots or “Trojan 
horses” for S. aureus. This location offers protection to bacteria from most antibiotics 
and allows transportation of bacteria throughout the body inside moving neutrophils. 
When neutrophils die, these bacteria are released at different locations. In this review we 
therefore focus on the capacity of several groups of antibiotics to enter human neutro-
phils, kill intracellular S. aureus and affect neutrophil function. We provide an overview 
of intracellular capacity of available antibiotics to aid in clinical decision making. In 
conclusion, quinolones, rifamycins and sulfamethoxazole-trimethoprim seem very ef-
fective against intracellular S. aureus in human neutrophils. Oxazolidinones, macrolides 
and lincosamides also exert intracellular antibiotic activity. Despite that the reviewed 
data is predominantly of in vitro origin, these findings should be taken into account 
when intracellular infection is suspected, as can be the case in severely injured patients.
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inTroDuCTion

Neutrophils are the first line of defense against invading bacteria, preventing and clear-
ing infection continuously [1]. Neutrophils are recruited to the site of infection where 
they recognize bacteria using Fc-receptors, after which the cell membrane remodels 
around the receptor-ligand complex to form a phagosome [2,3]. Intra-cellular the 
phagosome fuses with secretory vesicles and granules to form the phagolysosome 
which include bactericidal enzymes, vacuolar ATPases and the NADPH oxidase complex. 
Inside the phagolysosome the acidic milieu, caused by proteases, reactive oxygen spe-
cies (ROS), antimicrobial peptides and other processes cause intraluminal degradation 
of the bacteria [4]. Additionally, neutrophils play an important role in the salvage of 
tissue damage and tissue repair after infection or in case of trauma [5–7].

Dysfunctional neutrophils are not only prominent in patients with congenital neutrophil 
dysfunction but are also seen in several acute inflammatory conditions and severely 
injured patients [8,9]. In severely injured patients both bacterial killing capacity and 
to a lesser extent phagocytosis are diminished [10]. This results in decreased bacte-
rial clearing and thereby increased susceptibility to infection in an already vulnerable 
patient group [11]. In the last decades a steady decline is seen in early death rates after 
trauma [12]. Instead, infectious complications become an increasingly important cause 
of morbidity, prolonged hospital stay and decreased functional recovery [13]. Common 
infections in trauma patients encompasses pneumonia, bacteremia, surgical site infec-
tion (SSI) and fracture related infections (FRI) [14].

Staphyloccocus aureus (S. aureus) is  a common causative pathogen in SSI or FRI [15–17]. 
S. aureus is notoriously known for its biofilm formation, especially in infections involving 
medical implants [18]. S. aureus has several other defense mechanisms, one of which 
is the ability to survive inside the phagosome of host cells [19]. Although this covers 
mostly non-professional phagocytes (e.g. endothelial cells, epithelial cells, osteoblasts), 
it has also been described in diseases with neutrophilic dysfunction or overwhelming 
bacterial numbers [20,21]. Both of which may be the case inseverely injured patients.

Neutrophils are shown to be able to transport living intracellular pathogens, causing 
and even promoting distant infections in sandflies [22]. Recently, it has also been shown 
that S. aureus is able to survive and proliferate inside neutrophils of LPS-challenged hu-
man volunteers [9]. Thwaites and Gant also make a compelling case for the metastasis 
of S. aureus infections in humans by survival of the pathogen inside neutrophils and the 
detrimental role of the neutrophil in S. aureus-bacteremia [23].
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To achieve protection against infections in vulnerable patients such as the severely 
injured, prophylactic antibiotics are frequently administered, especially in the intensive 
care unit (ICU) setting [24,25]. However, a major part of the most common empirical 
antibiotics are not able to target intracellular pathogens [26]. To our knowledge, an 
overview of the intracellular effect of antibiotics on S. aureus residing in neutrophils is 
missing. Therefore, we conducted a literature review to summarize the properties of 
common used antibiotics regarding their ability to enter neutrophils, the intra-cellular 
bactericidal or bacteriostatic effect on S. aureus, and their effects on neutrophil func-
tions regarding intracellular killing.

meTHoDs

Literature search & study selection
A search was conducted using a broad search string (Appendix 1). Searches were per-
formed in MEDLINE and Embase databases in June 2017 and updated in August 2018. SB 
was mainly responsible for the search and study selection. Co-authors FH and PH were 
consulted in doubt. Disagreement was resolved by discussion. Only studies with primary 
data were included. The language had to be English or Dutch. No restrictions on publica-
tion date were applied. A summary of in- and exclusion criteria is displayed in table 
2. The articles found in the online databases were imported into reference manager 
Mendeley and the systematic review application Rayyan®. Duplicates were identified 
and removed. Subsequently, Rayyan® was used to mark articles during the first screen-
ing process based on title and abstract, after which full text articles were imported into 
reference manager Mendeley and screened for applicability based on predetermined 
in – and exclusion criteria (Table 2). Articles without available abstract and/or without 
full text were excluded. Inclusion and exclusion criteria in table 2 are mostly based on 
the domain, determinant and outcome resulting from the review questions described in 
the introduction (Domain: Intracellular infection model with S. aureus in human neutro-
phils. Determinant: Clinically relevant antibiotics that can be systemically administered 
to humans. Outcome: Intracellular killing of S. aureus or factors influencing this process).

Outcome measures and data extraction
The focus was on the following outcome measures: entry and accumulation of antibiot-
ics inside neutrophils, their intracellular pharmacokinetics and distribution, intracellular 
activity of antibiotics and effects on intrinsic neutrophil functions (e.g. phagocytosis, 
reactive oxygen species (ROS) production, intracellular killing). All before mentioned 
outcome measures are relevant because they influence the final effect of an antibiotic 
on the killing of intracellular bacteria. Data regarding these outcome measures was 
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extracted from the included articles by SB. Co-authors FH and PH were consulted in 
doubt. Disagreement was resolved by discussion.

Table 2. In- and exclusion criteria for study selection.

inclusion criteria exclusion criteria

1. Intracellular S. aureus infection model or 
information that can be extrapolated to this 
situation

Infection model with other micro-organism than 
S. aureus or extracellular infection model

2. Cell type is human neutrophils Non-human cells or other cells than neutrophils

3. Data regarding primary endpoints Data regarding fundamental pathophysiological 
mechanisms, a specific method or technique or 
novel drug delivery methods

4. Clinically relevant antibiotic(s), administered 
systemically in humans

Antibiotics only used in experimental setting, 
non-registered antibiotics for human use, 
antibiotics not frequently used in the clinic* or 
non-systemic antibiotics

5. Normal functioning neutrophils, not under 
influence of a systemic disease influencing 
neutrophils**

Conditions or systemic diseases not of interest 
playing a primary role in the study design (i.e. 
cancer or auto-immune conditions)

* Some data regarding experimental or not frequently used antibiotics is still included if it is relevant 
to illustrate properties of a whole class of antibiotics

** Some data concerning neutrophils of immunocompromised patients (i.e. CGD, AIDS, diabetes) were 
considered relevant for the scope of this review

resulTs

The conducted search and subsequent in- and exclusion resulted in a total of 110 ar-
ticles included in this review. The gross majority of the articles only provided in vitro 
data (n=98), but some also showed in vivo/ex vivo data (n=12).  For legibility, the data 
discussed in this review are of in vitro origin, unless stated otherwise.

A summary of the extracted data per antibiotic class is shown in table 1. In table 1 the 
results are arranged in a specific order: degree of intracellular penetration, effect on 
neutrophil function (e.g. phagocytosis, reactive oxygen species (ROS) production, anti-
bacterial capaxcity), degree of intracellular effect of the antibiotic on S. aureus and the 
type of this antibiotic effect (static or cidal). This order matches the order of discussion of 
these subjects for each different antibiotic in the text below. In table 1 the intracellular 
penetration is expressed by the cellular/extracellular (C/E) ratio of the drug. C/E values 
are calculated by dividing the intracellular concentration of the drug by the extracellular 
concentration. Antibiotics described in the results section are sorted in based on their 
mechanism of action and class.
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Protein synthesis inhibitors

Aminoglycosides
Generally, aminoglycosides (e.g. gentamicin) do not accumulate in neutrophils. C/E 
ratios mostly stay below 1 [28,29,38–40]. It is believed that aminoglycosides penetrate 
poorly because of their high polarity and hydrophilic characteristics [28,41–43]. Intracel-
lular aminoglycosides seem to relatively accumulate in lysosomes, while the low pH in 
lysosomes inhibits their antibacterial function [44].

Aminoglycosides at clinically relevant concentrations do not seem to affect properties 
that are important for the intrinsic killing capacity of neutrophils (like ROS production 
in activated neutrophils) [30,45]. However, at very high doses (above achievable serum 
concentrations), aminoglycosides seem to have a direct toxic effect on neutrophils and 
thereby inhibit neutrophil function [31,32].

Most frequently used aminoglycosides (i.e. gentamicin) have no convincing effect on 
intracellular S. aureus at clinically relevant extracellular doses (≤5 mg/L) [28,31,33,34,42–
44]. Gentamicin, however, remains to be in an active form inside neutrophils, indicating 
no intracellular inactivation [28]. In higher extracellular concentrations (from 5 to 25 
mg/L) gentamicin and streptomycin show some reduction in viable intracellular bacteria 
[35,40]. This is probably due to intracellular concentrations above MBC, despite minimal 
cellular penetration [40]. This effect on killing seems to be due to the direct antibacte-
rial effect of the antibiotics [35]. In contrast to other aminoglycosides, tobramycin and 
arbekacin seem to have a very pronounced bactericidal effect against intracellular S. 
aureus [36,37]. This observed effect was partly but not completely due to overestimation 
of the amount of killed intracellular bacteria [36]. An exact distinction between the di-
rect effect of tobramycin and the synergy with neutrophils in the process of killing could 
not be made [36]. An explanation for the differences between different aminoglycosides 
has not been found.

Tetracyclines
Tetracycline seems to moderately penetrate and accumulate inside neutrophils, reach-
ing C/E ratios of 1.8-7.1 [46–48]. Uptake of tetracycline is relatively slow: 80% of its 
final intracellular concentration is reached after 40 minutes [47]. Accumulation is more 
extensive with doxycycline (C/E ratio 7.5). Other less known tetracyclines (tigecycline 
and minocycline) reach even higher C/E ratios, up to 64 [49]. In vivo C/E ratios might be 
lower due to serum protein binding of these antibiotics [48,49]. Uptake of tetracyclines 
into neutrophils is saturable and seems to be through active organic cation transport 
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with a relatively low affinity [50]. It has been suggested that there is a lack of intracellular 
binding, resulting in high intracellular bioavailability [48].

Tetracylines like tigecyline seem to stimulate ROS production of activated neutrophils 
at clinically relevant concentrations, reaching a plateau at 5-10 mg/L as reported by 
Cockeran et al. [50]. Tetracyclines seem to have a calcium ionophore function, where 
tigecycline also seems to scavenge ROS. These properties counteract each other and 
cause induction of the before mentioned plateau phase [50]. Contrarily, Naess et al. 
report no effect of tigecycline on both phagocytosis and oxidative burst formation at 
doses 0.1-100 mg/L [51]. These opposing results might be due to methodological differ-
ences. Naess et al. used S. aureus as a stimulus to activate neutrophils, whereas Cockeran 
et al. used the chemotactic peptide N-Formylmethionyl-leucyl-phenylalanine (fMLP). 
Altogether, there is no consensus on the effect of tetracyclines on neutrophil functions.

Regarding the intracellular antibacterial effects, only Ong et al. investigated the intracel-
lular activity of the tetracycline antibiotic tigecycline and demonstrated bacteriostatic 
activity against S. aureus at 1 mg/L [49].

Macrolides
Uptake of macrolides into neutrophils can be divided into two distinct groups. First, 
there is erythromycin (C/E between 4.4 and 13.3) [29,38,41,52,89,90], clarithromycin 
(C/E of 9.2) [52], roxithromycin (C/E between 14 and 34) [41,53,90], dirithromycin (C/E 
of 16.3) [54] and josamycin (C/E of 21.4) [55]. These macrolides penetrate neutrophils 
moderately good, generally reaching maximal C/E values after 10 to 90 minutes of 
incubation [52,56–58,89]. Uptake of this group of macrolides might be slightly inhibited 
by environmental factors (serum proteins, low pH, low temperatures) [41,56] or state 
of the neutrophil (activated, phagocytosis) [40,53,56,59–61]. Release from neutrophils 
is fast upon washing, indicating weak intracellular binding [29,38,58,89]. Second, there 
are azithromycin and telithromycin. These drugs reach very high C/E values of >100 
generally, with even higher maxima after relatively long incubation periods of 40 
minutes up to 24 hours [57,58,62,63]. Release of azithromycin and telithromycin is slow, 
which indicates extensive trapping inside cells [58]. Phagocytosis stimulates release of 
azithromycin [57]. In vivo data also shows very high C/E ratios for azithromycin and clar-
ithromycin at clinically relevant concentrations, yet to a somewhat lesser extent [64–66]. 
A good explanation for such high C/E values is a close association with or binding to 
cellular components [67].

Overall intracellular uptake kinetics of azithromycin are comparable between healthy 
volunteers and immunocompromised patients [68,69]. In vivo data regarding uptake 
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is in line with in vitro data [70]. Uptake of macrolides seems to be at least partly ac-
tive and energy-requiring mediated by the nucleoside transporter [29,47,53,63,89], 
and the cellular sodium/calcium exchanger on the neutrophil’s cell membrane [63,71]. 
Despite this active mechanism, the Km (Michaelis kinetic constant) for this nucleoside 
transporter is higher than the therapeutic concentrations reached in vivo. As a result, in 
vivo erythromycin most likely follows the linearly increasing part of the saturation curve 
[89]. In addition, passive uptake also plays a significant role [47,55–57,72]. Intracellularly 
macrolides are taken up into granules for 33-73% [41,58,61], by diffusion, lipophilicity 
and ion trapping, causing high intracellular concentrations [41,57,62,64,73]. Besides ion 
trapping, a specific transportation protein is thought to be involved in the uptake of 
macrolides into the granule compartment of neutrophils [58].

At therapeutic levels macrolides do not show clear effects on neutrophil function 
[57,74,75], yet some evidence suggest a slight induction of ROS production [54,74,76–78]. 
However, at higher doses or longer exposure times an inhibitory effect on ROS produc-
tion becomes prominent [30,54,74,76–80]. No consensus is reached on the underlying 
mechanism of the inhibitory effect. Different theories have been proposed: reduced 
expression of beta-2-integrins [81]; inhibition of the phospholipase D-phosphatidic acid 
phosphohydrolase (PAH) interaction with protein kinase C activity and altered construc-
tion of the NADPH oxidase enzyme [54,78,82]; membrane stabilization [54]; elevation 
of cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) levels and higher protein kinase A (PKA) 
activity [32,80]. Erythromycin is also seen to induce LDH release and neutrophil death 
even at clinically relevant concentrations (1-10 mg/L) [32]. In spite the inhibitory effect 
of telithromycin and roxithromycin on the oxidative metabolism of neutrophils, these 
antibiotics do not impair the antibacterial neutrophil function [60].

Both in in vitro and ex vivo data, macrolides (erythromycin, roxithromycin, azithromycin 
and clarithromycin) show bacteriostatic but not bactericidal intracellular effects at ther-
apeutically relevant extracellular concentrations [36,40,52,62,64,75,83,84,90]. Others 
contradict the intracellular efficacy [40,85]. These results may be explained by the lack 
of sensitivity of the applied method for analyzing the intracellular bacteriostatic activity 
[90], short incubation times and usage of below therapeutic levels of antibiotics [40]. 
Bacteriostatic effects for macrolides are less pronounced in neutrophils with defective 
oxidative killing mechanisms. This indicates a synergistic effect with the intrinsic killing 
mechanisms of neutrophils for this type of antibiotic [62,83,84,86,87,90]. Contrarily, rox-
ithromycin selectively restores functions of defective neutrophils, as low doses increase 
phagocytosis and intracellular killing of S. aureus [88].
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Lincosamides
Clindamycin uptake is good, reaching C/E ratios ranging from 8 to 43.4 within minutes 
[29,38,43,91–93]. This is temperature dependent, declining at temperatures below 37°C 
[61,91]. Uptake of lincomycin is remarkably less with maximum measured C/E ratios of 
3 [29,38,93]. High pH and/or phagocytosis increase uptake of both clindamycin and 
lincomycin, which partly explains the variation between experiments that measured C/E 
ratios for clindamycin [30,38,40,59,91,94,95]. In vivo binding to serum proteins might 
lower the intracellular uptake [36]. A saturable uptake mechanism has been observed, 
suggesting an active mechanism of uptake [29,91]. The nucleoside transporter seems to 
be a reasonable option because clindamycin possesses a nucleoside-like structure [91], 
and adenosine uptake is inhibited by clindamycin [38,59]. Intracellularly, clindamycin 
is thought to accumulate in the lysosomal compartment [91], or cytoplasm [61]. Efflux 
of clindamycin out of neutrophils is varying in different experiments. Some report that 
efflux of clindamycin is rapid, indicating no tight intracellular associations [29]. Others 
state that clindamycin slowly eliminates from neutrophils during 24 hours [43].

At serum concentrations of 1.0 mg/L clindamycin slightly enhances neutrophil phago-
cytosis in healthy volunteers [96]. However, contradictory results are found regarding 
the effect on the oxidative metabolism of neutrophils (induction or depression) [30,96]. 
Postulated inhibitory effects could be due to extra binding of displaced adenosine to 
its A2 receptors [30] or a decrease in glycerol production and subsequently less ROS 
production [78]. Effects on oxidative metabolisms do not seem to affect the bacterial 
killing capacity [96]. This supports the independence of the oxidative killing mechanisms 
regarding the antibacterial effect of the drug [45,97].

Impressive reduction (up to 96%) of intracellular bacteria occurs in presence of 
clindamycin at concentrations resembling clinically achievable serum concentrations 
[34,36,42,83,91,92]. In vivo effects after oral dosing with clindamycin are comparable to 
in vitro results [97]. This effect is partly due to synergism between the oxidative killing 
mechanisms of neutrophils and the antibiotic [83,98]. The direct effect of clindamycin 
is believed to be bacteriostatic [36,83,94]. Despite these positive results, a lack of effect 
on intracellular killing for both clindamycin and lincomycin at extracellular concentra-
tions up to 20 mg/L is also reported more than once [31,40,94,99]. A relatively short 
incubation time used in these studies might cause this observed lack of effect due to the 
relatively slow onset of intracellular action of lincosamides [34].

Oxazolidinones
Radezolid reaches a C/E ratio of roughly 11. The uptake is rapid (<30 minutes) and 
non-saturable. Less accumulation is seen at pH <6, at lower temperatures and in the 
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presence of serum protein. This argues for a passive diffusion mechanism of uptake and 
subsequent ion-trapping [100]. Linezolid accumulates poorly, proposedly because of 
its charge and lesser lipophilicity, resulting in impaired diffusion into the cell. Linezolid 
reaches a lower C/E ratio around 1, but this is only tested in THP-1 cells [100]. After 
uptake, radezolid accumulates for 42% in lysosomes and for 58% in the cytosol. No 
association with cellular components like mitochondria is seen. These characteristics 
were only studied in macrophages and not in neutrophils, in which these characteristics 
might differ [100].

Despite its poor accumulation inside phagocytes, linezolid has good intracellular activity 
in neutrophils. Linezolid showed a marked decrease in survival: only 1,65% intracellular 
MRSA survival (compared to control, 100% survival) at concentrations of 18 mg/L after 
24 hours [37].

Interference with the cell wall (beta-lactams)

Penicillins
Penicillin antibiotics penetrate neutrophils poorly, with C/E ratios  <1, due to hydrophilic-
ity and in vivo serum protein binding [29,38,40,42,43,46,55,61,93,101]. Cloxacillin is the 
exception with C/E values of 4.7 [95]. It is unclear whether activation of the neutrophil/
phagocytosis affects uptake: some studies indicate it does affect uptake [31,95], while 
some find no effect on uptake [40,59].

Benzylpenicillin, dicloxacillin and oxacillin exert no effect on neutrophil properties like 
ROS production [30,45,102]. In contrast, ampicillin seems to have a small inhibiting effect 
on myeloperoxidase (MPO) activity and phagocytosis [103]. No subsequent effect on 
bacterial killing is reported [32]. Ampicillin and dicloxacillin have no effect on apoptosis 
and viability of neutrophils, even at high concentrations [32,102,104].

Pre-treatment of bacteria with benzylpenicillin at concentrations below MIC and in the 
presence of serum causes a noteworthy reduction in intracellular colonies [33,105,106]. 
The pro-killing effect of pre-treatment with penicillin is a result of direct effects of the 
antibiotic on the bacterial cell wall and mitotic activity. This renders bacteria more 
susceptible to neutrophil killing [106]. In addition, exposing neutrophils to sub-MIC 
concentrations of penicillin after phagocytosis causes enhanced bacterial killing despite 
poor uptake [31,98].

The intracellular antibacterial effects of penicillins are controversial. Some authors state 
that penicillin antibiotics at clinically relevant concentrations (and higher) have near to 
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no effect on killing of intracellular bacteria [33–35,40,42,43,107,108]. However, other 
studies do show a concentration-dependent antibacterial effect on intracellular bacteria 
with various penicillin antibiotics (benzylpenicillin, amoxicillin, dicloxacillin) at clinically 
relevant extracellular concentrations [36,83,102,104,109,110]. Dicloxacillin seems to 
have both bacteriostatic and bactericidal effects at higher concentrations [36,102]. 
Penicillins interact with the oxidative killing system of neutrophils to exert their alleged 
intracellular effects [83]. Roder et al. suggested that the intracellular effects seen with 
penicillins might be partly caused by antibiotic carryover during the lysis procedure [36].

Glycopeptides
Glycopeptides reach C/E ratios of 4-4.5 after 20 minutes of incubation, with C/E ratios 
of 7.8 after neutrophil activation [95]. Others report C/E ratios up to 52.3 for teicoplanin 
[31,92]. Glycopeptides are thought to bind avidly to neutrophil associated proteins 
[111], which might reduce their intracellular actions [92]. Intracellular teicoplanin does 
not enter (phago)lysosomes, further hampering antibacterial effects [92].

The glycopeptides do not interfere with neutrophil functions like chemotaxis, adher-
ence, phagocytosis, NADPH oxidase function and ROS production [45,112].

Pre-treatment of S. aureus with low concentrations of vancomycin or teicoplanin in the 
presence of serum enhances susceptibility to killing by neutrophils [106,112]. This might 
be due to modification of bacterial characteristics by modification of opsonization or 
interaction between the antibiotic and the bacterial inoculum in vitro before ingestion 
[31].

Several studies report that glycopeptides show no intracellular bioactivity against S. 
aureus [31,37,113]. Others, however, do see a significant dose- and time dependent 
inhibition or even bactericidal effects on intracellular S. aureus at the upper limits of 
clinically achievable extracellular concentrations [36,111]. This effect seems slightly 
more pronounced for teicoplanin than vancomycin [111].

Carbapenems
Imipenem is rapidly accumulated inside neutrophils, but only reaches C/E ratios between 
1 and 5 [53,61,95]. Surprisingly, right after this fast accumulation a rapid and steady 
decline is seen over time [53,61]. The cause of this phenomenon is unknown. It might 
be due to binding to the cellular membrane and subsequent rapid dissociation, altera-
tions to the drug molecule or cellular metabolism of the drug [53]. Imipenem seems to 
accumulate outside the granule fraction of neutrophils, since it noticeably accumulates 
more inside cytoplasts (without granule fraction) than in normal neutrophils [61].
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Carbapenems do not seem to exert effect on the properties and killing abilities of neu-
trophils [114].

Meropenem shows a small but significant reduction in intracellular survival of S. aureus 
at 8 times MIC and at 6 hours of incubation. Killing is relatively slow. On the contrary, 
imipenem shows no effect on intracellular survival [114].

Cephalosporins
Cephalosporins are hydrophilic drugs, and are therefore unable to penetrate the cell 
membrane [42,43]. This results in C/E values <1 [29,38,53,93,115]. Sequestration in 
phagocytic vacuoles might increase uptake of cephalosporins during phagocytosis in 
active neutrophils [115].

Cephalosporins like cefazolin have no effect on apoptosis of neutrophils at therapeuti-
cally relevant concentrations [32]. Both in vitro and in vivo data show a lack of effect on 
neutrophil peroxide production, intracellular calcium changes, degranulation and ROS 
production [115,116]. In vivo data did not show restoration of phagocytosis and bac-
tericidal activity in patients with decreased neutrophil functions [88]. On the contrary, 
patients with defective neutrophils seem to have increased neutrophil MPO activity 
after cefaclor treatment and show better clinical recovery compared to therapy with 
other (non-cephalosporin) antibiotics [103].

Incubation of S. aureus with sub-MIC concentrations cephalosporins (up to 2 mg/L) 
causes formation of enlarged forms of S. aureus more susceptible to phagocytosis, 
increased phagocytosis and increased killing efficacy of neutrophils. This is related to 
cell wall modifications of bacteria, as seen in penicillins and glycopeptides [98,117,118].

At therapeutically relevant concentrations, cephalosporins are generally ineffective 
against intracellular S. aureus [35,42,43,115,118]. This is mostly explained by the lack of 
cellular penetration and further enhanced by the relatively slow intracellular bacterial 
growth reducing the effect of glycopeptides [35]. Noteworthy, cefodizime shows a mod-
est but significant increase in phagocytosis and intracellular killing at high therapeuti-
cally concentrations (100 mg/L) [116].

Nucleic acid inhibitors

Sulfonamides
Sulfamethoxazole reaches C/E ratios 1.7-3.6 in neutrophils within 10 minutes [46,119]. 
Despite the slightly acidic characteristics of sulfamethoxazole, it still moderately accu-
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mulates in the acidic granulocytes and its (phago)lysosome [42,46,120]. Phagocytosis 
enhances uptake of these antibiotics [120]. The degree of uptake of different sulfonamide 
antibiotics is as follows (best to worst): sulfanilamide > sulfadiazine > sulfamerazine > 
sulfamethoxazole. This is not in line with the degree of lipid solubility of the different 
drugs, pointing towards involvement of an active mechanism of uptake. Intracellularly, 
sulfanilamide distributes within neutrophils: 35-40% in the cytosol, 35-40% microsomal, 
10-20% association with membranes and 10% association with mitochondria or the 
nucleus [120]. It is unknown whether the same distribution profile applies to other 
sulfonamides.

Since sulfamethoxazole is frequently used in combination with DHFR inhibitor trim-
ethoprim, intracellular effects of this combination on killing of S. aureus will be discussed 
later on in this review (see subheading “combinations”).

DHFR inhibitors
Trimethoprim shows rapid uptake with C/E ratios 3-21 after 10 minutes [42, 43, 46, 53, 93, 
120, 121]. Remarkably, uptake increases under lower than physiological temperatures 
(25°C) [53,61]. This phenomenon might be explained by a rapid efflux due to absence 
of  binding to cellular components at 37°C [61,121]. Uptake and efflux are thought to 
be passive processes [121]. Trimethoprim is weakly basic, which favors accumulation 
into relatively acidic neutrophils and their granules [46,121]. Also, brodimoprim shows 
efficient penetration, reaching a C/E ratio of 74.4, as a result of high lipid solubility 
[120,121]. The intracellular distribution profile for trimethoprim is similar as described 
above for sulfanilamide [120]. Trimethoprim accumulates better in neutrophils than in 
cytoplasts, due to its weakly basic properties and the positive effect of the presence of 
granules [61].

Trimethoprim seems to have a dose dependent inhibitory effect on superoxide produc-
tion in neutrophils due to inhibition of PAH pathways [30,121]. This does not influence 
neutrophil properties like phagocytosis and killing [121].

Effectiveness of intracellular killing of trimethoprim will be discussed in combination 
with sulfamethoxazole (see subheading “Combinations”).

Quinolones
Quinolones reach C/E ratios of 2.2-10.9 within 30 minutes in both in vitro and in vivo 
settings [93,95,105,122–129]. After one oral dose, intracellular concentrations (±9 mg/L) 
and AUC values reach and remain higher compared to plasma [129]. Active phagocytosis 
does not alter the quantity of uptake of quinolones [95,105,123,126,130,131]. In the case 
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of ofloxacin optical isomerism influences uptake [125]. Rapid elution suggests a lack 
of binding of ciprofloxacin to cellular components [31,105]. Penetration of quinolones 
seems to be partially due to a passive mechanism since it is pH and temperature de-
pendent and does not rely on viability of neutrophils [105,123,126]. Additionally, active 
transportation expressing Michaelis-Menten kinetics is observed for ciprofloxacin [130]. 
Also, metabolic inhibitors, inhibitors of PKC and MAP kinase [126,130] and the addition 
of amino acids [131] inhibit uptake. An exception is gatifloxacin, of which transport is not 
influenced by these inhibitors [127]. Uptake of these drugs is less in promyelocytic HL-60 
cells, indicating the need for maturation and expression of certain neutrophil proteins 
in order to penetrate the cell [130]. It is suggested that uptake in resting neutrophils is 
facilitated by a nucleobase transportation mechanism (low affinity) and uptake in active 
neutrophils is facilitated by the amino acid transportation system (high affinity) [131]. 
Preference for one of the described uptake mechanisms may differ between quinolones, 
depending on their molecular structure.

Quinolones generally do not affect neutrophil phagocytosis, ROS production, intracellu-
lar bacterial killing or viability at clinically relevant doses and higher [45,88,104,105,107].

Quinolones are found to be biologically active inside neutrophils [31,105]. Among oth-
ers, ciprofloxacin and ofloxacin significantly reduce intracellular viable bacterial counts 
in a concentration and time dependent manner at (sub)therapeutic concentrations as 
low as 0.4 mg/L [31,84,104,105,125,126,132]. Intracellular ciprofloxacin is bacteriostatic 
and bactericidal at extracellular concentrations of 0.5 mg/L and 2 mg/L, respectively 
[36]. Other data show that ciprofloxacins and enoxacins intracellular activity is poor at 
MIC [31], but increases significantly at 4-16 x MIC [104]. In the study of Yanai et al. a lack 
of effect of ofloxacin in CGD neutrophils is shown at doses 50 mg/L after an incubation 
period of 1 hour. However, they also show a lack of direct activity at high doses against 
the tested strains of S. aureus, which is suggestive of methodological failure [107]. Also, 
the intracellular effect is remarkably less when CGD neutrophils are used: higher doses 
(2,5 mg/L) of ciprofloxacin are needed to achieve significant effects. This indicates the 
need of interaction of quinolones with the oxidative antimicrobial system of neutrophils 
in order to achieve optimal antibiotic effects [132].

Rifamycins
Rifampin is a zwitterion and lipid soluble, causing it to accumulate inside neutrophils 
[29,33,101]. Penetration of rifampin is based on passive mechanisms [29,133]. Rifampin 
reaches moderate C/E ratios of 2.3-9.8 within 20 minutes [29,38–40,93,94,119,133]. Ri-
fapentine reaches higher C/E values of 4.5-87.6 [92,134]. Activation of neutrophils does 
not influence uptake of rifampin [36,40,83,94]. In vivo serum protein binding negatively 
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influences penetration into neutrophils [36]. After entering the neutrophil, rifampin is 
likely to accumulate inside the phagosome [44].

No effects on neutrophil functions like ROS production and the intrinsic killing mecha-
nisms were seen with rifampin and rifabutin at clinically relevant concentrations and 
higher [45,133].

Rifampin and rifapentine are able to strikingly reduce intracellular S. aureus in neu-
trophils in a concentration and time dependent manner due to bactericidal action at 
therapeutically relevant extracellular doses, as low as 0.0125 mg/L [33,35–37,39,40,42–
44,52,92,94,101,110,113,119,133,134]. Even complete eradication of intracellular bacte-
ria is seen at concentrations starting at 0.1 mg/L [52], and in in vivo situations after oral 
rifampin therapy of 300 mg three times daily [108]. This effect of rifampin and rifabutin 
fades out at extracellular concentration below MIC of 0.004 and 0.001 mg/L respectively 
[31]. The same results were seen in CGD neutrophils [34,35,43,44,119]. The intracellular 
effect mostly seems to be due to direct antimicrobial effects rather than secondary ef-
fects on neutrophils and their intrinsic killing mechanism [43,134].

Others

Fosfomycin
Fosfomycin reaches C/E ratios of 1.8 [119]. As fosfomycin is a hydrophilic molecule and 
uptake can be hindered by metabolic inhibitors, it’s most likely to be actively transported 
into neutrophils [119].

Fosfomycin enhances phagocytosis and intracellular bactericidal capacities through 
upregulation of NADPH dependent ROS production and consecutively enhanced NET 
formation [135].

Fosfomycin at clinically relevant doses (8-200 mg/L) restores intracellular killing of 
defective neutrophils, but does not seem to enhance intracellular killing in healthy neu-
trophils [119]. However, in another study fosfomycin (150 mg/L) did show a bactericidal 
effect, inducing shrinkage and cell wall lysis of S. aureus inside healthy neutrophils [113].

Daptomycin
Daptomycin penetrates neutrophils poorly, only reaching a C/E ratio of 0.7 [31,136].

Daptomycin does not affect neutrophil properties like ROS production, phagocytosis 
and killing at extracellular concentrations up to 200 mg/L [136].
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Daptomycin shows no effect on intracellular killing of S. aureus at MIC (0.2-0.8 mg/L) 
[31,136]. However, daptomycin does show a small effect on preventing overgrowth of 
bacteria inside neutrophils at relatively low concentrations [136].

Combinations

Sulfamethoxazole-trimethoprim
Uptake kinetics and C/E values for sulfamethoxazole and trimethoprim were discussed 
previously in this review.

Sulfamethoxazole-trimethoprim showed no effects on neutrophil properties like 
catalase activity, oxygen metabolism or killing mechanisms at clinically relevant doses 
(100/20 mg/L) [46].

Sulfamethoxazole-trimethoprim is highly effective in reducing intracellular S. aureus 
at clinically relevant concentrations in both healthy and CGD neutrophils (i.e. 80/4 or 
50/2 mg/L) [37,42,43], killing almost all intracellular bacteria after an incubation period 
of 24 hours [37]. This is due to a direct antibacterial effect [42,43]. These effects make 
sulfamethoxazole-trimethoprim a preferred antibiotic in the treatment of CGD related 
infections [34,46,119].

Amoxicillin-clavulanic acid
Uptake kinetics of clavulanic acid alone are not discussed in this review, but data about 
amoxicillin were discussed previously in this review.

Only one study conducted by Pascual et al. has been found which evaluates this 
antibiotic combination [137]. They find that amoxicillin-clavulanic acid induces ROS 
production and increases intracellular killing of S. aureus at high concentrations of 100 
mg/L. However, at lower and clinically relevant concentrations this effect is probably 
non-existing. At sub-MIC concentrations, this combination induced phagocytosis of S. 
aureus after pre-incubation with amoxicillin-clavulanic acid. This effect is likely caused 
by morphological or physiochemical alterations of the bacterial surface, making bacteria 
more recognizable for neutrophils (described before for amoxicillin) [137].

DisCussion

Good intracellular effectivity against S. aureus inside neutrophils is reserved for certain 
classes of antibiotics (see table 1). Based on this review, most effective classes are the 
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rifamycins, quinolones and the combination sulfamethoxazole-trimethoprim. Bac-
teriostatic antibiotics like macrolides and lincosamides also show good intracellular 
effectivity. Additionally, oxazolidinones seem promising, but still lack sufficient, unam-
biguous evidence proving their effectivity. Evidence is also short for tetracyclines and 
fosfomycin. Contradicting data are found regarding penicillins. Other classes like the 
aminoglycosides, glycopeptides, carbapenems, cephalosporins, individual antibiotic 
daptomycin and the combination amoxicillin-clavulanic acid do not exhibit convincing 
effectivity against intracellular S. aureus.

Antibiotics do not only exert effects on bacteria but can also influence the intrinsic neu-
trophil functions (see table 1). Evidence points towards a dysregulation of neutrophil 
function after trauma. This could possibly explain the infectious complications seen in 
these patients [10]. Considering this, it is reasonable to state that stimulation of neutro-
phil functions like ROS production and boosting the intrinsic killing mechanisms would 
be beneficial in these patients [138]. On the other hand, heightened ROS production is 
seen in trauma patients. This can have deleterious effects on bystander tissues when 
ROS escape the phagosome and neutrophil [10]. In any case, the antibiotic of choice 
should not inhibit neutrophil killing function even further. Generally, none of the studied 
antibiotics did show a pronounced effect on neutrophil functions. However, one study 
on fosfomycin did show some stimulation of functions in defective neutrophils. Studies 
on tetracyclines prove to be contradictory, showing both stimulation and inhibition of 
neutrophil capacities. Macrolides are stimulatory at low doses but become inhibitory at 
higher doses. Other antibiotics generally do not show stimulation nor clear suppression 
of neutrophil functions. Noteworthy is the fact that effects on the oxidative metabolisms 
do not automatically affect the bacterial killing capacity. Most effects of the studied 
antibiotics on neutrophil functions like ROS production did not affect neutrophil killing 
capacities. This implies that non-oxidative killing mechanisms also play an important 
role in disarming S. aureus [96]. Taken all this together, the effects of antibiotics on neu-
trophil functions do not seem to be the decisive factor for the intracellular effectivity of 
an antibiotic drug.

A lack of intracellular effectivity can be caused by different factors. First, it can be caused 
by poor penetration causing insufficient antibiotic concentrations inside neutrophils. 
For example, drugs that have a low lipophilicity, charged molecules and drugs that 
are not recognized by transporter proteins in the cellular membrane are less able to 
penetrate the neutrophil membrane. As a result, the intracellular concentration might 
not exceed the MIC/MBC of the specific bacterial strain [40,87]. This seems to be the 
case for the antibiotics with a low C/E ratio. When developing new antibiotic drugs, the 
ability to penetrate the membrane should be taken into account. An antibiotic that is 
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lipophilic, not charged at physiological pH or an antibiotic recognizable for membrane 
carriers would be beneficial. Also, the delivery into the cell and the phagolysosome can 
be highly improved by using nanocarrier systems [26]. Second, mainly for bacteriostatic 
agents (i.e cell wall inhibiting drugs like penicillins), a decreased growth rate of bacteria 
inside neutrophils negatively influences antibacterial potential [31,35,60,90,109]. Third, 
tight binding to intracellular structures might cause a drastic reduction of availability 
of intracellular bioactive drug, reducing its effectivity [56,92]. Another possibility is that 
some antibiotics that reached the intracellular space get transported outside the cell 
again by means of p-glycoprotein efflux pumps [139] or by exocytosis [140]. However, 
it seems that granulocytes have a low expression of p-glycoprotein pumps [141]. When 
inside the cell, the drug also needs to reach the subcellular compartment, where S. 
aureus is residing. Also, inactivation of the antibiotic might occur inside the neutrophil. 
Some drug molecules are unstable under low pH conditions inside the phagosome, sub-
sequently losing their antibiotic effectivity [75,86]. One or more of the last mechanisms 
might be the case for macrolide antibiotics like azithromycin, since the intracellular kill-
ing seems to be less than expected considering the high C/E ratio [86]. Lastly, although 
the effect of the antibiotics on neutrophil function did not seem fully responsible for 
intracellular antibiotic function or the lack thereof, this might be an interesting topic for 
further research. It could be investigated whether some drug molecules can be designed 
to boost neutrophil antibacterial functions in addition to their intrinsic antibacterial ef-
fect to enhance efficacy and antibacterial clearance.

Notably, the most frequently used parameter for cellular penetration of antibiotics, C/E 
ratios, varied greatly between the included studies. This is partly due to differences in 
experimental set-up such as different incubation times. This creates difficulties com-
paring C/E ratios of the same drug extracted from different studies, where different 
incubation times have been used. An alternative parameter might be the intracellular 
AUC (time zero to infinity), which estimates the total intracellular drug exposure over 
time and not just at one single timepoint [55,61,66,79,121]. This diminishes the effect 
of variability of incubation time. Unfortunately, few in vivo studies could be included in 
this review, which makes it more difficult to make statements about clinical effective-
ness in specific patient categories or conditions. Additionally, numerous studies showed 
difficulties discriminating between the direct intracellular antibacterial effects of anti-
biotics and the synergistic effects of antibiotics in combination with neutrophil killing 
[36,83]. Although, it would be scientifically interesting to understand these underlying 
mechanisms, for clinical purposes this discrimination may be less important. Another 
point of discussion is the difference between techniques used for extracellular bacterial 
removal: differential centrifugation or addition of lysostaphin. As lysostaphin is able to 
penetrate neutrophils to some degree, addition of this agent to eliminate extracellular 
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bacteria can result in overestimation of intracellular killing capacity [36]. Also, the usage 
of different neutrophilic stimuli (i.e. PMA, zymosan, S. aureus) influences the penetration 
rate of the antibiotics [76,125]. In this review, neutrophils are the cells of interest. Cau-
tion is advised with extrapolation of the results to other cell types. Every cell type exerts 
a different cellular composition, which may result in differences in intracellular uptake, 
accumulation and action of the antibiotics [69].

Clinical implications
Based on this review rifamycins, quinolones and sulfamethoxazole-trimethoprim would 
be the preferred antibiotics to fight S. aureus infections in the presence of inadequate 
functioning neutrophils. Second choices would be macrolides and lincosamides and 
oxazolidinones. However, it is also important to consider other characteristics of these 
antibiotics and resistance patterns among S. aureus. Some of the most effective intracel-
lular antibiotics, mainly the rifamycins, have some drawbacks regarding broad clinical 
use. Rifampin is known for its extensive drug interaction profile, for which monitoring is 
advised [142]. In addition, rifampin may cause some noteworthy adverse hematologic 
effects (leukopenia, anemia, thrombocytopenia) [143] and hepatotoxicity, mainly in 
patients at risk like patients who use other potentially hepatotoxic drugs [144]. Linezolid 
is associated with reversible myelosuppression, of which a clinician should be aware and 
close monitoring is warranted [145,146]. Lincosamide clindamycin and quinolones are 
associated with a higher incidence of Clostridium difficile infections [147]. Macrolides and 
sulfamethoxazole-trimethoprim seem generally well tolerated in most patient groups, 
although with sulfamethoxazole-trimethoprim caution is advised in immunocompro-
mised (HIV) patients [148–150].

Since the rising threat of antibiotic resistance, it is important to emphasize the effectiv-
ity of intracellular effective antibiotics against resistant strains of S. aureus. In the EU/
EEA population the weighted mean MRSA percentage was 13.7% between 2013 and 
2016. Among the MRSA population, combined resistance is common. For example, 
combination of MRSA with resistance to fluoroquinolones was seen in 10.7%. Rifampin 
co-resistance is less common. Single resistance to fluoroquinolones was 5.3% and to 
rifampin 0.4% [151]. However, (cross-)resistance to rifamycins is known to develop rap-
idly during monotherapy or high bacterial load [152]. MRSA is still largely susceptible to 
oxazolidinone linezolid and to sulfamethoxazole-trimethoprim, but some resistance is 
emerging [153,154]. Macrolide, lincosamide and streptogramin (MLS) cross-resistance 
is seen in S. aureus, mainly in MRSA, after the widespread use of macrolide compounds 
[155–157]. Based on the resistance patterns, rifampicin is unfavorable as monotherapy, 
linezolid and sulfamethoxazole-trimethoprim seem most favorable.
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The current standard of care for MSSA bacteremia is mainly based on penicillins [158]. 
Also, vancomycin or cephalosporins like cefazolin are used [159]. It is noteworthy that 
these antibiotics do not show convincing intracellular activity, as seen in this review. For 
MRSA bacteremia glycopeptides are frequently used and daptomycin also belongs to the 
treatment options. Glycopeptides and daptomycin also show insufficient intracellular 
effect. Cephalosporines, oxazolidinones (linezolid) or sulfamethoxazole-trimethoprim 
are used occasionally [159,160]. In some severe cases, although associated with some 
disadvantages, combination therapy is considered [161,162]. Combinations can be 
vancomycin/rifampin or vancomycin/gentamicin or daptomycin combined with genta-
micin, rifampin, linezolid or sulfamethoxazole-trimethoprim [162]. Considering the cur-
rent treatment standard, more focus should be on intracellular action of the frequently 
used antibiotics in bacteremia settings. Especially, when patients are susceptible to 
intracellular neutrophil infections like is the case with immunocompromised and, as 
recently demonstrated, trauma patients [9,163]. Lack of intracellular effect can lead 
to a relapse of infection and treatment failure, even if the bacterial culture tests show 
broad antibiotic sensitivity. Since a substantial part of the frequently used antibiotics 
only reaches relatively low concentrations (sub-MIC) inside the cell, this contributes to 
the selection of bacteria and induction of resistance [164,165]. In this era of alarming 
antibiotic resistance, it is especially important to avoid this type of suboptimal antibiotic 
therapy and to focus on killing intracellular pathogens also.

ConClusion

Quinolones, rifamycins and sulfamethoxazole-trimethoprim show the highest intracel-
lular efficacy. Rifamycins are highly effective inside neutrophils but should be used 
with caution, considering their drug interaction profile, adverse effects and induction 
of resistance during monotherapy. Quinolones and sulfamethoxazole-trimethoprim are 
also very effective and should be drugs of first choice. This advice is applicable within 
the context of prophylactic therapy, for example in severely injured trauma patients or 
as treatment in complicated infections suspected for S. aureus residing inside neutro-
phils. Oxazolidinones, macrolides and lincosamides also show good efficacy and can be 
considered drugs of second choice regarding their intracellular actions against S. aureus 
in neutrophils.
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Only “article” and “article in press” (NOT (‘chapter’/it OR ‘conference abstract’/it OR ‘con-
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AbsTrACT

Introduction – Fracture-related infection (FRI) is an important complication following 
surgical fracture management. Key to successful treatment is an accurate diagnosis. To 
this end,  microbiological identification remains the gold standard. Although a struc-
tured approach towards sampling specimens for microbiology seems logical, there is no 
consensus on a culture protocol for FRI. The aim of this study is to evaluate the effect of 
a structured microbiology sampling protocol for fracture-related infections compared 
to ad-hoc culture sampling.

Methods – We conducted a pre-/post-implementation cohort study that compared the 
effects of implementation of a structured FRI sampling protocol. The protocol included 
strict criteria for sampling and interpretation of tissue cultures for microbiology. All 
intraoperative samples from suspected or confirmed FRI were compared for culture 
results. Adherence to the protocol was described for the post-implementation cohort.

Results – In total 101 patients were included, 49 pre-implementation and 52 post-imple-
mentation. From these patients 175 intraoperative culture sets were obtained, 96 and 
79 pre- and post-implementation respectively. Cultures from the pre-implementation 
cohort showed significantly more antibiotic use during culture sampling (P = 0.002). 
The post-implementation cohort showed a tendency more positive culture sets (69% vs. 
63%), with a significant difference in open wounds (86% vs. 67%, P = 0.034). In all post-
implementation culture sets causative pathogens were cultured more than once per 
set, in contrast to pre-implementation. Despite stricter tissue sampling and culture in-
terpretation criteria, the number of polymicrobial infections was similar in both cohorts, 
approximately 29% of all culture sets and 44% of all positive culture sets. Significantly 
more polymicrobial cultures were found in early infections in the post-implementation 
cohort (P = 0.048). This indicates a better yield in the new protocol.

Conclusion – A standardised protocol for intraoperative sampling for bacterial identifica-
tion in FRI is superior than an ad-hoc approach. It has a positive effect on both surgeon 
and microbiologist by increasing awareness about the problem at hand. This resulted 
in more microbiologically confirmed infections and more certainty when identifying 
causative pathogens.
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inTroDuCTion

Fracture-related infections (FRIs) are important complications following surgical frac-
ture management. Not only do patients suffer from increased morbidity and prolonged 
hospital stay, they have to deal with increased healthcare costs and decreased quality 
of life [1-3].

Infection around fractures is suspected with the presence of clinical signs and symp-
toms and, if indicated, on additional laboratory tests and diagnostic imaging [4,5]. Early 
FRIs tend to be easily recognisable by classic inflammatory symptoms such as  redness, 
pain, warmth, and swelling [6]. Later infections may present more subtly, with delayed 
fracture healing and persisting tenderness as the only indication of a lingering infection 
[7]. This can make diagnosis more challenging, particularly as these infections are often 
caused by low-grade or difficult-to-culture organisms [8,9].

Laboratory tests alone are insufficient for diagnosing FRIs[5,6,10]. Diagnostic imaging 
can aid in the diagnosis and provide information on status of fracture healing and ex-
tent of the infection, especially when chronic. However, studies on diagnostic accuracy 
of medical imaging for FRI are hampered by small patient series and insufficient data 
[11,12]. The only incontestable gold standard to confirm the diagnosis of FRI is the pres-
ence of pathogens in deep surgical wounds [4,5,13].

Apart from establishing the presence or absence of FRI, an accurate microbiological 
diagnosis is crucial for an effective treatment. Treatment strategies rely heavily on mi-
crobiological findings, so it is of paramount importance that the right pathogens be 
identified[14]. First, targeting the right pathogen is important for effectiveness of the 
antibiotic treatment. Second, prescription of unnecessary broad-spectrum or incorrect 
antibiotics may lead to increased antimicrobial resistance [15].

Although the literature agrees that multiple specimens for microbiology should be taken 
to improve sensitivity and specificity, there is no agreement on the method to obtain 
these samples [9,16]. Number of recommended cultures, but also source and technique 
used to obtain the specimen vary between studies and largely focus on prosthetic joint 
infection [6,16,17].

To introduce uniformity in sampling techniques and handling of samples taken intra-
operatively from suspected infection sites, a standardised sampling protocol for FRIs 
was recently implemented in our hospital. This new approach was based on a tissue 
sampling protocol developed in the Bone Infection Unit, Oxford, UK for prosthetic 
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joint infections16 and subsequently applied to osteomyelitis and fracture-related infec-
tions9,18.  The aim of this study is to evaluate the effect of a structured microbiology 
sampling protocol for fracture-related infections compared to ad-hoc culture sampling.

meTHoDs

Patient identification and ethical aspects
A cohort study was conducted in a single Level-1 trauma centre in the Netherlands, 
comparing a retrospective pre-implementation cohort with a prospective post-
implementation cohort. Both cohorts included intraoperative cultures from patients 
with suspected or confirmed FRI, both early (<6weeks) and late (>6weeks) following the 
index operation. In both cohorts during all revision surgery of surgical debridements 
intra-operative samples were taken. Sampling for another indication then suspected or 
confirmed FRI were excluded. The first retrospective cohort included samples obtained 
between January and December 2014, based on a previous study[19] and served as a 
historical control group before implementation of the standardised sampling proto-
col. Possible subjects were retrospectively identified by screening surgical registries. 
Subjects from the second cohort were prospectively included from July to December 
2017, starting at the implementation of the new standard-of-care sampling  protocol 
for suspected or confirmed FRI, and thus became the research cohort. All patients with 
suspected infection following osteosynthesis were eligible for inclusion. Only intraop-
erative culture results from before and after implementation of the new sample protocol 
were included in the study to ascertain comparability of circumstances. The intraopera-
tive cultures obtained during each revision operation were recorded for culture-based 
analyses, and are referred to in this paper as the ‘culture set’. Patients from whom no 
intraoperative cultures were obtained were excluded from analysis. Baseline charac-
teristics of both patients and cultures were collected from the electronic patient files 
(e.g. age, gender, affected bone, initial soft tissue damage, early/late infection, wound 
characteristics, etc.).

This study was reviewed and a waiver was provided by the local Medical Ethics Review 
Committee (METC), no: 18-147/C. All study procedures were performed in accordance 
with relevant guidelines and regulations. Patient-related data was processed and anal-
ysed anonymously.

Sampling approaches
Pre-implementation: There was no standardised sampling method for microbiological 
cultures. Ad-hoc intraoperative cultures were obtained. Number of cultures, method 
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(e.g. tissue sample, swab, fluid, sonification), and use of antibiotics during sampling were 
decided by the treating surgeon. Antibiotic use was defined as prophylactic antibiotics 
before surgery or therapeutic antibiotics continued during peroperative sampling, or 
started before the first sampling moment.

Post-implementation: Samples for microbiological cultures were obtained following a 
standardised protocol. First, antibiotics during or prior to the sampling were avoided, 
preferably for at least two weeks. Preoperative antibiotic prophylaxes were withheld 
until all culture samples were obtained. A minimum of five deep-tissue or fluid samples 
were collected intraoperatively at the area of suspected FRI. Tissue samples were only 
obtained from infection-suspected tissue adjacent to the fracture, preferably from the 
implant-bone interface (e.g. muscle, periost, callus). Bone samples were only obtained 
when sequesters or loose infected bone fragment were present peri-operatively. Su-
perficial or skin tissue or fluid samples were not considered for bacterial identification. 
Due to their low sensitivity, swabs were not allowed[20]. Sinus tracts were disregarded 
because of their low diagnostic value [21]. To minimise the risk of cross-contamination 
all samples were obtained with separate, sterile surgical instruments using a no-touch 
technique. After the sample was obtained it was placed directly into separate sterile 
specimen containers with clean instruments by the surgeon and transported to the 
microbiology laboratory (Figure 1) [16]. By limiting the exposure to the operating room 
environment the contamination risk is limited [22]. Osteosynthetic implants were sent 
for sonication when appropriate. The microbiology request form was redesigned to 
emphasise that the patient had a suspected or confirmed FRI.  Data on whether anti-
biotics had been administered prior to sampling and whether osteosynthetic implants 
remained in situ was mandatory clinical information that needed to be completed on 
the microbiology request form. First cultures sets were always sampled without antibi-
otics. When redebridement was necessary during the therapeutic antibiotic treatment, 
the antibiotics were continued peri-operatively.

Microbiological  procedures
Procedures within the microbiology laboratory did not change between the retrospec-
tive pre- implementation and prospective post-implementation periods.

Bone specimens were cultured in brain heart infusion broth with added hemin and 
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (X and V factors (BHXV)), if possible in thioglycolate 
enrichment broth (thio) incubated aerobically for 7 days, and if turbid subcultured in 
blood agar (BA) and chocolate agar (GC) (both 5% CO2) or BA and brucella blood agar 
(BBA) (anaerobic incubation). Tissue specimens other than bone were homogenised 
using a bead-beater protocol.
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Homogenised tissue specimens were cultured in BA (4 days, aerobically), GC (3 days 5% 
CO2) McConkey agar (McC) (2 days, aerobically) and BBA (14 days, anaerobically), as well 
as in BHXV (7 days aerobically). Pus samples were cultured in BA (4 days, aerobically), GC 
(3 days 5% CO2) McC (2 days, aerobically) and BBA (7 days, anaerobically).

Osteosynthetic materials were submerged in sterile sodium chloride 0.9% (w/v) by the 
operating surgeon in a sterile ‘sonication jar’ in the operating room. Upon arrival in the 
laboratory, sonication jars are sonicated for 1 min at maximum power (Bandelin Bacto-
Sonic). Uncentrifuged sonication fluid is cultured in BA and GC (4 days 5% CO2), in BBA 
(7 days, anaerobically) and in thio (14 days aerobically).

Growth of different colonial morphologies was identified using MALDI-TOF MS (MBT 
Smart, research use only (RUO DB 6903) and security-related (SR) databases, Compass 
software, Bruker, Germany). Susceptibility testing was performed on isolates using Phoe-
nix automated susceptibility testing (enterobacteriaceae, staphylococci, enterococci) or 
disk diffusion and/or E-test (all other isolates according to EUCAST methodology (disk 
diffusion) and manufacturer’s instructions (Etest)). MIC values and disk diffusion growth 
inhibition zone diameters were interpreted according to EUCAST criteria [23].

Study outcomes
The primary outcome measure was the number of positive cultures. Incidences of the 
different pathogens were described. Incidences of polymicrobial and staphylococcal 
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infections were compared. The definition of a causative pathogen was different in the 
pre- and post-implementation cohort:

Pre-implementation cohort: All reported isolates from tissue samples, swabs or fluids 
cultures were defined as causative pathogens. Culture of a single pathogen was re-
garded as significant and included in treatment considerations. This was in line with the 
clinical practice at that time.

Post-implementation cohort: Phenotypically indistinguishable microorganisms cultured 
from a minimum of two separately obtained samples from the same culture set were re-
garded as causative[5]. Again, swab samples were considered insufficiently reliable and 
were not allowed. Intraoperative fluid, tissue, and hardware cultures were considered as 
relevant cultures. Polymicrobial infection was defined as ≥2 pathogens cultured from at 
least two (out of five) specimens obtained in the same operation.

Differences between the causative pathogens and the incidence of polymicrobial infec-
tions between the two cohorts were analysed.

As a secondary outcome parameter, adherence to the protocol was described in the 
post-implementation cohort. Deviation from protocol was defined as sampling of less 
than five relevant cultures according to the method described above.

Table 1. Baseline characteristics

Culture set-based

Protocol implementation

Pre (n = 96) Post (n = 79) P Missing

Gender, male 65 61 0.123 0

Age, years (range) 50 (18-92) 57  (9-83) 0.201 0

Body part 0.012 0

Humerus 3 4

Radius/ulna 21 4

Sternum 0 1

Pelvic ring/acetabulum 5 12

Femur 15 10

Tibia/fibula 41 42

Foot 11 6
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics (continued)

Culture set-based

Protocol implementation

Pre (n = 96) Post (n = 79) P Missing

Soft-tissue injury

Closed 61 49 0.525 2

Open, Gustilo classification 0.347 7

Gustilo I 4 5

Gustilo II 6 5

Gustilo IIIa 9 5

Gustilo IIIb 6 12

Gustilo IIIc 4 2

Fixation type 0.231 0

Plate 45 44

Screws 6 4

Intramedullary nail 20 21

K-wire/Tension Wire 5 2

External fixator 14 3

Prosthesis 1 0

No fixation device 5 5

Data are presented as number of cases or median (range).

Statistical analysis
Patient characteristics and microbiological aspects of both cohorts were descriptive. 
Baseline characteristics were compared between the two patient cohorts. Differences 
in culture set results between the two protocols were analysed with the Pearson Chi-
square test for categorical variables and the Mann-Whitney U-test for non-parametric 
continuous data. P-values<0.05 were considered significant. Analyses were conducted 
using SPSS 24(IBM SPSS-statistics,New York,NY).

resulTs

Study population
In total 102 patients were eligible for inclusion in the study; 49 patients included in the 
retrospective 2014 pre-implementation cohort, which underwent the old sampling ap-
proach, and 52 patients included in the prospective 2017 post-implementation cohort, 
which underwent the new sampling protocol. Seventy-one patients were male, median 
age was 52 years (range 9-92). Tibial fractures were most often affected, at approximately 
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45%. In 43% of the patients it involved open fractures with varying degrees of soft-tissue 
injury. Plates were the hardware most often involved (51%).

The 102 patients underwent 175 separate operations in which samples for microbiol-
ogy were obtained (sampling moments); 96 from the pre-implementation and 79 from 
the post-implementation cohort. Comparison based on culture set characteristics 
showed significantly more culture sets obtained from the radius and ulna (P=0.012) pre-
implementation and comparable soft-tissue injuries, but slightly more grade IIIb open 
fractures post-implementation(P=0.347). In both cases this could be attributed to pro-
longed infection in selected cases (two and three patients respectively), with multiple 
revision surgeries and thus multiple culture sets (Table 1).

Culture approach characteristics
Culture characteristics per cohort are shown in Table 2. One case from the post-
implementation cohort was excluded from further analysis due to gross protocol viola-
tion, as only one intraoperative tissue sample was obtained. Early and late infections 
were equally represented in both cohorts. In both cohorts early and late infections 
were equally represented (55 % pre-implementation vs. 56% post-implementation). 
In the post-implementation cohort significantly more deep samples were obtained 
from closed wounds (46% vs. 53%, P=0.026). No samples from the wound or fistula 

Table 2. Infection and culture characteristics of culture sets

Protocol implementation

Pre (n = 96) Post (n =78) P Missing

Infection type 0.799 1

Early (<6w after index surgery) 53 44

Late (>6w after index surgery) 43 33

Soft-tissue status at time of surgery for 
suspected infection 0.026 1

Closed 44 41

Dehiscent 21 23

Draining fistula 10 10

VAC in situ 20 4

Antibiotics given during sampling 53 25 0.002

Median number of samples 1 (1-7) n/a n/a* 0

Median number of relevant samples 1 (0-5) 5 (2-9) <0.001 0

n/a not applicable; VAC = vacuum dressing.
Data are presented as number of cases.
* All samples were relevant (i.e. deep uncontaminated surgically obtained  tissue samples from the area of 
suspected infection) in the post-implementation cohort and thus described only under ‘relevant’.
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itself were obtained. The tendency towards more pre-implementation cultures from 
vacuum-dressed wounds was largely explained by the patients with prolonged infec-
tion discussed above. Secondly, in the post-implementation cohort surgeons were 
strongly discouraged from culturing wounds covered by VAC dressings, as this merely 
reflects the superficial bacterial colonisation of the wound and the VAC sponge. As per 
protocol, there was a difference in the incidence of antibiotics being administered at 
the moment of culturing, with a significant lower incidence post-implementation. The 
median number of relevant samples obtained pre- and post-implementation differed 
significantly: 1(range 0-5) pre-implementation and 5 (range 2-9) post-implementation. 
As stated, pre-implementation ‘non-relevant’ intraoperative cultures from swabs and 
sinus tracts were included for further analysis, as this was clinical practice at that time. 
Median number of all cultures combined obtained in the pre-implementation cohort 
was 1(range 1-7).

Twenty post-implementation culture sets deviated from the protocol, all based on the 
number of relevant cultures obtained during each set. Ten sample sets contained four 
samples, five sets with three samples, and five sets with only two samples. Except for the 
number of cultures obtained, culture set characteristics did not differ between the sets 
obtained according to the protocol and the sets that deviated from it.

Microbiology
Bacteria most often found were Staphylococcus aureus(23%), Coagulase-negative 
Staphylococci(19%), Enterococcus species(8%), Corynebacterium species(7%), Enterobac-
ter species(7%), and Pseudomonas aeruginosa(7%). Slightly more Coagulase-negative 
Staphylococci were found in the post-implemenation cohort. Otherwise causative 
pathogens were quite similar.

The same bacteria were also most often cultured in cases of polymicrobial cultures. Of 
the 200 bacteria cultured, 134(67%) were found in a polymicrobial culture. The differ-
ence in frequency of aerobic and anaerobic bacteria found was largely due to the high 
number of S. aureus. An overview of the identified bacteria is shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Microbial identification in early and late culture sets

Microorganism (MO) Total
n = 200

PolyMO
n = 134

Early
n = 144

Late
n = 56

Staphylococcus aureus 46 18 32 14

CoNS 37 24 30 7

Enterococcus species 15 14 12 3

Corynebacterium species 14 13 12 2

Enterobacter species 13 9 11 2

Pseudomonas aeruginosa 13 9 5 8

Escherichia coli 10 6 5 5

Streptococcus 9 9 7 2

Klebsiella species 5 4 2 3

Finegoldia magna 5 5 4 1

Acinetobacter species 4 3 1 3

Clostridium species 3 2 2 1

Proteus mirabilis 3 3 3 0

Bacteroides fragilis 3 3 3 0

Peptoniphilus harei 3 3 2 1

Propionibacterium species 3 1 2 1

Fusobacterium nucleatum 2 1 1 1

Serratia marcescens 2 0 1 1

Actinobaculum schaalii 1 1 1 0

Cedecea davisae 1 1 1 0

Citrobacter koseri 1 1 1 0

Granulicatella adiacens 1 1 1 0

Kytococcus schroeteri 1 0 1 0

Parvimonas micra 1 0 0 1

Porphyromonas spp 1 1 1 0

Prevotella denticola 1 1 1 0

Rhodococcus equi 1 0 1 0

Lactobacillus 1 1 1 0

The total number is the combined values of early and late infections.
Infections are regarded as early when manifested within 6 weeks after initial fracture fixation surgery, late 
infections manifested after 6 weeks.
PolyMO is the number of times the bacterium is cultured as part of a polymicrobial culture.

In addition to culture set characteristics, no differences were found in microbiological 
aspects between protocol deviations and non-deviations in the post-implementation 
cohort. Hence all sets were analysed together, as this represents clinical practice. 
Microbiology results from culture sets are summarised in Table IV. Inherent to the 
sampling approach, there were significantly more positive cultures per culture set post-
implementation (4 vs. 1).  In total, the overall culture set results came back negative in 60 
cases, 36 pre-implementation and 24 post-implementation. From the positive cultures 
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in the pre-implementation cohort, more than one culture per set identified the same 
pathogen in 42% of the culture sets, compared to 100% in the post-implementation co-
hort (P<0.001). Implementation of a sampling protocol for FRI did not lead to decreased 
numbers of polymicrobial (33% post-implementation vs. 25% pre-implementation) 
or Staphylococcus aureus-positive cultures (27% post-implementation vs. 26% pre-
implementation) in the total groups.

Table 4. Microbiological characteristics of all culture sets

All cultures

Total
Cultures from 
open wounds

Cultures from 
early infections

Microbiological variable

Protocol 
implementation

Protocol 
implementation

Protocol
implementation

Pre
n = 96

Post
n = 78

Pre
n = 51

Post
n = 37

Pre
n = 53

Post
n = 44

Median number of positive cultures 1 (0-6) 3.5 (0-8) 1 (0-6) 4 (0-7) 1 (0-6) 4 (0-7)

Negative culture set 36 24 17 5 18 6

Positive culture set 60 54 34 32 35 38

Positive cultures

Pre
n = 60

Post
n = 54

Pre
n = 34

Post
n = 32

Pre
n = 35

Post
n = 38

Same pathogen >1 cultures per set 25 54 12 32 15 38

Median number of pathogens 1 (1-5) 1 (1-6) 1 (1-5) 2 (1-6) 1 (1-5) 2 (1-6)

Median number of species 1 (1-5) 1 (1-6) 1 (1-5) 1.5 (1-6) 1 (1-5) 2 (1-6)

Staphylococcus aureus (mono/polymicrobial) 25 21 14 15 17 15

Polymicrobial infections 24 26 14 17 14 24

Monomicrobial infections 36 28 20 15 21 14

monomicrobial cultures

Pre
n = 36

Post
n = 28

Pre
n = 20

Post
n = 15

Pre
n = 21

Post
n = 14

Staphylococcus aureus 16 12 10 8 9 7

Other monomicrobial infections 20  16 10 7 12 7

Data are presented as number of cases or median (range).

Sub-analysis of open (dehiscent wounds, fistulas and wounds temporarily covered with 
vacuum dressings) and closed wounds at the time of culture sampling showed an ad-
ditional difference in negative culture results, with significantly more negative results 
found pre-implementation in patients with open wounds (P=0.034). No additional dif-
ferences were found in closed wounds. Sub-analysis of early and late infection showed 
significantly more polymicrobial infections post-implementation in early infections 
(P=0.048)(Table 4).
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Because, higher numbers of positive cultures were obtained per culture set post-imple-
mentation, we calculated the ratio of positive cultures per absolute number of samples 
obtained. Although not significant, this was also higher in the new cohort than in the 
old cohort, 0.68 vs. 0.59 positive culture per sample obtained. Hence, a higher number 
of samples obtained after implementation of the sampling protocol did not seem to be 
the only reason for higher overall positive culture results.

The use of antibiotics during sampling affected the number of positive culture sets in 
the pre-implementation cohort, but not in the post-implementation cohort. In the pre-
implementation cohort significantly less positive culture sets were found when antibiot-
ics where administered during sampling (45% vs. 84%, P<0.001), and also less positive 
cultures per culture set (median 0 (0-30 vs. 1 (0-6), P<0.001. Whereas, both 70% positive 
cultures sets were found in the post-implementation cohort, regardless of antibiotic 
administration.

DisCussion

This study aimed to evaluate the effect of a structured sampling protocol for FRI. The 
new structured sampling protocol performed better at identifying pathogens with 
more positive cultures. As in all positive culture sets the causative pathogen had to 
be cultured at least in two different cultures, increased microbiological certainty was 
achieved. Despite these stricter criteria for causative pathogens no decrease in number 
of polymicrobial cultures or number of Staphylococcus aureus-positive cultures was 
found post-implementation.

Our hypothesis was that the ad hoc (pre-implementation) sampling method is inferior 
to a structured and standardised protocol (the post-implementation method) and this 
hypothesis is positively confirmed by the results of this study.

We found no difference in the species of microorganisms cultured between the two 
cohorts. We expected to find less polymicrobial infection as a result of the stricter cri-
teria for causative pathogens (growth in at least two separate cultures and prevention 
of cross-contamination with skin flora). This was not the case, with even more polymi-
crobial infections found in the post-implementation cohort in the early infections. A 
possible explanation for this outcome is that the higher number of relevant samples led 
to increased opportunities to identify pathogens. Meanwhile, more precise sampling 
and stricter criteria will lower the possibility of identification, thereby partially equalling 
out the measurable effect of the protocol in this cohort. Overall, we found high numbers 
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of polymicrobial infections (25% and 36% of all cultures pre- and post-implementation 
respectively). This is on the upper limit of what is described in the literature. The in-
cidence of polymicrobial infection following osteosynthesis is described to be around 
15%-27[6,24]. This may be explained by the setting of the study. Ours being a Level-1 
trauma centre, most of the trauma patients admitted to our hospital are severely injured 
which may contribute to the high number of fractures accompanied by soft-tissue injury 
(Table I). Although not proven, one can argue that severe soft-tissue injury leads to more 
complex pathogen patterns and multiple operations, which can subsequently result in 
more complex infections. Additionally, severe injury affects the host’s immune system, 
making it susceptible to bacterial infections[25]. Accurate diagnosis of polymicrobial 
infections is necessary for proper antibiotic treatment, as such infections are associated 
with worse outcome in orthopaedic patients[26]. However, argued above, a lack of 
structured sampling with strict microbiological definitions can skew data on polymicro-
bial infections in other studies. Thus, making it hard to directly compare results.

The difference of the effect of antibiotics on microbiological outcome between the two 
cohorts can be explained by protocol adherence.  In the post-implementation cohort 
it was  encouraged to withheld antibiotics until all samples were taken. We feel that 
the results from the pre-implementation cohort reflect the effect of antibiotics because 
this also includes a  significant subgroup of patients who underwent  surgical proce-
dures with administration of  (prophylactic) antibiotics  prior to first tissue sampling. 
This outcome emphasizes the importance of avoiding antibiotic administration before 
microbiological diagnosis were  possible.

In our study, we observed a significant difference between the number of positive cul-
tures per operation. We also observed a trend towards more positive culture sets under 
the structured protocol, with significantly more positive culture sets in open wounds. We 
feel that the difference in positive cultures is a result of the protocol as a care-package. 
Multiple relevant tissue sampling, avoidance of antibiotics [27] and improved informa-
tion transfer on the microbiology request form contributed to this result. Atkins et al. 
[16] recommend a minimum of five protocolised tissue samples for prosthetic joint in-
fections (PJI). They compared several tissue cultures to histological specimens of PJI and 
found 65% positive cultures in histologically confirmed infections. Based on this data 
they calculated that five or six cultures should be obtained to reliably diagnose infection. 
By contrast, Peel et al.[28] and Bémer et al. [24] showed that fewer specimens seeded 
on more culture media was as effective as five specimens on fewer media. However, as 
they themselves argue, this method is mostly recommended for subacute or chronic 
infections and is hard to extrapolate to acute infections because of pathogenicity and 
growth characteristics of bacteria involved. The overwhelming clinical presentation in 
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acute infections is due to more bacteria, which should simplify bacterial identification 
and decrease the need for repetitive tissue sampling [24,28,29]. Nevertheless, it takes a 
couple of days for the bacterial burden to reach maximum levels[30]. So when suspicion 
of infection is raised early on, bacterial burden may still be relatively low and therefore 
the proposed method still applies. In order to establish a clear and non-confusing pro-
tocol with minimal opportunities for errors we chose a pragmatic recommendation of a 
minimum of five samples in every type of FRI.

Earlier studies show lower sensitivity and specificity of swab cultures compared to ex-
tensive cultures of tissue samples or scrapings from biomaterial surfaces [20,30-32]. And 
yet, the same studies also show increased numbers of positive cultures with prolonged 
incubation time for bacterial growth [31,33]. Although the generally recommended 
incubation time of 7 days is also maintained in our protocol for broth cultures, a pro-
longed incubation of 14 days is recommended in specific cases[33]. This might be of 
interest when slow-growing microorganisms are to be expected. The introduction of 
a customised microbiology request form raised awareness among all parties involved. 
This resulted in more careful sampling by the surgeon and more thorough culture 
procedures with different media and prolonged incubation time by the microbiologist. 
Implant-related infections are known to be associated with anaerobic bacteria (espe-
cially in open fractures) [34] as well as frequent infection by Staphylococcus aureus [35]. 
Both pathogens require special attention in interpreting culture data, as anaerobic and 
aerobic pathogens require different culture conditions, and S. aureus can enter a station-
ary growth phase in biofilms, resulting in impaired bacterial growth. By implementing 
a structured microbiology request form in the new protocol sample origin (e.g. deep 
tissue, bone) and the problem at hand (infection near orthopaedic implants) are empha-
sized. Thereby, triggering the microbiologists to prolong culture time if necessary and 
minimize ‘missed’ pathogens.

There are some drawbacks to our study. First we compared two different approaches, 
with differences in their definition of FRI and causative pathogen. For purposes of this 
study, to evaluate the effect of a sampling protocol compared to previous clinical prac-
tice, this did not form a problem. Unfortunately, this does result in the inability to analyse 
the individual elements incorporated into the new standardised protocol. Second, in the 
pre-implementation cohort swabs and tissue samples were obtained from every rede-
bridement surgery, even VAC-system replacements. Because of stricter sampling criteria 
in the post-implementation cohort only uncontaminated, deep samples were obtained. 
This could have lead to more false culturing outcome in the pre-implementation cohort 
compared to the post-implementation cohort. Again, because this was customary at 
that time and (antibiotic) treatment was based on the microbiology results of each 
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sample obtained in the pre-implementation cohort, we used these results specifically 
to compare old versus new standard of care.  As discussed above, chronic and acute 
infections may differ in the difficulty of bacterial identification. This may skew results. 
However, the percentage of patients with early versus chronic infections did not differ 
in the cohorts compared in this study. Last, it is possible that with a prolonged inclu-
sion time and thus more included patients, more (significant) differences in outcome 
could be found. Remarkably however, is that relatively more infections are included in 
the post-implementation cohort (same number, short inclusion period). We feel this 
increase in infectious complication rate is due to improved pre-hospital triage, leading 
to increased numbers of complex monotrauma patients referred to our hospital over 
the years [36].

In conclusion, even with stricter criteria for pathogen identification a structured tissue 
sampling approach for fracture-related infection leads to increased microbiological 
identification with more certainty of causative pathogens. This ensues from both the im-
proved and standardised sampling technique and the customised microbiology request 
form. It has a positive effect on both surgeon and microbiologist by increasing aware-
ness about the problem at hand. This results in a more complete and honest overview of 
the infected tissue, more trustworthy culture results, and consequently a more targeted 
treatment. Future research should focus on cost effectiveness of such a protocol and 
possible alternatives in microbial culture or pathogen identification techniques.
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AbsTrACT

Introduction - Infection after osteosynthesis is an important complication with significant 
morbidity and even mortality. These infections are often caused by biofilm producing 
bacteria. Treatment algorithms dictate an aggressive approach with surgical debride-
ment and antibiotic treatment. The aim of this study is to analyze the effect of such an 
aggressive standardized treatment regime with implant retention for acute, existing <3 
weeks, infection after osteosynthesis.

Methods - We conducted a retrospective two-year cohort in a single, level 1 trauma 
center on infection occurring within 12 months following any osteosynthesis surgery. 
The standardized treatment regime consisted of implant retention, thorough surgical 
debridement and immediate antibiotic combination therapy with rifampicin. The pri-
mary outcome was success. Success was defined as consolidation of the fracture and 
resolved symptoms of infection. Culture and susceptibility testing were performed to 
identify bacteria and resistance patterns. Univariate analysis was conducted on patient 
related factors in association with primary success and antibiotic resistance.

Results - Forty-nine patients were included for analysis. The primary success rate was 
63% and overall success rate 88%. Factors negatively associated with primary success 
were: Gustilo classification (P=0.023), higher number of debridements needed (P=0.015), 
inability of primary closure (P=0.017) and subsequent application of vacuum therapy 
(P=0.030). Adherence to the treatment regime was positively related to primary success 
(P=0.034).

Conclusion - The described treatment protocol results in high success rates, comparable 
with success rates achieved in staged exchange in prosthetic joint infection treatment.
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inTroDuCTion

Infection after surgical treatment of fractures is a complication with significant morbid-
ity and in rare cases even mortality [1,2]. Consequences of infections include delayed or 
non-union of the fracture [3]. Infections that occur following osteosynthesis are typically 
caused by biofilm forming bacteria, which adhere to the foreign body material [4]. After 
three weeks a mature biofilm is formed, which makes it impossible  to eradicate bacteria 
by antibiotics alone [5]. Most research in this field focuses on peri-prosthetic infection, 
despite of the different treatment challenges in prosthetic surgery and osteosynthesis. 
Treatment algorithms have been developed, which dictate aggressive debridement, an-
tibiotic treatment and if necessary staged replacement of the prosthetic material [4,6].

Common treatment for peri-prosthetic infection consists of three pillars: Surgical 
debridement, antibiotic therapy and implant removal or staged change. However, in 
osteosynthesis, implant removal is unfavorable because of the recurrence of fracture 
instability which is related to protracted infection and inability to resolve infection [7,8]. 
This has consequences for the other aspects of treatment: as the implant stays in place, 
the biofilm does too. Surgical debridement can remove a gross part, but antibiotic 
therapy must be adjusted to the presence of a biofilm.

For this reason, in our hospital a standardized treatment  regime was introduced, with the 
intention to treat the infection with implant retention until fracture healing is achieved. 
This regime consists of thorough surgical debridement, tissue cultures and long-term 
antibiotic combination therapy with rifampicin. Rifampicin was chosen because of its 
high bioavailability and penetration into biofilms [9].
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Soft tissue damage and wound coverage causes additional difficulties for the heal-
ing process during infection after osteosynthesis. For the latter, flap cover or vacuum 
therapy are the preferred choices within our hospital.

The aim of this study was to analyze the success rate of patients with infection after os-
teosynthesis undergoing surgical debridement, tissue cultures and long-term antibiotic 
combination therapy with rifampicin.

mATeriAl AnD meTHoDs

Study design and population
This was a retrospective cohort study, with a level of evidence therapeutic level IV . 
Patients treated for  early and delayed (<12 months) infection after osteosynthesis in a 
level 1 trauma center were analyzed[4]. Included patients were between 18 and 80 years 
of age and treated for infection following osteosynthesis from the introduction of the 
regime in January 2011  until September 2013. Subjects were identified in the operation 
register. All acute infections following osteosynthesis were included,  independent of lo-
calization, implant used or Gustilo classification. Infections following prosthetic surgery 
and revision arthroplasties were excluded. Subjects in whom symptoms (e.g. redness, 
drainage from surgical wound, fever, pain, elevated CRP or leukocytes) had existed for 
longer than three weeks, thus with matured biofilm, were excluded[5]. Also, patients with 
consolidated fractures at presentation of infection were excluded, here implant removal 
was considered to be the appropriate treatment. Patient characteristics were collected 
from electronic patient files. Extracted data are listed in the baseline characteristics.

Treatment
All patients included in the study were treated by initial thorough surgical debride-
ment of affected soft tissue and necrotic bone during which deep tissue cultures were 
obtained. Surgical debridement was repeated as often as needed. When primary clo-
sure could not be performed, continuous applied vacuum therapy (VAC®System) was 
applied to provide temporary covering and improvesecondary wound healing. Small, 
non-infected skin defects are left untreated but are considered ‘open’ in this study with 
respect to time to closure. In case of large soft tissue damage skin transplant or free flaps 
were to be considered. Only when infection persisted despite multiple surgical debride-
ments without the prospect of infection control, implant removal was considered, and 
alternative form of stability at the fracture site was initiated.
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Antibiotic combination therapy started immediately after the first surgical interven-
tion and consisted of 10 days of intravenous (i.v.) vancomycin and rifampicin (figure 1). 
Vancomycin was the agent of choice for empirical therapy because of  its activity against 
a broad spectrum of microorganisms, high incidence of Gram positive (e.g. Staphylo-
coccus aureus) infections and the synergetic effect with rifampicin [10-13]. Vancomycin 
therapy was started as twice daily 1000 mg i.v., and was adjusted to maintain serum 
levels between 15-20 mcg/ml. Rifampicin was given twice daily 450 mg i.v.. Rifampicin 
was added because of its relatively easy penetration into biofilm, its high bioavailability, 
and the ability to affect organisms in stationary growth phase [9,14-19]. When tissue 
cultures grew bacterial pathogens and susceptibility data were available, vancomycin 
therapy was switched to another, narrower spectrum, antibiotic as indicated by the 
treating physician. Rifampicin was continued unless rifampicin resistant bacteria were 
found. After the intravenous administration period, oral combination antibiotic therapy 
with rifampicin was continued for ten additional weeks [4].
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Figure 2. Flowchart of the standardized treatment regime as executed in our hospital.  

Treatment was considered to be in accordance with the regime if there were no or minor 
deviations, in line with clinical practice.  Here, minor deviation was defined as deviation of duration 
of antibiotic therapy or when tissue or swab cultures were not adequately obtained. Major 
deviation from the regime consisted of no surgical debridement, initial implant removal, no or 
inadequate oral or intravenous antibiotic therapy or monotherapy with rifampicin. Subjects were 
followed in the outpatient clinic for at least 3 months or until fracture consolidation and infection 
control were achieved.  
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Treatment was considered to be in accordance with the regime if there were no or 
minor deviations, in line with clinical practice.  Here, minor deviation was defined as 
deviation of duration of antibiotic therapy or when tissue or swab cultures were not 
adequately obtained. Major deviation from the regime consisted of no surgical debride-

Table 1. Baseline characteristics and the association with primary cure 

Variable
Baseline Primary success rate

P value(n = 49) No (n = 18) Yes (n = 31)
Patient Age, years 45 (18-69) 47 (25-66) 45 (18-69) 0.194

Male gender 37 13 24 0.738
Smoking 20 10 10 0.226
Comorbidities

Diabetes Mellitus 5 1 4 0.639
Psychiatric disorder 14 6 8 0.744

BMI 26.3 (19.5-41.8) 26.3(19.5-41.8) 26.3 (20.2-38.5) 0.719
Oral corticosteroid use 1 - 1 1.0

Follow up, months 12 (3-36) 19 (8-32) 10 (3-36) 0.008
Fracture Localization

Sternum/ costa
Humerus
Radius/ ulna
Pelvic ring
Femur
Tibia/fibula
Ankle
Foot

2 
1 
4 

11 
8 

14 
6 
3 

1 
-
2 
2
3 
8 
-
2 

1 
1 
2
9
5 
6 
6 
1 

0.140

Type 0.023
Closed 28 6 22 
Open Gustilo classification

I
II
IIIA
IIIB
IIIC

6 
3 
4 
4 
3 

2 
2 
4 
1 
2 

4 
1 
-
3 
1

AO classification
A
B
C
Not applicable

4
13
25
7

0
4

10

4
9

15

0.144

Type of osteosynthesis 0.649
(Cerclage) Wires
Screws
Nail
Plate

1 
6 

12 
30 

-
2 
6 

10 

1 
4 
6 

20 

Data are presented as the number of cases with the percentage in parenthesis or as median with the range 
in parenthesis.
i.v. intravenous
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ment, initial implant removal, no or inadequate oral or intravenous antibiotic therapy or 
monotherapy with rifampicin. Subjects were followed in the outpatient clinic for at least 
3 months or until fracture consolidation and infection control were achieved.

Patient identification
In total 80 patients with infection or osteomyelitis after osteosynthesis were identified. 
Twenty-one patients were excluded after thorough review (figure 2). Patients who have 
had symptoms for over 3 weeks (not acute) were excluded from final analysis (n = 10). 
The remaining 49 (60%) patients were eligible for analysis (table 1).

The median age is 45 years (range 18-69), and the majority is of male gender (76%). 
Infection was mainly of pelvic ring, femur and tibia (67.3% combined), in 12 (22%) cases 
it concerned fractures accompanied by severe soft tissue damage (Gustilo IIIA-C). Plates 
and nails were the most often used implants. 90% of the infections manifested in the 
first 3 months after osteosynthesis or last surgery related to the trauma on the respec-
tive body part. Overall, adherence to the regime increased over time from 75 % at the 
time of introduction to 100% in 2013 (table 1).

Microbiology
From all subjects, peri-operative cultures (tissue, swab, fluid) were obtained during ini-
tial surgical debridement and were repeated with every additional surgery. Isolates were 
cultured and identified using standard techniques until growth and identification was 
apparent or to a maximum of 6 days in case of negative culture. Susceptibility testing 
was performed on isolates using Phoenix automated susceptibility testing, disk diffu-
sion and/or E-test.

Study endpoints
The primary endpoint was success. Primary success was defined as consolidation of the 
fracture on X-ray and clinical examination, as assessed by the treating physician, resolved 
clinical signs and symptoms of infection after completion of the standardized treatment 
regime. Consolidation is defined as ossified callus bridging ≥3 cortices on radiography 
and stable and painless bone at attempted angulation on examination.  Since this was 
a retrospective analysis with a variety of types of fractures and fracture sites, covering 
all grades of the AO- and Gustilo classification, no strict timeframe or routine laboratory 
follow-up was available. Secondary success was defined as consolidation of the fracture 
with no signs of infection after a prolongation of the standardized treatment regime 
or delayed  implant removal (Figure 1). Time to secondary success was described. Any 
other outcome than primary or secondary success was considered treatment failure. An 
univariate analysis was performed to identify factors associated with treatment failure, 
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e.g. type of fracture, variation in treatment (surgical and/or microbial), patient character-
istics.  Overall success was the primary and secondary success combined.

The microbial characteristics of the infections,  the proportion of infections caused by 
vancomycin and rifampicin susceptible microorganisms and possible factors influenc-
ing incidence of resistance were identified.

Statistical analysis
Primary endpoints, primary and secondary success, were descriptive. Concerning 
secondary endpoints non-parametric test were applied. An univariate analysis was con-
ducted.  Due to the limited number of cases a multivariate analysis wasn’t applicable. 
In the univariate analysis association was determined using the Fisher’s exact test for 

Table 2. Infection and treatment characteristics and association with primary cure 

Variable
Baseline Primary success rate

P value(n = 49) No (n = 18) Yes (n = 31)
Infection Type of infection

Early
Delayed

44 
5 

15 
3 

29 
2 

0.260

Micro-organism
Negative culture
Staphylococcus aureus
CoNS
Polymicrobial culture
Other single micro-organism

Rifampicin resistance at first culture
Rifampicin resistance in all cultures

5 
16 
2

21 
4 
3 
8 

1
6 
1 

10 
-
2 
5 

4 
10 
1 

11 
4
1 
3 

0.623
1.0
1.0

0.206
0.282
0.544
0.250

Treatment Number of debridements performed 2 (0-14) 3 (0-14) 2 (1-5) 0.015
Closure

Primary closure 23 4 19 0.017
VAC therapy after debridement 17 10 7 0.030
Time to closure after debridement, 
days

157 (8-700) 271 (38-700) 149 (8-157)
0.000

Antibiotic therapy
Duration i.v. antibiotic therapy 10 (0-116) 14 (0-77) 10 (0-116) 0.203
Duration oral antibiotic therapy 70 (0-112) 63 (0-89) 70 (0-112) 0.033
Duration total antibiotic therapy 80 (0-126) 80 (0-126) 81 (9-116) 0.186
Duration of rifampicin therapy 80 (5-116) 75 (6-97) 80 (5-116) 0.118

NSAID use during treatment 36 14 31 0.743
Treated according to protocol 0.025

Yes 39 11 28
No 10 7 3

Data are presented as the number of cases with the percentage in parenthesis or as median with the range 
in parenthesis.
i.v. intravenous
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dichotomous variables, linear-by-linear for nominal and Mann-Whitney U for continu-
ous data. P values <0.05 are considered as significant.

resulTs

Study population
Primary closure after initial debridement could be performed in 47% of the patients. In 
the remaining closure was achieved through secondary wound healing with or without 
vacuum therapy, skin or free flap transplantation. Time to delayed skin closure, including 
small communicating defects despite transplantation demonstrated a median closure 
time of 85 days, with outliers up to 540 days.  Forty-seven patients were treated with 
intravenous combination therapy, for a median duration of 10 days, range 3-116 days. 
The 2 patients who did not receive intravenous antibiotic therapy did not demonstrate 
signs of infection surrounding the implant during surgical debridement or infection had 
not reached the fracture site. The decision was made to treat as superficial wound

infection. Of the patients who did not get rifampicin, 4 had implant removal, 1 had only 
one screw in situ, 2 patients the entire antibiotic therapy was ceased because of low sus-
picion of deep infection. In 1 patient rifampicin therapy was stopped because of interac-
tion with psychiatric drugs. The entire antibiotic therapy had duration with a median of 
80 days, ranging from 0 to 126 days (table 2). Antibiotic agents used in the intravenous 
combination therapy were most often vancomycin, rifampicin and ciprofloxacin. Oral 
agents were predominantly rifampicin and flucloxacillin.

Success
Primary success after completion of standardized treatment regime was reached in 
63% of the patients after a median duration of 4 months (range 1-13 months). Of the 
patients who primarily succeeded 90% was treated according to the regime or had only 
minor deviation. Statistical significance with a negative association towards the primary 
success group were found for higher Gustilo classification (P=0.023), higher number of 
debridements performed (P=0.015), impossibility of primary closure (P=0.017) and in 
line with this the necessity for vacuum dressing after debridement (P=0.030). A statistical 
significant positive association was found when patients were treated according to the 
regime (P=0.025). A shorter duration of oral antibiotic therapy (P=0.033) than specified 
in the standardized treatment regime was negatively related.(table 1)

Secondary success was achieved in 12 of the 18 remaining patients in whom success 
was not reached after completion of a single run. Secondary success was achieved after 
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a median duration of 14 months (range 6-24 months). Of those with secondary success, 
11 patients demonstrated persisting or relapsing symptoms of inflammation at the 
infection site before consolidation occurred. Four were treated with implant removal 
and repeated antibiotic therapy, 4 only with implant removal and 3 only with repeated 
antibiotic therapy. Only in 1 patient the reason of primary failure was non-union of the 
fracture, in which success was reached after revision osteosynthesis. When primary and 
secondary success rates were combined, this results in an overall success rate of 88%.

Of the patients in whom success was not reached, all but one had diminished signs and 
symptoms of infection, yet without consolidation of the fracture. One patient still had 
persisting infection at the moment of analysis (table 3).

Table 3. Overview of patients without success

Pa
ti

en
t #

fo
llo

w
 u

p 
(m

o)

fr
ac

tu
re

, 
G

us
ti

lo

Cl
os

ur
e

m
b

ri
fa

m
pi

ci
n 

re
si

st
an

ce

Tr
ea

tm
en

t

fa
ilu

re
 re

as
on

1 16
Distal tibia/ 
fibula, IIIA

Free flap PM No
Multiple surgical debridement, 

local antibiotic treatment, revision 
osteosynthesis, 2x protocol treatment

Amputation 
necessary

2 24
Pelvic ring,

IIIC
Free flap PM Yes

Removal OSM at initial debridement, 
multiple surgical debridement, local 

antibiotic treatment

Non-union, 
continuous soft 
tissue problems

3 16
Distal femur,

IIIC
Split skin 

graft
PM No

Multiple surgical debridement & antibiotic 
therapy, local antibiotic therapy, removal 

OSM

Non-union, 
persisting low 

grade infection

4 15
Shaft tibia/
fibula, IIIB

Free flap CoNS Yes

Masquelet technique, surgical 
debridement, no intravenous antibiotic 
therapy, when relaps adequate protocol 

treatment

Non-union

5 10
Distal femur,

I
Primary NG NA

Infection after re-osteosynthesis 
for pseudo-arthrosis, single surgical 

debridement, perfect protocol treatment
Non-union

6 11
Shaft tibia/ 

fibula, 
unknown

Split skin 
graft

PM No

Infection after sequestrectomy & re-
osteosynthesis for pseudo-arthrosis, 

multiple surgical debridement & antibiotic 
treatment.

Non-union, 
persisting 

wound

mo months, MB microbiology, PM polymicrobial, CoNS coagulase-negative Staphylococci, NG no growth, 
OSM osteosynthetic material, NA not applicable.
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Microbiology
Of the 49 included cases, in one case no tissue samples were obtained for culture and 
5 had shown no growth at first culture, despite intraoperative signs of infection. In 16 
of the cases only S. aureus could be cultured from the samples retrieved, in all but one 
case it concerned methicillin-susceptible S. aureus. In 2 cases solely coagulase-negative 
staphylococci (CoNS) and in 4 cases other single organisms were cultured (Enterococ-
cus faecalis, Streptococcus dysgalactiae, Enterobacter cloacae complex, Enterobacter 
gergoviae)(table 1). In the remaining 21 cases culture showed mixed microorganisms, of 
which in 48% it included S. aureus, all methicillin susceptible. Based on first culture, the 
choice of empirical treatment with rifampicin and vancomycin was adequate in 88% and 
91% of the cases, respectively (table 4).

Vancomycin and rifampicin resistance
No vancomycin resistance was demonstrated in any of the cases. Rifampicin resistance 
at first culture was demonstrated in 3 (6%) cases, all CoNS, one proven to be Staphylococ-
cus epidermidis.  In 18 cases no follow-up tissue sample or swabs were taken. Twenty-
two out of the 30 follow-up cultures grew microorganisms. Rifampicin resistance was 
demonstrated in 7 cultures, of which 2 overlapped with resistance at first culture. In the 
5 new cases S. aureus (methicillin susceptible S. aureus; MSSA) was seen once and in 4 
cases S. epidermidis was demonstrated.

Table 4. Microbiological characteristics of included cases

Microorganism Cases 
(n = 49)

Primary 
success 

rate

Overall 
success 

rate

Antimicrobial 
susceptibilitya (%)

Rifampicin Vancomycin

No growth 5 (10.2%) 80% 80% - -

Staphylococcus aureus 16 (32.7%) 62.5% 87.5% 100% 100%

MSSA 15  (93.7%)

MRSA 1 (6.3%)

Coagulase-negative staphylococci 2 (4.1 %) 50% 100% 100% 100%

Polymicrobial infectionsb 21 (42.9%) 52.4% 85.7% 85.7% 90.5%

Other single microbial infectionsc 4 (8.2%) 100% 100% 25% 50%

Rifampicin resistance at first culture 3 (6.1%) Overall susceptibility 88.4% 90.7%

MSSA methicillin susceptible Staphylococcus aureus, MRSA methicillin resistant Staphylococcus aureus 
a Empirical therapy is considered adequate when first culture obtains one or more susceptible pathogenic 
microorganisms
b 10 cultures contained S. aureus among others
c Single microorganisms were cultured, concerning: Streptococcus dysgalactiae, Enterobacter cloacae com-
plex, Enterobacter gergoviae, Enterococcus faecalis
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Rifampin resistance was significantly more frequently found after secondary than after 
primary closure of the wound (P=0.044) (table 3). Secondary closure was associated with 
longer duration of intravenous antibiotic therapy (P=0.008). No association was found 
between rifampicin resistance and primary (P=0.250) or overall success (P=0.580) (table 
5).

Table 5. Association between closure after surgical debridement and  overall rifampicin resistance

Overall rifampicin resistance
P valueNo (n=31) Yes (n=8)

Closure after surgical debridement 0.044

Primary closure 18 1

Secondary closure or free flap 13 7

Time to closurea, median days (range) 127 (38-540) 117 0.253

Primary success 20 3 0.250

Overall success 28 6 0.580
a Cases with primary closure are excluded.

DisCussion

The aim of the study was to evaluate the effect of a standardized treatment regime for 
acute infection after osteosynthesis. Results demonstrate a high success rate, especially 
when patients are treated strictly according to the regime or with only minor devia-
tions, resulting in an overall success rate of 88%. In almost all patients implants could 
be retained until fracture consolidation was achieved. We found a negative association 
between the achievement of primary success and Gustilo classification, necessary num-
ber of debridements, inability of primary closure after debridement and subsequent 
application of vacuum therapy. In case of treatment failure all but one subject had infec-
tion control, but lacked fracture consolidation, one case had a persisting infection at the 
moment of analysis.

There are only a limited number of studies on the outcome after combination therapy 
with rifampicin for infection after osteosynthesis in an in vivo setting. Data available for 
comparison mostly refer to prosthetic joint infection (PJI). The reported success rate of PJI 
treated with antibiotic combination therapy with rifampicin varies widely. Zimmerli et al. 
as well as, Barberan et al. and Drancourt et al.  studied infection following osteosynthesis 
and the effect of antibiotic combination therapy with rifampicin [20-22]. They analyzed 
both PJI and osteosynthesis treated with initial implant retention and combination 
antibiotic therapy and found a success rate of 48% after an average follow-up of 23.5 
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months. The study of Barberan et al. solely included patients with osteosynthesis and 
found a success rate of 72% [21]. Notably, they only performed surgical debridement in 
72% of the cases. In contrast, Zimmerli et al. studied rifampicin combination therapy for 
infection associated with orthopedic implants, combining prosthetic surgery and os-
teosynthesis and showed a 100% success rate in the rifampicin combination group[20]. 
Additionally, a recent study by showed high success rates (90%) with the use of rifam-
picin in staphylococci positive infections. In contrast with our study, they handled strict 
selection criteria for patients  to be treated according to their algorithm, whereas we 
included all patients in spite of the condition of the soft tissue or found pathogens [23]. 
Other treatment regimens for infection following osteosynthesis with retention of the 
implant are proposed without rifampicin combination therapy. For example by Aytac 
et al., they propose a treatment containing of thorough surgical debridement with 
insertion of a persisting fistula and antibiotic treatment (4-8 weeks). They accomplish 
comparable promising success rates. However, they excluded subjects with mild to 
extensive soft tissue injury, sepsis and re-occurrence of infection >1 year. Whereas we 
included all acute infections to optimize the reflection of current clinical practice [24].

We carried out a regimen in which implant retention was one of the objectives for all 
patients. In contrast, treatment guidelines for PJI only consider patients who are pre-
sented within 30 days after prosthesis implantation for retention of prosthesis strategy 
[6]. Implant removal is not desirable in case of acute infection as osteosynthesis serves 
two different goals. First, the stability achieved by fixation is critical for fracture healing 
[22,25]. When conditions are created in which (micro-)motion between bone fragments 
is possible, resorption and necrosis of affected bone will occur[8]. Secondly, the aim of 
operative fracture management and early mobilization is to prevent loss of function due 
to scarring of the surrounding soft tissue or joint stiffness [26]. Special consideration 
should be given to infection after intramedullary fixation, the common stand is that 
diagnosis of the infected medulla and eradication of the infection isn’t feasible with-
out implant exchange [27]. However, no international consensus is reached and other 
studies describe good cure rates with retention of the implant and propose treatment 
algorithms with nail retainment in early and delayed infections[28]. In this study we 
subjected this patients to the same regime and we aimed to retain the implant in all. If 
the implant is to be removed, immobilization of the affected body part is required, with 
loss of function as a result [26]. Whereas removal or exchange of the implant provides 
the opportunity to remove the biofilm, and as a result significantly reduce the bacterial 
load, in case of implant retention the surgical debridement and antibiotic therapy play a 
more important role. Combined, these different approaches make it difficult to compare 
outcome of infection after osteosynthesis with outcome after prosthetic joint infection.
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Figure 3. Example of an infection after intramedullary osteosynthesis for an tibial shaft fracture (AO42-C2). 1. 
At presentation at the emergency department. 2. After nailing, the fracture was accompanied by a compartment 
syndrome treated with fasciotomy. 3. Patient presented on the emergency department with redness, swelling, and 
elevated CRP and leukocytes 7 months after initial osteosynthesis. The patient was admitted and a thorough surgical 
debridement was performed immediately, the nail was left in situ. Intraoperative tissue cultures were obtained empirical 
antibiotic combination therapy was started. 4. Six months later the fracture showed bridging of three cortices on X-ray 
and all signs and symptoms of infection were diminished. The patient visited the out-patient clinic two years later for a 
unrelated issue. The leg was entirely healed without pain with full weight bearing and full range of motion. The nail was 
never removed. 

Rifampicin is a potent antibiotic for the treatment of infections with biofilm-forming bacteria, 
which is a common cause for infection after osteosynthesis. The consequence of the increasing 
use of rifampicin is the emergence of resistance to this antibiotic and the occurrence of cross-
resistance [11,29]. In vivo studies give indications for emergence of resistance in cases with 
inadequate surgical debridement and/or high bacterial load [5]. We found a significant difference 
in rifampicin resistance between patients with primary closure following surgical debridement and 
patients with secondary closure, skin transplant or free flap, with a higher frequency of resistance 
in the latter. This can be explained by the fact that open wounds are constantly re-contaminated 
with (commensal) skin flora and there is a selection of, intrinsically, resistant mutants.   

Another factor that can be of significance with regard to wound- and bone healing in our cohort 
is the presence of comorbidities. Although this typical trauma cohort consist mainly of young, 
psychically healthy adults, comorbidities such as psychiatric disorders and characteristics as 
smoking were abundant and may have contributed to impaired healing [30,31]. 

figure 3. example of an infection after intramedullary osteosynthesis for an tibial shaft fracture 
(Ao42-C2). 1. At presentation at the emergency department. 2. After nailing, the fracture was accompa-
nied by a compartment syndrome treated with fasciotomy. 3. Patient presented on the emergency depart-
ment with redness, swelling, and elevated CRP and leukocytes 7 months after initial osteosynthesis. The 
patient was admitted and a thorough surgical debridement was performed immediately, the nail was left 
in situ. Intraoperative tissue cultures were obtained empirical antibiotic combination therapy was started. 
4. Six months later the fracture showed bridging of three cortices on X-ray and all signs and symptoms of 
infection were diminished. The patient visited the out-patient clinic two years later for a unrelated issue. 
The leg was entirely healed without pain with full weight bearing and full range of motion. The nail was 
never removed.

Rifampicin is a potent antibiotic for the treatment of infections with biofilm-forming 
bacteria, which is a common cause for infection after osteosynthesis. The consequence 
of the increasing use of rifampicin is the emergence of resistance to this antibiotic and 
the occurrence of cross-resistance [11,29]. In vivo studies give indications for emergence 
of resistance in cases with inadequate surgical debridement and/or high bacterial load 
[5]. We found a significant difference in rifampicin resistance between patients with 
primary closure following surgical debridement and patients with secondary closure, 
skin transplant or free flap, with a higher frequency of resistance in the latter. This can 
be explained by the fact that open wounds are constantly re-contaminated with (com-
mensal) skin flora and there is a selection of, intrinsically, resistant mutants.

Another factor that can be of significance with regard to wound- and bone healing in 
our cohort is the presence of comorbidities. Although this typical trauma cohort consist 
mainly of young, psychically healthy adults, comorbidities such as psychiatric disorders 
and characteristics as smoking were abundant and may have contributed to impaired 
healing [30,31].
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Furthermore, having an open wound or bad soft tissue condition may maintain infec-
tion, prolonging the necessity for antibiotic therapy; and thereby the exposure of 
microorganisms to rifampicin and emergence to rifampicin becomes more opportune. 
However, in this study total duration of the administration of rifampicin did not differ 
between the primary and secondary closure group.

The limitations to this study were inherent to the retrospective character. There was 
neither the aimed homogeneity in treatment approach, nor in follow-up or strictly 
defined objective outcome measures (e.g. laboratory data, time frame etc.). Due to 
the limited number of cases included, a multivariate analysis could not be conducted. 
Thereby, no statements could be made on independent risk factors for initial failure of 
the standardized treatment regime. Additionally, we included all acute infections after 
osteosynthesis, creating a heterogeneous group of Gustilo classification, affected body 
part and choice of internal fixation. Adding up to the difficulty to assign results to specific 
elements. However, considering the low overall incidence of 1-2%  for infection follow-
ing osteosynthesis, it is not feasible to form a cohort with a homogeneous population, 
concerning fracture and implant type. Another drawback is the fact that there was a fair 
amount of variation within the treatment regime. However, we wanted to show the real-
time results of a standardized treatment, and in that way present current practice. Due 
to the fact that we analyzed a single cohort from one, level 1 trauma center, one may 
argue that the results found in this study  could not be generalized. Yet, since we are a 
specialized center also patients from level 2 and 3 centers were referred and included. In 
addition, open fractures, seen more in multi-trauma patients, are known to be at higher 
risk to develop infection. Moreover, lacking a control group, no comparison could be 
drawn with results in patients treated according to a different protocol. However, this is 
the first series to describe outcome of standardized aggressive treatment for infection 
after osteosynthesis, consisting of implant retention, thorough surgical debridement 
and intensive antibiotic combination therapy with rifampicin.

ConClusion

This study demonstrates an acceptable success rate in a clinical challenging problem 
of infection after osteosynthesis by a standardized treatment regime using aggressive 
surgical debridement and immediate broad combination antibiotic therapy. Further 
comparison studies and randomized trials are needed to evaluate this concept.
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AbsTrACT

Introduction - Infection near metal implants is a problem that presents challenging treat-
ment dilemmas for physicians. The aim of this study was to analyse the efficacy of two 
treatment protocols for acute fracture-related infections.

Methods - Seventy-one patients in two level-1 trauma centres in the Netherlands were 
retrospectively included in this study. These trauma centres had different standardised 
protocols for acute infection after osteosynthesis: 39 patients were selected from pro-
tocol A and 32 from protocol B. Both protocols involve immediate surgical debridement 
and soft tissue coverage, but differ in antibiotic approach: (A) immediate empirical 
combination antibiotic therapy with rifampicin, or (B) postponed (1-5 days) targeted 
antibiotic therapy. The primary outcome of these protocols was success, defined as a 
fracture healing in the absence of infection. The secondary outcome was antibiotic re-
sistance patterns. Logistic regression was conducted on patients and treatment-related 
factors in association with primary success.

Results - Primary success was achieved in 72% of protocol A patients and 47% of those in 
protocol B (P=0.033), and with prolongation of treatment success was achieved in 90% 
and 78% of patients, respectively. Protocol A exhibited a better primary success rate 
(adjusted OR 3.45, CI 1.13-10.52) when adjusted for age and soft tissue injury. There was 
no significant difference in antibiotic resistance between the two protocols.

Conclusion - Both protocols yielded high overall success rates. Immediate empirical an-
tibiotics can be used safely without additional bacterial resistance and may contribute 
to increased success rates.
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inTroDuCTion

Fracture-related infection (FRI) is a serious problem after operative fracture manage-
ment. It is accompanied by increased morbidity, and results in prolonged hospital stays, 
an increased number of operations, and thereby a significant increase in healthcare 
costs [1]. FRI has an incidence of approximately 1-2% in closed fractures and increases to 
up to 50% in severe open fractures [2-4].

Treatment regimens for prosthetic joint infections (PJI) are becoming increasingly well 
defined, but PJI differs significantly from FRI in terms of the soft tissue problems and 
the need for fracture stability that accompany it, and evidence-based guidelines for FRI 
are currently insufficient [5]. Unfortunately, infection near orthopaedic implants seems 
to be highly complex and poorly described. This has resulted in a diverse collection of 
treatment protocols, with recommendations only for specific circumstances. Although 
aggressive surgical debridement seems to be embedded in most approaches, a consen-
sus on standardised antibiotics or the retention of orthopaedic implants has yet to be 
reached [3,6-8].

In a previous study, the effect of an aggressive standardised approach to FRI, which 
consisted of immediate surgical debridement with hardware retention and combina-
tion antibiotics with rifampicin, produced promising results. High overall success rates 
were achieved, but the implications of empirical antibiotics in the context of emerging 
resistance remain the subject of debate [9].

To contribute to the knowledge gap on this subject, we compared two standardised 
regimens that shared the philosophy of a uniform approach to all acute FRI, including all 
anatomic sites and fixation types. Both consisted of immediate aggressive debridement 
for source control, retention of orthopaedic implants and early soft tissue coverage, but 
differed in their antibiotic treatment guidelines. The aim was to analyse the effect of the 
regimens in terms of success rates, microbiological aspects and emerging resistance.

meTHoDs

Patient identification
A retrospective cohort study of patients who had been treated for FRI was performed in 
two level-1 trauma centres in the Netherlands. The inclusion period was from January 
1, 2008 (hospital B) or January 1, 2011 (hospital A) until December 31, 2014. Patients 
were identified by diagnosis codes, operation registers, and antibiotic administration. 
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Patients of between 17 and 75 years of age with acute symptoms (<3 weeks) of early 
and delayed FRI (<10 weeks after fracture fixation) who had been treated according 
to the standardised treatment protocols were included in the study [10]. Infection was 
diagnosed through a combination of clinical and laboratory findings (redness, swelling, 
wound discharge, elevated leukocytes and/or CRP), purulent drainage, peroperative pus 
or microbiological identification. Exclusion criteria were: symptoms for >3 weeks upon 
presentation (due to biofilm maturation), chronic infections and/or  immune suppres-
sive state (e.g., chronic immunosuppressive medication, immune deficiencies), removal 
of orthopaedic implants at first debridement. Patient and treatment characteristics 
were collected from patients’ files. This study was reviewed, and a waiver was provided 
by the local Medical Ethics Review Committee (METC), no.14/343. All procedures were 
performed in accordance with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki.

Treatment protocols
Both protocols were followed in each hospital independently of the type of infection 
([sub]acute or early/delayed), location or fixation type.

Surgical treatment
In all patients, an early and thorough surgical debridement was performed as soon 
as possible after a (suspected) diagnosis of FRI. Surgical debridement was repeated 
as often as required by the attending surgeon. Orthopaedic implants were retained 
when they were stable and sufficient. Primary closure after debridement was the aim 
in every patient. In protocol B, a wound drain was used at the surgeon’s preference, 
while in protocol A, no drains were used. When primary closure could not be achieved, 
the alternative treatment in protocol A was to apply a vacuum dressing with secondary 
wound closure. In larger defects, secondary flap or skin transplants were considered. 
In protocol B, direct flap transplantation with or without a vacuum dressing was the 
preferred treatment.

Antibiotic treatment
Protocol A: Empirical antibiotic therapy started immediately after the first debridement 
when cultures had been obtained. This consisted of 10 days of intravenous adminis-
tration of antibiotics. The antibiotic therapy began with a combination of vancomycin 
and rifampicin. Vancomycin was chosen because of its activity against most common 
pathogens of FRI and its synergetic effect with rifampicin [11]. Vancomycin was adjusted 
when culture and susceptibility data were available. Rifampicin was continued if not 
otherwise contra-indicated. After the intravenous administration period, a combination 
of antibiotic therapy including rifampicin was orally continued for 10 additional weeks, 
depending on the culture and susceptibility data.
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Protocol B: Antibiotic therapy started after culture data had become available (1-5 days) 
and consisted of a 14-day targeted intravenous administration period, followed by four 
weeks of oral antibiotic treatment. The type and administration (intravenous or oral) of 
antibiotics depended on bacterial identification and susceptibility data. Rifampicin was 
only administered when all cultured bacteria were susceptible.

In both protocols, patients were given a peroperative antibiotic prophylaxis, which in 
most cases consisted of a one-time administration of cephalosporin after cultures had 
been sampled. In the case of repeated debridement, antibiotic therapy was continued 
in both protocols according to the culture results from the first debridement, and was 
adjusted only when necessary. No additional preoperative antibiotic prophylaxis was 
administered at redebridement.

Microbiology
From all patients, cultures (tissue, swab and fluid) were obtained during initial surgical 
debridement and were repeated with each additional surgery. Isolates were cultured 
and identified using standard techniques. Susceptibility testing was performed on 
isolates using the Phoenix automated susceptibility testing system, disk diffusion and/
or E-test strips.

Initial resistance was defined as resistance before administration of the applicable an-
tibiotic, while intrinsic resistance was not considered to be initial resistance. Follow-up 
resistance was defined as resistance after the administration of the respective antibiotic, 
regardless of whether that pathogen had been cultured before. Overall resistance was 
defined as the combination of both abovementioned types.

Outcome measures
The primary outcome measure was success. Primary success was defined as resolved 
signs and symptoms of infection and fracture consolidation on radiological follow-up, 
as assessed by the treating physician after a single protocol run. In some cases, frac-
ture consolidation as assessed on routine X-rays took longer than the duration of one 
protocol run. Therefore, the moment of fracture consolidation on follow-up X-rays was 
counted as the moment of success. Inflammatory markers were not part of the criteria 
for success because of their low sensitivity and specificity in the diagnosis of FRI, and 
they are not routinely measured in either protocol [12]. Overall success was defined 
as success after the prolongation of antibiotic treatment or repetition of the protocol 
(including possible redebridement and/or antibiotics). A protocol was considered to be 
a failure if orthopaedic implants were removed, if a case of non-union occurred, or if 
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics and association between multiple patient related factors and protocol 

Variable
Total

(n = 71)

Protocol

P value Missing 
A

(n = 39)
B 

(n = 32)
Patient Age, years 44 (17-73) 45(18-69) 38 (17-73) 0.278c 0 

Male gender 53 29 24 0.951a 0 
Smoking 28 17 11 0.749a 6 
Comorbidities

Diabetes Mellitus 8 4 4 1.0b 0 
Psychiatric disorder 18 9 9 0.627a 0 

Multitrauma 32 20 12 0.246a 0
NSAID use during treatment 52 27 25 0.278a 1 
Oral corticosteroid use 4 1 3 0.310b 2 

Follow-up, months 15 (2-111) 11 (3-32) 23 (2-111) 0.003c 0
Fracture

Localization
Sternum/ costa
Humerus
Radius/ ulna
Pelvic ring/acetabulum
Femur
Tibia/fibula
Ankle
Foot

0.092b 0 
1 1 0 
2 1 1 
6 3 3 

12 8 4 
15 7 8 
19 11 8 
8 6 2 
8 2 6 

Soft tissue injury 0.075a 1 
Closed & Gustilo I 47 29 18
Gustilo II & III 23 9 14

Fracture 
fixation 

Treatment before definite fixation 0.712b 0 
Cast
External fixation

5 
15

4 
7

1 
8

Time until fixation 0.001a 3 
0-6 hours
6-24 hours
1-7 days
>1 week

19 
13
13 
23 

3 
10 
10 
13 

16 
3 
3 

10 
Type of osteosynthesis 0.514b 0 

Zuggurtung/K-wire
Screws
Nail
Plate

3 
10 
18 
40 

1 
4 
9 

25 

2 
6 
9 

15 
Closure 0 

Primary closure
Direct free flap transplantation
Secondary closure, including 
vacuum therapy
Time until secondary closure, days

56 
4 

11 

129 
(3-399)

30
2 
4 

79 
(3-399)

26
2 
7 

195 
(22-276)

0.952a

1.0b

0.204b

0.592c

Data are presented as the number of cases or as median with the range in parenthesis.
a Pearson Chi-square
b Fisher’s Exact
c Mann-Whitney U-test 
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amputation was performed. The secondary outcome measure was the emergence of 
resistance against administered antibiotics. Microbiological characteristics and suscep-
tibility patterns were described.

Statistical analysis
Analyses were conducted with the use of SPSS 24 (IBM, New York, NY). Baseline char-
acteristics were compared between protocols, and descriptive analysis was used to 
report data per group. The statistical significance of continuous data—which were all 
non-parametric—between the groups was assessed using the Mann-Whitney U-test. 
The statistical significance of categorical variables was assessed using a Chi-square or 
Fisher’s exact test. Next, multivariate analysis was performed. A binary logistic regression 
model was developed in order to identify the factors that were associated with success 

Table 2. Baseline characteristics and association between variables of treatment of the infection and pro-
tocol

Treatment variable
Total Protocol

P value Missing (n = 71) A (n = 39) B (n = 32)
Duration symptoms of infection before 
treatment

0.146b 0 

<1 day
1-7 days
1-3 weeks 

13
47 
11

8
28
3

5 
19 
8 

Number of debridements performed 2 (1-22) 2 (1-14) 3 (1-22) 0.209c

Local Antibiotics with debridement* 38 19 19 0.370a 0 
Closure after debridement 0

Primary closure 38 21 17 0.952a

Secondary closure 24 17 7 0.952a

Transplantation (flap / skin) 9 1 8 0.009b

Vacuum therapy** 291 12 17 0.057a

Time to secondary closure after 
debridement, days*** 59 (6-540) 75 (9-540) 26 (6-214) 0.101c 

Antibiotic therapy 0 
Duration i.v. antibiotic therapy 17 (7-116) 10 (7-116) 28 (7-110) 0.000v

Duration oral antibiotic therapy 57 (0-119) 70 (0-112) 28 (0-119) 0.000c

Duration total antibiotic therapy 80 (7-202) 81 (7-126) 64 (14-202) 0.235c

Duration of rifampicin therapy 42 (0-116) 80 (7-116) 0 (0-93) 0.000c

Data are presented as the number of cases or as median with the range in parenthesis.
a Pearson Chi-square
b Fisher’s Exact
c Mann-Whitney U-test
* Local antibiotics consisted of either gentamicin-loaded beads, cement, or bioresorbable films in both pro-
tocols. And were administered at assessment of the treating physician.
** Overlap with secondary closure and skin or flap transplantation
***Outliers in wound closure in both groups were due to small skin defect with diminished wound healing 
tendencies. Vacuum or antibiotic therapy was not indicated for the total duration needed for closure.
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after a single protocol run. The model included covariates that showed an association in 
the univariate analysis of P<0.5 or factors known to contribute to success from previous 
studies. A stepwise forward method was used to determine the optimal multivariate 
model. P-values of <0.05 were considered to be statistically significant. Unadjusted and 
adjusted odds ratios (OR) were reported with 95% confidence intervals (CI).

resulTs

Subject identification and baseline characteristics
In total, 91 subjects who had been treated for FRI were identified: 49 for protocol A and 
42 for protocol B. Ten subjects per protocol were excluded because of major deviation. 
The remaining 71 subjects were eligible for analysis. The majority (75%) of subjects were 
male, with a median age of 44 years. The pelvis and lower extremities were most often 
affected. The fractures were open in 45% of subjects, and most had been treated by 
nailing or plating (see Table 1).

Treatment characteristics
Treatment for infection started within a week of the first signs of infection in most of the 
subjects. The median number of debridements was 2 (1-22) and did not differ between 
both protocols. Local antibiotics were used in 54% and did not differ between the two 
protocols. After debridement, 54% of the wounds were primarily closed. In protocol B, 
significantly more direct skin or flap transplantations were executed (P=0.009). Further-
more, the median duration of both intravenous and oral antibiotic administration dif-
fered significantly between the protocols (P=0.000). However, the median total duration 
of the antibiotic treatment was 80 days (7-202) and did not differ significantly (P=0.235; 
see Table 2).

Table 3. Association between treatment outcome and protocol

Baseline Protocol

P value(n = 71) A (n = 39) B (n = 32)

Primary success 43 28 15 0.033a

Overall success 60 35 25 0.204b

Time from trauma until success, months 10 ( 1-37) 7 (2-37) 16 (1-35) 0.097c

Time from infection until success, months 7 (1-33) 5 (2-25) 14 (1-33) 0.007c

Data are presented as the number or as median with the range in parenthesis.
a Pearson Chi-square; b Fisher’s Exact; c Mann-Whitney U-test
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Table 4. Crude and adjusted odds ratios of key elements of the treatment protocols and success.

Regimen variable

Crude odds ratio Adjusted odds ratioa

OR 95% CI P value OR 95% CI P value

Total protocol A 2.89 1.08-7.72 0.035 3.45 1.13-10.52 0.030

Primary closure 2.61 0.98-6.94 0.055 2.09 0.73-5.98 0.171

Rifampicin treatment 2.52 0.92-6.93 0.073 3.28 1.03-10.5 0.045

Duration of total antibiotic treatment 0.99 0.97-1.0 0.136 0.99 0.97-1.01 0.208
a Adjusted odds ratios were all adjusted for age and Gustilo classification.

Table 5. Microbiological characteristics and hospital.

Microbiological variable

First culture Follow-up cultures

All
(n = 70)

Protocol

P 
value

All
(n = 58)

Protocol

P 
value

A
(n = 38)

B
(n = 32)

A
(n = 24)

B
(n = 32)

Negative culture 5 5 0 0.058b 14 8 6 0.212a

Staphylococcus aureus 29 13 16 0.182a 10 3 7 0.489b

Staphylococcus epidermidis (CoNS) 1 1 0 1.0b 0 0 0 1.0b

Polymicrobial infections 27 16 11 0.508a 26 10 16 0.698a

Other single microbial infections* 8 3 5 0.455b 8 3 5 1.0b

Data are presented as the number of cases. a Pearson Chi-square; b Fisher’s Exact
* Enterococcus faecalis, Enterobacter gergoviae, Enterobacter cloacae complex, Citrobacter koseri, Klebsiella 
oxytoca, Gram negative bacteria, Candida albicans, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Streptococcus constellatus, 
Escherichia coli, Clostridium spp

Success
Primary success was achieved in 72% of the subjects in protocol A and in 47% in protocol 
B (P=0.033). The overall success rate was 90% and 78% respectively for each protocol. The 
time between trauma and success did not differ statistically between protocols, with a 
median duration of seven months (range 2-37) in protocol A and a median of 16 months 
(range 1-35, P=0.097) in protocol B. In contrast, the time between infection and success 
differed significantly, with five months (range 2-25) for protocol A and 14 months (range 
1-33) for protocol B (P=0.007; see Table 3).

Several variables were selected for logistic regression, and were key elements from 
both treatment protocols, or factors associated with a decreased chance of success as 
determined in the literature. The patient-related elements of gender, age, Gustilo grade 
and polytrauma were included, as were the key elements of protocol, primary closure, 
rifampicin treatment and duration of antibiotic treatment. A step-by-step logistic 
regression was performed, and resulted in a simple model with the different protocol 
elements adjusted for both age and Gustilo grade. The other factors did not contribute 
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significantly. Because of the limited number of patients with failure of success included 
in this study, in order to retain optimal adjustment, no further covariates were added. 
The crude and adjusted ORs and 95% CI for success for each protocol element are 
presented in Table 4. The separate elements of the protocols did not yield statistical sig-
nificance for the prediction of success after adjustment treatment with rifampicin was 
significantly associated with success (OR 3.28, CI 1.03-10.5, P=0.045). Treatment accord-
ing to protocol A predicted a higher chance of success than with protocol B (OR 2.89, CI 
1.08-7.72, P=0.035) and remained significant after adjustment for age and Gustilo grade 
(OR 3.45, CI 1.13-10.52, P=0.030). After adjustment for age and Gustilo classification, the 
administration of rifampicin contributed to higher success rates (OR 3.28, CI 1.03-10.5, 
P=0.045). Primary closure and the duration of antibiotic treatment did not contribute to 
different success rates (see Table 4).

Microbial culture and resistance
Cultures were obtained from 70 subjects, of which five showed no growth. Of the posi-
tive cultures, 43 showed Staphylococcus aureus, of which 29 were monomicrobial and 
13 were found in polymicrobial cultures. Nine cases exhibited monomicrobial cultures 
with other bacteria (Table 5). Follow-up cultures were obtained in 56 subjects (79%), 
with 44 positive cultures with comparable distribution as the initial cultures. There was 
no significant difference in the bacteria cultured (e.g. S. aureus, CoNS, polymicrobial) in 
the two protocols (P=0.213), nor did the percentage of initial or follow-up resistance 
differ (P=0.969; Table 6A & B). In protocol A, vancomycin was effective in 85% of the 
cases (29/34 positive cultures) for all or part of the cultured bacteria. Protocol A showed 
more rifampicin resistance and protocol B more amoxicillin/clavulanic acid resistance, 
corresponding with the antibiotics prescribed regularly in the respective protocols.

Table 6A. Microbiological resistance

Microbiological variable
No. samples for analysis (n)

Protocol*

P value MissingA B

Initial resistance 69 5/38 1/31 0.213b 0

Initial rifampicin resistance 46 1/28 0/8 1.0b 10

Follow-up resistance 42 2/16 5/25 0.685b 1

Follow-up rifampicin resistance 24 2/11 0/5 1.0b 8

Overall resistance 69 6/38 5/31 0.969a 0

Overall rifampicin resistance 47 3/31 0/8 1.0b 9
a Pearson Chi-square
b Fisher’s Exact
* The numbers of samples (denominator) indicated in the second column are all the positive cultures on 
which susceptibility testing was applicable. In the missing cases susceptibility testing wasn’t performed 
on the prescribed antibiotics. Positive samples per hospital were presented as a fraction of total tested for 
susceptibility.
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DisCussion

The aim of this study was to compare the effect of two standardised treatment regimens 
for (sub)acute FRI that were similar in their philosophy for aggressive surgical debride-
ment and implant retention, but differed in their use of antibiotics. The immediate 
administration of an antibiotic directed against the most common pathogens in combi-
nation with rifampicin seemed to contribute to a higher rate of success. In addition, an 
early change to oral antibiotics did not lead to worse outcomes in terms of success or an-
tibiotic resistance in protocol A. However, as these elements are totally integrated in the 
protocols, their individual effects cannot be distinguished based on this data. Despite 
better logistics and earlier soft tissue coverage in protocol B, the primary success rate 
was significantly higher in protocol A (A=72% and B=47%), which could be attributed 
to the treatment protocol as a whole and the liberal use of rifampicin (adj-OR 3.45, CI 
1.13-10.52). As the antibiotic strategy was the most prominent difference between the 
two protocols in the logistic regression analysis, this supports the argument for the early 
use of empirical antibiotics in the treatment of acute FRI.

Table 6b. Microbiological resistance 

Micro-organism Antibiotic Protocol

Initial resistance 

CoNS ciprofloxacin A

Staphylococcus epidermidis ciprofloxacin, rifampicin* A

Enterobacter gergoviae amoxicillin/clavulanic acid A

Stenotrophomonas maltophilia ciprofloxacin A

Staphylococcus epidermidis tetracyclin A

Staphylococcus aureus cefazolin** B

Follow-up resistance

CoNS rifampicin A

Staphylococcus epidermidis flucloxacillin, rifampicin* A

Enterobacter cloacaea amoxicillin/clavulanic acid B

Escherichia coli amoxicillin/clavulanic acid B

Staphylococcus aureus clindamycin B

Staphylococcus aureus cefazolin** B

Escherichia coli amoxicillin/clavulanic acid, ciprofloxacin B

All bacteria cultured which showed resistance for administered antibiotics were included in this table. 
Antibiotics indicated with an astrix (*) were overlapping in resistance patterns in initial and follow-up re-
sistance 
a Although most wild type strains of Enterobacter cloacae are amoxicillin-clavulanic acid resistant. In this 
case a susceptible strain was culture before resistance emerged.
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As evidenced in our study, the majority of bone and joint infections are caused by gram-
positive bacteria, with S. aureus as the most common [3,9]. However, in the case of the 
exogenous infection of a fracture site, for example in open fractures or perioperative 
contamination, CoNS are more common. This is thought to be due to contamination 
by skin flora and the increased pathogenicity of low-virulent microorganisms caused 
by the presence of the implant material [13,14] and/or the decreased microperfusion 
of injured tissue. In our study, a relatively high number of patients with polymicrobial 
cultures were observed [3]. This could be due to the relatively high number of compli-
cated fractures, but also to the contamination of superficial wound swabs. Therefore, 
for future microbiological identification, only deep tissue samples are recommended 
[15]. Nonetheless, we studied two protocols that represented clinical practice, and as 
the scope of this study was the effect of the treatment rather than the microbiological 
identification, we chose not to exclude swab samples from this study. Biofilm-forming 
bacteria are a common cause of FRI and require special attention in terms of a treat-
ment approach [8]. For example, planktonic S. aureus can begin to form a biofilm within 
24 hours. In a biofilm, bacteria form an extracellular matrix—which hinders antibiotic 
penetration—and enter a stationary growth phase, resulting in decreased antibiotic 
susceptibility [16]. We attempted to exclude infections with mature biofilms by limiting 
the study to acute infections (<3 weeks). However, it is possible that, as more delayed 
infections were included in protocol B, dormant infections led to the unnoticed matura-
tion of biofilm before symptoms occurred. If this is the case, it could have contributed to 
the lower primary success rates in protocol B. It has been recognised that the successful 
treatment of mature biofilm infections not only consists of antimicrobial, but also of a 
surgical approach to reduce bacterial load, for which implant replacement is sometimes 
necessary [13]. Biofilms in their early stages (<10 days) are significantly less resilient to 
antibiotic eradication than older biofilms [17]. The appropriate antibiotic treatment has 
been demonstrated to be able to eradicate young biofilms entirely without the need 
for mechanical reduction of the biofilm [18-20]. The use of local antibiotics permits im-
mediate availability and may thereby contribute to the eradication or destabilisation 
of young biofilms [21]. Thus, with a vigorous antibiotic approach directly following 
initial debridement, one might maintain control of the local situation. As the majority of 
implant-related infections are caused by Staphylococci, empirical therapy must possess 
antimicrobial properties for at least gram-positive bacteria.

Rifampicin is an example of an antibiotic with favourable pharmacokinetic properties 
for biofilm infections because of its high bioavailability and capacity to affect bacteria 
in the stationary phase [22]. A disadvantage to rifampicin use is the quick emergence 
of (cross-)resistance, mainly when it is administered as monotherapy or in cases with 
high bacterial load [23,24]. In this study, we found one new case of rifampicin resistance. 
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This low rate of emergence of new resistance is in line with the literature, as rifampicin 
was not administered as monotherapy in either of the protocols, and thorough surgical 
debridement minimalised bacterial load prior to administration. Although we believe 
that the addition of rifampicin to the antibiotic therapy makes a valuable contribution, 
perhaps stricter indications should be maintained.

Amoxicillin/clavulanic acid resistance was found most frequently in the patients who 
had been treated according to protocol B, in line with the most frequent administration 
of this drug in the corresponding protocol. Resistance emerged twice in Escherichia coli. 
With high rates of the prescription of antibiotics in primary care facilities, the resistance of 
bacteria is a growing problem [25]. Although the Netherlands has relatively low bacterial 
resistance, broad-spectrum penicillin, like amoxicillin/clavulanic acid, is prescribed most 
often and correlates with higher resistance rates [25]. Studies have demonstrated that 
amoxicillin/clavulanic acid resistance in E. coli has risen to 14% in the last decades[26]. In 
addition, resistance has been observed in commensal skin flora, such as wild type S. au-
reus and epidermidis, which have 5% and 14% resistance against rifampicin, respectively 
[27]. Taking this into account, we are unable to claim with certainty whether our findings 
demonstrate the emergence of new resistance or merely reflect the selection of already 
present resistant mutants. Furthermore, in 40% of the cases, there was no information 
on follow-up cultures (20% missing, 20% negative cultures), and thus definitive state-
ments on the emergence of resistance could not be made.

Both protocols were intended to achieve early surgical debridement and wound closure 
at the initial fracture fixation. Several studies have described the benefits of primary 
closure in fracture treatment. Both Scharfenberger et al. [28] and Jenkinson et al. [29] 
showed that there are lower infection and non-union rates in primary closures after 
open fractures than after delayed closures. In our study, we did not find any advantages 
of primary closure. The high numbers of primary closures, as intended in both protocols, 
may have hindered statistical significance in this cohort.

When primary closure was feasible, a drain was left in protocol B. This has been con-
sidered in the literature to have both advantages (fluid and hematoma drainage) and 
disadvantages (a conduit to the external environment) [30]. Parker et al. [31] showed 
in a meta-analysis that there is no benefit to closed suction drainage after orthopae-
dic surgery in terms of infection, hematoma, dehiscence or re-operations, while they 
demonstrated that there is a higher requirement for blood transfusion when drains 
are applied [31]. When primary closure could not be achieved, direct flap coverage 
was preferred in protocol B and vacuum dressing in protocol A, with secondary wound 
healing or delayed flap coverage in extensive soft tissue damage. Direct flap coverage 
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of severe soft tissue injuries that accompany fractures can be executed safely, whereas 
delayed (>72h) free flap transplantation may be associated with more wound complica-
tions [32,33]. Conversely, others have advocated that staged soft tissue management 
minimises swelling and thereby reduces post-reconstructive wound complications [34]. 
Vacuum dressing may contribute to reduction in the need for flap transfer, size and 
reoperation, but uncertainty exists as to whether the beneficial effects extend beyond 
the first week after initiation [35]. In this cohort, we could not confirm nor counter these 
findings.

There are some limitations to this study. Since this was a retrospective cohort, although 
patients’ baseline characteristics were similar, fracture treatment characteristics were 
not standardised. This resulted in differences in, e.g., free flap transplantations (timing/
frequency) and time until definitive fixation, that could not be analysed separately be-
cause of their small numbers and integration in the rest of the protocol. This also applies 
to the analysis of the independence of separate elements of antibiotic treatment. The 
major differences between the two protocols were the timing of the start and the choice 
of antibiotics. Both protocol A as a whole and the rifampicin treatment as a separate ele-
ment were predicted to have higher success rates. However, due to the limited number 
of failures in this study and the incorporation of the rifampicin in protocol A, the afore-
mentioned elements could not be analysed separately. Secondly, not all patients had 
routine follow-up cultures. Although all clinically relevant, redebridement or protracted 
infection follow-up tissue samples were obtained, additional samples from all treated 
patients could contribute to further insight into resistance patterns. Lastly, the follow-up 
time was significantly longer in protocol B. Although this is mostly explained by the 
prolonged inclusion period and longer time-until-success, it may lead to higher relapse 
rates and thereby result in lower success rates for protocol B. In addition to method-
ological limitations, since the execution of this study, a consensus on the definition of 
FRI has been reached and published [15]. Although this study did not adhere to the 
strict criteria formulated in the consensus paper, it reflects clinical practice at the time in 
question, and its findings are still valuable.

In conclusion, overall success rates were high in this setting, where source control 
and soft tissue coverage were the basis of both treatment protocols. Direct empirical 
combination antibiotic therapy that consisted of vancomycin and rifampicin yielded 
higher success rates than delayed narrow-spectrum antibiotics. It is also evident that 
the former treatment can be used safely, as both protocols had low rates of emerging 
bacterial resistance. Early combination antibiotics that are directed at the most common 
pathogens should be considered as the standard of care in acute FRI’s.
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DisCussion

This thesis covers the knowledge regarding basic neutrophil functions and characteris-
tics, neutrophils heterogeneity,  the potential risks when neutrophil functions hampers 
and the clinical challenges that infection poses in trauma patients with impaired neu-
trophil functionality.

Whereas common understanding was that neutrophils where cells with the clear task 
to kill invading microbes, this had been refuted countless times over the last decades 
[1]. The more we know, the more we learn on the complexity of  the neutrophil com-
partment . Neutrophils, as part of the whole immune system, are key for maintaining 
immune homeostasis in health and regaining homeostasis in disease. To achieve this, an 
increasingly complex set of pro- and anti-inflammatory functions has been elucidated 
that are important to keep the balance in immune responses. When this balance is lost, 
such as can happen in severely injured patients, both non-infectious inflammatory 
and infectious complications can occur. An overshoot of pro-inflammatory functions 
can, among other things, lead to additional tissue damage and ARDS [2]. Whereas a 
disbalance towards anti-inflammatory neutrophils or neutrophil function can lead to 
infectious complications, such as sepsis, pneumonia and fracture-related infections [2].

An increasing number of studies focus on neutrophil heterogeneity in morphology, phe-
notype, function or two or more combined. Some neutrophil subsets are very distinct, 
such as the expression of OLFM-4, CD177, and nuclear segmentation [3]. However, neu-
trophils are very sensitive cells, which can react quickly to environmental in vivo and ex 
vivo stimuli. This may lead to heterogeneity in receptor expression, which can be related 
to (in vivo) activation status. This activation can lead for example to shedding of CD62L 
or upregulation of CD11b [4,5]. Heterogeneity of neutrophils can also increase with their 
cellular age and is associated with upregulation of CXCR4 [6]. Ex vivo manipulation of the 
cells can also lead to activation thereby clouding the detection of such responses in vivo 
(Chapter 2). It was also shown to be difficult to discriminate between differentiation 
and activation status. Discrimination between the latter two is further hampered by the 
dynamic nature of the neutrophil compartment with high turnover and fast exchange 
between blood, marginated pool, bone marrow and tissue (Chapter 2).

In the neutrophil research field, a majority of the focus is centered on neutrophils sub-
sets. However, to be able to study subsets a clear definition is essential. Unfortunately, 
to this date no consensus has been reached on what the definition of a ‘subset’ should 
be. A technical definition would include the presence of a dominant transcription fac-
tor predisposing the particular neutrophil to a specific differentiation [7]. Yet, a more 
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commonly used definition in literature, describes subsets based on receptor expression 
or nuclear segmentation accounting for heterogeneity. Van Grinsven defines a subset 
being: ‘a population of neutrophils with different phenotypes as well as a different func-
tion’ [8]. A lot of effort is placed in neutrophil subsets in order to define the ‘outliers’, 
‘killers’, ‘immunosuppressive cells’, ‘tumor suppressive cells’  etcetera. Although, it has 
been shown to be very relevant and insightful over the last years, it ignores a more 
subtle heterogeneity. A heterogeneity that is not (yet) not recognizable by phenotypes 
and cannot be subdivided in to ‘subsets’.

A sPeCTrum in HeTeroGeneiTy rATHer THAn 
DisTinCT subseTs

In Part 1 it was demonstrated that heterogeneity exists within the circulating neutrophil 
population in healthy adults. In contrast to this heterogeneity, no distinct ‘subsets’ or 
phenotype could be identified in the peripheral circulation of these healthy humans. 
Yet, we found that functional heterogeneity exists, with more subtle or even no ‘static’ 
phenotypical recognizable characteristics. More gradual differences are present be-
tween the neutrophils, resulting in a broad spectrum rather than distinct subsets. As 
phenotype is used to describe all visible characteristics we pose to differentiate between 
physical phenotype (e.g. receptor expression, nuclear morphology) and a functional 
phenotype (e.g. bacterial containment, phagocytosis).

We showed that high phagocytic capacity is an intrinsic functional phenotype rather 
than a induced phenotype. However, in case of sufficient bacterial numbers, all neutro-
phils are able to phagocytize bacteria. The presence of a spectrum of phagocytic capac-
ity leads to a process we coined as competitive phagocytosis (Chapter 3).  Variation 
in phagocytosis within the neutrophil pool of healthy individuals has been observed 
before [9,10], however experimental setup of those studies made it impossible to rule 
out randomness, feed-forward mechanisms or ‘non-fit’ cells. It was recently shown 
that neutrophils react differently after phagocytosis of two different pathogens [van 
Grinsven et al., in preparation] with regard to intraluminal pH changes in the phagolyso-
some. In addition to this, an early study by Dijkmans et al. [11] showed altered phago-
cytic properties of neutrophils for Escherichia coli when they were co-incubated with 
Staphylococcus aureus. They attributed this phenomenon to competitive opsonization, 
however other intrinsic differences could not be excluded with certainty. Although in 
both cases all neutrophils were able to phagocytize the different pathogens, reactions 
differed with respect  to the pathogens studied, both in the process of phagocytosis as 
well as in intracellular killing. Results from intraluminal pH measurements varied widely 
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within single healthy individuals, which could not be ascribed to technical failure [van 
Grinsven et al., in preparation]. Again, this proofs the heterogeneity of the neutrophil 
pool. Van Grinsven et al. propose a natural build-in safety net. So the neutrophil pool as 
a whole has bactericidal properties with the required intraluminal killing characteristics 
against a wide range of pathogens. Alternative explanations such as prior degranulation 
or activation state, age or random variation of the neutrophils cannot be ruled out based 
on that experiment.  Because we only used S. aureus in our study, we cannot make a 
substantiated statement regarding the possible correlations between ‘competitive 
phagocytosis’ and differential bacterial control. Yet it is tempting to speculate that the 
neutrophils with less affinity for the phagocytosis of S. aureus in our study may create a 
safety net for other pathogens. However, up to this date, no scientific evidence is found 
to substantiate this hypothesis. To obtain better insights in the mechanisms behind  
competitive phagocytosis and the ‘safety-net’, the phagocytosis assay used in Chapter 
3 should be repeated using different pathogens. Future studies are needed with a clear 
focus on the importance of cells with low phagocytic capacity, and possible underlying 
mechanisms.

In accordance with an early study by Pember et al. [12], we found a spectrum in 
neutrophil density in the circulating neutrophil pool in healthy humans (Chapter 4). 
In addition to the presence of density spectrum, specific functional properties could 
be ascribed to 20% of lowest and highest density neutrophils. Again, proving that the 
pool of ‘homogenous’ circulating neutrophils is much more heterogenous than once 
thought. Unfortunately, the higher or lower density fraction neutrophils could not be 
linked to the competitive phagocytic neutrophils. This was partially unexpected because 
low density neutrophils (LDNs) found in disease show altered phagocytic capacity. For 
example, phagocytosis is decreased in LDNs in patients with systemic lupus erythema-
tosus (SLE) or rheumatoid arthritis (RA) [13,14]. Almost all studies on LDNs report on the 
presence of LDNs in disease rather than the variety existing within the neutrophil pool 
in healthy humans. Described as a distinct population, a significant variety of properties 
and morphological characteristics of neutrophils are described in different diseases [15]. 
The LDNs found in disease vary widely between the available studies and diseases. A 
mixture of segmented and banded neutrophils, CD10pos and CD10neg, and functional 
affected and unaffected neutrophils are described [3,15] .

These findings complicate the definition of the low density neutrophils as a distinct 
entity other than neutrophils with a buoyancy lower than the solutions (Ficoll or Percoll) 
used for neutrophil gradient separation. There is evidence that suggests that LDNs in 
disease are activated neutrophils, based on degranulated aspects of the cell or recep-
tor expression. Also, characteristics of LDNs found in SLE could be simulated when SLE 
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plasma was added to ‘normal’ neutrophils from healthy adults, causing to shift to a lower 
density [16]. This is in line with our results that showed fMLF induced neutrophils to shift 
to a lower density. Furthermore, we found that the higher density fraction identified 
after high Percoll gradient separation, was unable to acquire the ‘low density’ after fMLF 
stimulation This suggests that the lower density neutrophils found with both methods 
are in fact the same neutrophils. This is also in accordance with the findings of Pember 
et al. [12], suggesting a bell-shaped curve in the spectrum of neutrophil density and 
a shift of the whole curve towards lower density after stimulation. It must be noted, 
that the ‘threshold’ is arbitrary and normally set on 1.077g/mL (density of Ficoll). In our 
study LDNs found after Percoll gradient separation and after stimulation with fMLF 
display similar functional properties with regard to phagocytosis, bacterial containment 
capacity, and T-cell suppression (Chapter 4).  Although, it is slightly hazardous to make 
a comparison between healthy neutrophils and neutrophils from inflammatory condi-
tions, we hypothesize that the 20% lowest density cells found in healthy donors are at 
least partially similar to the LDNs described in inflammatory conditions such as SLE, RA, 
and cancer [16,17]. Activation of the neutrophil pool as a whole in these inflammatory 
conditions may result in a left shift in buoyancy of all neutrophils, similar to our find-
ings in healthy individuals. This would mean that neutrophils with different functional 
properties have an intrinsic lower buoyancy. However, it is not likely that activation and 
left shift are the only contributors to the genesis of LDNs in disease as there seems to be 
distinct morphological features found in the LDNs and not in NDNs [Chen et al., unpub-
lished]. The specific underlying mechanisms of this variable buoyancy in homeostasis 
is unknown. Whether neutrophil age, activation status, granulation, or even separate 
lineages play a part in neutrophil buoyancy (and to what extent) is uncertain and should 
be the focus of future studies.

An often-used method to look for neutrophil heterogeneity or specific subsets is 
characterization by receptor expression (physical phenotype). When looking in terms 
of receptor expression to both competitive phagocytic neutrophils and neutrophils 
in the density spectrum, no distinctive markers could be identified. This is completely 
in line with common understanding on the circulating neutrophil pool. Even though 
expression of CD16/CD62L can be used to define subsets in for example experimental 
endotoxemia or trauma, this is actually also a spectrum rather than true positivity and 
negativity [18]. As also mentioned in the introduction, past studies have shown enrich-
ment of banded, segmented, and hypersegmented neutrophils in CD16dim/CD62Lhigh, 
CD16high/CD62Lhigh, and CD16high/CD62Ldim subsets, respectively [18]. Upregulation of 
CD16 during maturation, and shedding of CD62L are gradual processes and dividing 
this into distinct subsets is artificial [19].
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In Chapter 5 we did not find a significant difference in the number of banded cells 
based on CD16/CD62L expression and manual differentiation counts in trauma when 
we analyzed the cohort. However, when directly comparing  manual counts and CD16/
CD62L-expression in the same sample, results could differ. This is based on unpublished 
data where we saw that the ‘subsets’ may have been enriched in the aforementioned 
subsets but that this did not necessarily mean that the majority of CD16dim/CD62Lhigh-
neutrophils had band nuclei. The same was true for CD16high/CD62Lhigh, and CD16high/
CD62Ldim-neutrophils and the presence of segmented and hypersegmented neutrophils, 
respectively. Furthermore, we found that at day 6 after trauma very limited numbers 
of CD16dim-neutrophils in the peripheral circulation whereas cytospins of the same 
samples still revealed relatively large numbers of banded cells. This suggests that a 
heterogeneity may even occur within the banded neutrophil population. This is further 
endorsed by other findings in Chapter 5. Based on a small cohort of surgical patients 
with either severe infection or trauma, we found that the algorithm for automated dif-
ferentiation of neutrophils by hemocytometers is not suitable for the identification of 
banded neutrophils in case of severely injured patients. In contrast, in surgical infection 
patients this method is capable of accurate detection of immature neutrophils. Together 
this suggests that banded neutrophils found in the two patient groups are structurally 
different. Whether these cells are truly structurally different and if so how and why, or 
that this is accounted for by a simple failure of the applied algorithm should be studied 
in more detail. This may potentially provide more insight in the neutrophil defect after 
trauma and possibly help with early identification of the patients with increased risk of 
developing infectious complications.

Experimental setup and the effect on heterogeneity
As discussed previously, the issue of neutrophil ‘subsets’ is highly represented in the 
research field of neutrophil heterogeneity, even where this ‘subset’ may be the result of 
experimental setup rather than distinct populations. Besides the fixed circulating neu-
trophil subsets (CD177, OLFM4, proangiogenic neutrophils), the identification of other 
subset is largely dependent on either gating strategies (e.g. CD16/CD62L) or purification 
methods (e.g. LDNs). These methods have proven to yield phenotypes to which specific 
functions can be ascribed (see the definition of subsets earlier in this discussion), but are 
very susceptible for methodological variance. Therefore, methodological uniformity is 
of paramount importance to be able to compare results between and within all research 
groups investigating  neutrophil characteristics. However, methodological uniformity 
requires strict, uniform definitions and cut-off points, whereas our research view is more 
on gradual differences over the entire spectrum. Dividing a spectrum into artificial 
subsets may annul subtle intrinsic differences found in the healthy human circulating 
neutrophil pool.
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Fortunately, more advanced research methods become more accessible with innova-
tion of both hardware and software and accompanying decreasing costs. Methods like 
mass flow cytometry (Cytof ) or single cell transcriptomic profiling allows us to obtain 
more information on single-cell level. Automated flow cytometers minimalize human 
error and variances and multidimensional analysis can provide further insight in inter-
cell relations [20]. This seemingly infinite source of data does have some downsides. 
Most importantly, when obtaining a large quantity of data on ‘all’ cells, it will be difficult 
to correlated this data to any specific (clinical) significance. Therefore, when applying 
techniques like that mentioned above, strict research questions and aims should be 
well formulated beforehand. For example, in mass flow cytometry it is of paramount 
importance to develop the right panel of antibodies. The measurement of ‘unnecessary’ 
proteins or receptors can cause noise in analysis of the data using (multidimensional) 
analysis software.

from neuTroPHil To infeCTion in TrAumA PATienTs

In Part 2 the transition is made from experimental neutrophil research to the clinical 
implications of an impaired neutrophil function as seen after severe physical trauma. 
The development of infectious complications and the extent of the injury sustained 
are strongly correlated [21-23] . More recently, Leliefeld et al. [submitted manuscript] 
showed that neutrophils from trauma patients have diminished bacterial containment 
capacity due to decreased intraluminal acidification in the phagolysosome. Although 
a compromised granule fusion is presented as a plausible underlying mechanism, this 
has not yet been proven. What they did show was intracellular survival, proliferation 
and  afterwards outbreak of Staphylococcus aureus from neutrophils. Impaired bacterial 
clearance by neutrophil further jeopardize the patients, because of (severe) soft tissue 
damage and/or extensive surgery the trauma populations have high exposure to patho-
gens and are sequentially at risk of infection [24].

Given this impaired bacterial clearance by dysfunctional intracellular killing in neutro-
phils, it can be hypothesized that these neutrophils act as a ‘Trojan horse’ for invading 
bacteria in injured patients. In Chapter 6 we focused on the intracellular infections by 
performing an extensive literature review on intracellular effects of antibiotics on S. 
aureus inside neutrophils.  Based on the available literature rifamycins, quinolones and 
the combination sulfamethoxazole-trimethoprim are most effective in the treatment of 
intracellular S. aureus. Some of the antibiotics also exerts effect on neutrophil functions, 
such as ROS production or phagocytosis. Although not described in literature it would 
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be beneficial to study (or develop) antibiotics that stimulate granule fusion and intracel-
lular acidification and thereby improve bacterial killing mechanisms [25].

A significant part of the patients presented at our hospital after trauma is severely in-
jured (injury severity scale >16) and needs to be admitted to the intensive care unit (ICU) 
[27]. All patients admitted to the ICU of our institute are subjected to selective digestive 
decontamination/selective oropharyngeal decontamination (SDD/SOD) regimens to 
prevent ICU-acquired infections [27]. In our hospital this consists of 4 days of intrave-
nous cephalosporin (usually ceftriaxone), in combination with a mixture of antibiotics in 
the form of oral-pharyngeal paste and suspension and chlorhexidine mouthwash daily 
for the entire duration of the ICU admission [28]. At clinically relevant concentration 
ceftriaxone is ineffective against S. aureus inside neutrophils, despite good susceptibil-
ity of the bacterium in its planktonic form (Chapter 6). The lack of efficacy is ascribed 
to its inability to penetrate the cell membrane due to its hydrophilicity and is further 
hampered by the decreased intracellular proliferation of S. aureus reducing the effect 
of glycopeptides [30]. ICU-patients are constantly exposed to nosocomial pathogens. 
However, as explained before, trauma patients suffer even higher exposure rates due to 
extensive soft-tissue damage (which breaches natural barriers which is accompanied by 
gross contamination on the trauma site) and by often repeated, extensive surgery. The 
need for mechanical ventilation, multiple indwelling (vascular) catheters and the pres-
ence increased intestinal permeability  in critically ill patients further increase the risk of 
infection [30,31]. For the optimal protection of this patient category and other patients 
with impaired neutrophil function, the choice of prophylaxis should be reconsidered. 
Obviously, in terms of targeted treatment of infections in trauma patients specifically 
the intracellular effect should also be taken into account although it must not over-
rule the criterion of the best antimicrobial susceptibility of the extracellular bacterium. 
To further optimize future treatment schemes the development of new antimicrobial 
drugs with good cellular penetration characteristics should be taken into account. For 
example, by improving lipophilicity, creating uncharged drugs and improving binding 
of cell membrane carriers for active transport. New techniques like nanocarriers also 
seem promising [32]. In addition, possibly combining bactericidal/bacteriostatic effects 
with boosting of neutrophil function would be an interesting way to enhance bacterial 
clearance even further.

frACTure-relATeD infeCTions

Fracture-related infections receive more and more attention, not in the least due to the 
shift in focus from mortality to functional outcome parameters because of the improved 
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survival rates of the last decades. Recently a series of papers on this subject were pub-
lished by an international expert group, addressing the matter of definition, diagnosis 
and treatment [33-36]  . The formulation of a clear definition with confirmatory and sug-
gestive criteria provides a guideline for clinicians and researchers to design and perform 
uniform clinical studies. In this way comparison of data will be made possible with the 
ultimate goal to optimize treatment strategies.

Where superficial wound swabs may yield false positive cultures due to contamination 
and single deep tissue samples may lead to false negative results, multiple deep tissue 
samples are recommended for obtaining reliable, representative samples. According to 
the new definition of FRI, the presence of phenotypically indistinguishable pathogens 
in ≥2 separate deep tissue or implant specimens is a confirmatory criterion [36]. This is 
primarily based on prior experience with prosthetic joint infection (PJI) [37]. Although, 
there is an agreement that several tissue samples should be obtained, the exact number 
and the technique on how to obtain the samples is still unclear [38]. In Chapter 7 we 
evaluated the effect of a structured sampling protocol for FRI where at least 5 deep tis-
sue or implant samples were obtained using separate, sterile instruments and contain-
ers to avoid cross contamination (no-touch-technique). Also a customized microbiology 
request form was introduced to create awareness of the problem at hand in both the 
surgeon and the microbiologist. We found that the new structured sampling protocol 
to be superior to ad-hoc sampling for microbiological identification. Unexpectedly, in 
this study there was no change in the species of pathogens cultured nor in the number 
of polymicrobial infections after the introduction of structured sampling protocol. The 
added value of this new approach is a result of the whole protocol, including the mul-
titude of relevant samples, withholding antibiotics until after sampling, and improved 
information transfer with the use of the customized microbiology request form and 
thereby increased awareness.

In the post-implementation cohort described in Chapter 7 we also interviewed the 
treating physician if they expected positive cultures based on intraoperative macro-
scopical findings. Surgeons turned out to be fairly able to forecast positive or negative 
culture results (unpublished data). This may be because of the overwhelming clinical 
presentation of acute infections (e.g. erythema, swelling, purulent discharge), with 
corresponding bacterial numbers, in most cases. This may decrease the need for five 
deep tissue samples as the a priori chance of a positive culture greatly increases [39,40]. 
However, this is not the case when FRI is suspected in a very early phase with still limited 
bacterial numbers or in case of subacute or chronic infection with more slow growing 
bacteria [41]. In order to establish a uniform, fool-proof protocol we made the prag-
matic recommendation of a minimum of five deep tissue or implant samples in every 
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type of FRI. This standardized approach towards tissue sampling leads to more reliable 
identification of the pathogen(s) with causative pathogen identified in ≥2 cultures per 
culture set allowing the treatment of FRI to be more targeted. This will result in more 
targeted and subsequently more effective therapy. This approach however must still be 
evaluated in terms of cost-effectiveness.

Adequate treatment of FRI consists of three pillars: 1. (Multiple) aggressive surgical 
debridement(s), dead space management and soft tissue coverage; 2. Maintaining 
fracture stability, and; 3. Antibiotic therapy (Chapter 8).  Although antibiotics is a well-
established part of every treatment regimen for FRI, exactly what this antibiotic therapy 
should entail is still subject of debate. In Chapter 8 and Chapter 9 we evaluated two 
protocols for the treatment of acute FRI. In both standardized approaches, implant 
retention and fracture stability were the main objectives in all patients. The main dif-
ferences between the two protocols were the soft tissue management (direct free flap 
coverage vs. delayed or vacuum therapy) and the antibiotic regimen (delayed targeted 
vs. empirical broad-spectrum including rifampicin). We found good overall results from 
both protocols. However, early installation of empirically broad-spectrum combination 
antibiotics with rifampicin contributed significantly to higher success rates. After micro-
biological evaluation, the empirical use of rifampicin was considered safe in terms of 
emerging antimicrobial resistance. We stated that early combinations antibiotic therapy 
targeting the most common pathogens in FRI should be considered as standard of care.

Both studies were performed before consensus on the definition on FRI was reached. 
However, they did (and in some hospitals still do) reflect clinical practice, and therefor 
yield valuable lessons. A recent review on treatment and outcome included all available 
studies on the treatment of FRI, which included a wide variety of surgical and antibiotic 
approaches with two stage surgical approaches in almost 50% of the cases. Average 
treatment success for FRI was 85% after the primary study protocol. This increased to 
93% when the study protocols were prolonged or repeated and when secondary ampu-
tations were taken into account [42]. The protocols studied in Chapter 9 yielded lower 
primary success rates but similar overall success without the need for two-stage revision 
of implant material.

A critical remark must be made on the empirical use of rifampicin. During the study pe-
riod, the standard empirical antibiotic therapy in our hospital consisted of vancomycin 
and rifampicin. Vancomycin was chosen because of its activity against the most com-
mon pathogens in FRI and its synergistic effect with rifampicin [43]. And rifampicin was 
added because of its high efficacy against Staphylococcus aureus, especially in biofilms 
[44].  However, a well-known  downside of the use of rifampicin is the relatively quick 
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emergence of resistance and cross-resistance [45]. This risk increases when it is used as 
a single agent or in cases with high bacterial burden (such as FRI) [45,46]. In Chapter 8 
we found a significant difference in rifampicin resistance between patients with primary 
closure and delayed closure of the wounds, with higher incidence in the latter group. 
This could be attributed to recontamination and selection of resistant mutants. Yet, it 
is important to realize antibiotic resistant is an increasing problem in the world and 
rifampicin is an agent that is extremely sensitive for emerging antimicrobial resistance. 
Therefore, rifampicin is no longer part of the empirical therapy and instead is only added 
in patients with closed, dry wounds with proven infection with susceptible bacteria.

Thanks to introduction of a clear definition of FRI future research will be more uniform 
and more specific recommendations on the treatment of FRI can be expected. However, 
we feel that based on the finding in Chapter 8 and Chapter 9 early combination antibi-
otic therapy against the most common pathogens in FRI should be standard of care in 
cases of (acute) FRI.

ConClusions AnD fuTure PersPeCTives

This thesis emphasizes the presence of neutrophil heterogeneity in the circulating 
neutrophil pool of healthy humans. Rather than distinct subsets, heterogeneity in the 
form of a spectrum is found in phagocytic capacity and neutrophil buoyancy. Additional 
complexity is introduced when we showed that banded neutrophils in trauma patients 
are different from banded neutrophils in infection. Since the presence of such spectral 
heterogeneity is widely represented in homeostasis, it is to be expected that its origin is 
embedded in the myeloid differentiation. However, the possibility that the heterogene-
ity is introduced during the course of life of the neutrophil can certainly not be ruled 
out. Degranulation, recirculation of prior extravasated neutrophil and maturation can 
all contribute to both physical and functional phenotypes found in this thesis.  Future 
research on neutrophil heterogeneity should include determination of neutrophil age, 
tracking of neutrophils in vivo and evaluation of functionalities in the target tissue for 
the ‘different’ neutrophils. This may reveal specialized neutrophils or show the adapta-
tion of the neutrophil pool as a whole to different infectious or inflammatory problems.

It is well known that trauma inhibits neutrophil function. The concept of the neutrophil 
acting as a Trojan horse in patients with diminished neutrophil function becomes es-
tablished. The Trojan horse behavior contributes to the already high susceptibility for 
infection in the trauma patients. Treatment or prevention of all infections in this patient 
group should therefore take intracellular bacteria into account when deciding on the 
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(antimicrobial) treatment strategies. In future development of antibiotics good penetra-
tion of the cell-membrane should be established by changing drug characteristics (e.g. 
lipophilicity) or applying novel techniques like nanocarriers. For fracture-related infec-
tions (FRI) specifically the use of the clear definition. The increasing amount of evidence 
for the diagnostic criteria will lead to faster and more accurate diagnosis of FRI. Specific 
and standardized recommendation will be made on how to attack FRI in each case. This 
will improve outcome both in terms of infection control and functionality of the patients.

The knowledge on neutrophil heterogeneity, neutrophil (functional) defects and infec-
tious complications in trauma and other patients with diminished neutrophil function 
should be combined.  Research on supplementation of highly functioning neutrophils 
(e.g. LDNs, competitive phagocytic neutrophils) or manipulation of neutrophil behavior 
may reveal beneficial effects for patients susceptible for infection.
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De neuTrofiel en inTerACTie meT PATHoGenen

Het immuunsysteem is een geraffineerd systeem waarin verschillende cellen, weefsels 
en moleculen interacteren. Deze interactie resulteert in een passende respons op (gro-
tendeels) externe gevaren. Ons immuun systeem kan grotendeels worden onderver-
deeld in twee delen: Het aangeboren (snel en aspecifiek) en het verworven (langzamer 
en specifiek) immuunsysteem [1,2].

De neutrofiele granulocyt (kort: neutrofiel) is een witte bloedcel en onderdeel van het 
aangeboren immuunsysteem. De neutrofiel vormt de belangrijkste verdediging van 
het lichaam tegen bacteriën [3]. Een tekort aan neutrofielen of een defect in het func-
tioneren resulteert dan ook in potentieel gevaarlijke infecties [4]. Neutrofielen zijn te 
herkennen aan de granula (blaasjes) gevuld met bacteriedodende enzymen.

Neutrofielen worden aangemaakt in het beenmerg. In de ontwikkeling van de neutrofiel 
van jong naar volwassen krijgt de cel meer granula en verandert de celkern. Jonge cel-
len hebben en ronde of staafvormige celkern. Naarmate de cel volwassen wordt krijgt 
deze kern meer insnoeringen en vormen zich lobjes of segmenten [5].

Wanneer het lichaam niet hoeft te vechten tegen dreigingen van buitenaf (infecties) 
of binnenuit (weefselschade) bevindt het immuunsysteem zich in een rustmodus, ook 
wel ‘homeostase’. In homeostase verlaten neutrofielen het beenmerg als ze volwassen 
zijn, blijven dan een aantal dagen in de bloedbaan en worden daarna opgeruimd [6]. 
Wanneer er een dreiging is dan verdwijnt homeostase en spreekt met van ‘ontsteking’ of 
inflammatie. Als de staat van inflammatie groot genoeg is,  worden er meer neutrofielen 
opgeroepen vanuit het beenmerg en kan het zijn dat er jonge, staafkernige neutrofielen 
worden gerekruteerd. Men spreekt dan van een verjonging of ‘linksverschuiving’ van het 
neutrofiel compartiment [7].

In het geval van inflammatie worden de neutrofielen vanuit de bloedbaan opgeroepen 
naar de plek van infectie dan wel weefselschade. Na het uittreden uit de bloedbaan 
(extravasatie), leiden moleculen afkomstig van bacteriën en andere immuuncellen de 
neutrofiel naar de juiste locatie (chemotaxis) [8,9]. Na herkenning van het doelwit met 
behulp van verschillende receptoren neemt de neutrofiel de bacterie op (fagocytose) in 
een blaasje genoemd het fagosoom [10].  Eenmaal in de cel fuseren de granula met het 
fagosoom en vormen samen het fagolysosoom. In het fagolysosoom zorgen verschil-
lende enzymen en andere mechanismen voor het doden van de bacterie [10]. In som-
mige gevallen (bijvoorbeeld na ernstig trauma) kan het zijn dat neutrofielen overactief 
zijn. Dit kan onder andere in het weefsel resulteren in celdood of het uitstoten van de 
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blaasjes (degranulatie). Hierbij komt de inhoud van de granula buiten de cel, wanneer 
dit in grote hoeveelheden gebeurt kan dit juist weefselschade en inflammatie veroorza-
ken in plaats van verhelpen [11].

Vroeger dacht men dat neutrofielen een hele homogene celpopulatie vormden. Het 
komt echter steeds meer aan het licht dat dit niet het geval is en dat er wel degelijk 
verschillen bestaan tussen de neutrofielen. Zowel in homeostase als in inflammatie lijkt 
er sprake van een zekere heterogeniteit binnen de neutrofiel populatie. Verschillen tus-
sen de neutrofielen kunnen onder andere gebaseerd zijn op receptorenexpressie, cel 
dichtheid, kernsegmentatie, leeftijd, of het effect dat ze hebben op andere cellen (bv. 
T-cellen, kankercellen). Men spreekt ook wel van ‘subtypes’ of ‘subsets’ van  neutrofielen, 
waarmee meestal groepjes neutrofielen worden bedoeld die een of een paar dezelfde 
eigenschappen hebben, dit kan zowel uiterlijk (bijv. receptorexpressie) als functionaliteit 
beslaan. In Hoofdstuk 2 wordt de huidige stand van zaken op het gebied van neutrofiel 
heterogeniteit uitgebreid besproken.

Staphylococcus aureus is een bacterie die veel mensen bij zich dragen. Het dragerschap 
vormt een risico voor infecties. Dit kan variëren van simpele huidinfecties tot ernstige 
bloedvergiftigingen [12,13]. S. aureus is ook de meest voorkomende verwekker van 
infectie die ontstaan na operatieve behandeling van botbreuken (fractuur-gerelateerde 
infecties [FRI]) [14]. In dit proefschrift wordt S. aureus daarom gebruikt als een infectie 
model. S. aureus staat bekend om zijn vermogen het immuunsysteem te ontwijken. Een 
van deze trucjes is het vormen van een slijmlaag, een biofilm, op de plaats van infectie 
[15]. Niet alleen neutrofielen maar ook de meeste antibiotica zijn slecht instaat deze 
slijmlaag te infiltreren waardoor de bacterie beter beschermd is [16]. De behandeling 
van dergelijke biofilm infecties bestaat dan ook uit het mechanisch verwijderen van 
de biofilm en het kiezen van het juiste antibioticum. S. aureus heeft ook nog manie-
ren gevonden om te overleven in verschillende cellen [17-19].  Vrij recent heeft ons 
laboratorium ook aangetoond dat S. aureus in staat is te overleven in neutrofielen van 
patiënten na een ernstig ongeval [Leliefeld et al., submitted]. Wanneer dit gebeurd kan 
de neutrofiel dienen als bescherming maar ook als transportmiddel voor de bacterie 
[20]. Dit kan leiden tot infecties op afstand of persisterende infecties na antibiotische 
behandeling. Hoofdstuk 6 bespreekt de effectiviteit van de meest gebruikte antibio-
tica voor intracellulaire infecties met S. aureus. Gebaseerd op de beschikbare literatuur 
rifamycines, quinolonen en de combinatie sulfamethoxazol-trimethorpim zijn het meest 
effectief in het behandeling van intracellulaire infecties.
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TrAumA

Trauma blijft een van de belangrijkste oorzaken van overlijden in de ‘gezonde’ populatie. 
Overlijden (mortaliteit) na trauma wordt geclassificeerd als vroege mortaliteit (<48 uur), 
als direct gevolg van opgelopen letsels, of verlate mortaliteit, wat vaak het gevolg is van 
het falen van verschillende organen, ernstige infecties of als gevolg van een overactief 
immuunsysteem (bijv. ARDS of SIRS) [21]. De laatste jaren wordt er een sterke afname 
van overlijden na trauma gezien. Dit is het gevolg van logistieke verbeteringen in de 
trauma zorg (centralisatie, organisatie op spoedeisende hulp), verbeterde behande-
ling van verbloeding en de introductie van ‘damage-control’-operaties, waarin op het 
acute moment alleen het broodnodige wordt gedaan [22,23]. Als gevolg van verbeterde 
overleving van de traumapatiënten ziet men echter wel steeds vaker van infectieuze 
complicaties in deze patiëntengroep [23].

Wanneer iemand ernstige letsels oploopt wordt het immuunsysteem geactiveerd 
[24]. Dit resulteert in een toename van het aantal witte bloedcellen en daarmee ook 
neutrofielen in de circulatie in de eerste uren na trauma. Hierbij komen ook de jonge, 
staafkernige neutrofielen vrij vanuit het beenmerg. Echter de mate waarin dit gebeurd 
loopt erg uiteen. Dit kan afhankelijk zijn van de ernst van het ongeval maar ook van de 
methode waarmee deze staafkernige neutrofielen worden opgespoord [25].

Niet alleen het aantal neutrofielen verandert na trauma, ook verschillende functies en 
uiterlijkheden (fenotypen) kunnen veranderen. Neutrofielen die worden gevonden in 
de circulatie na trauma lijken geactiveerd, reageren minder op verschillende stimuli, en 
zijn in sommige gevallen slechter in staat tot chemotaxis, fagocytose en het doden van 
bacteriën [26-32].

Zoals vermeld zien we steeds vaker infecties bij patiënten na een ernstig ongeval. De 
infecties na operatieve behandeling van botbreuken, fractuur-gerelateerde infecties 
(FRI), komen tot wel 50% voor in het geval van open botbreuken. FRI is sinds jaar en dag 
een belangrijke complicatie met uitdagende dilemma’s met betrekking tot de behande-
ling hiervan. Om een dergelijke infectie goed te kunnen behandelen moet allereerst de 
juiste diagnose worden gesteld. Tot voorkort werd dit bemoeilijkt door de afwezigheid 
van een eenduidige definitie van ‘fractuur-gerelateerde infecties’. Een internationale 
groep heeft recent een duidelijke definitie opgesteld [33]. Eén van de criteria voor het 
vaststellen van FRI was het aantonen van dezelfde pathoge(e)n(en) in twee of meer per-
operatieve diepe wondkweken. Zowel de huidige diagnostica en behandelstrategieën 
zijn vooral gebaseerd op de kennis die we hebben verkregen vanuit de peri-prothetische 
infecties (prostethic joint infection; PJI). Dit terwijl FRI andere uitdagingen biedt dan PJI 
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op het gebied van mogelijke bijkomende problemen van letsel van omliggende huid en 
spieren en de noodzaak tot stabiliseren van de botbreuk.

bevinDinGen in DiT ProefsCHrifT en De imPliCATies

In Deel 1 van dit proefschrift beschrijven we allereerst wat er al bekend is op het gebied 
van heterogeniteit binnen het neutrofiel compartiment (Hoofdstuk 2). In tegenstelling 
tot in ziekte of inflammatie worden er in homeostase geen duidelijk afgrensbare ‘subsets’ 
gevonden met een goed omschreven functionaliteit. Echter hebben wij aangetoond 
dat functionele heterogeniteit wel degelijk bestaat in homeostase, zij het in een meer 
geleidelijke vorm. Dit uit zich dan ook meer in een spectrum van heterogeniteit dan in 
subsets.

In Hoofdstuk 3 onderzochten we de bekwaamheid van neutrofielen om S. aureus te 
fagocyteren. Hierbij hebben we de hypothese getoetst dat er binnen het neutrofiel 
compartiment in homeostase verschil bestaat tussen de neutrofielen in hun bekwaam-
heid om S. aureus op te nemen. Hiervoor hebben we een experiment ontworpen om 
willekeurigheid uit te kunnen sluiten. Uit de experimenten bleek dat er inderdaad een 
spectrum bestond in de affiniteit van neutrofielen voor het fagocyteren van S. aureus, 
terwijl wel alle neutrofielen in staat waren tot fagocytose bij voldoende aanbod van 
bacteriën. Oorzaken als willekeur, niet-fitte cellen en een feed-forward mechanisme wer-
den uitgesloten als mogelijke oorzaken.  Dit proces hebben wij competitieve fagocytose 
genoemd. De onderliggende reden of oorzaak is nog onduidelijk. Het is verleidelijk 
te speculeren over de mogelijkheid dat er ‘verschillende’ neutrofielen bestaan voor 
‘verschillende’ pathogenen. Alhoewel hiervoor wel enig bewijs voor is, zijn alternatieve 
verklaringen zoals bijvoorbeeld neutrofiel de leeftijd van de neutrofiel of eerdere degra-
nulatie/activatie niet uit te sluiten.

Een concept dat al jaren geleden is geïntroduceerd maar de afgelopen jaren veel 
aandacht krijgt is de ‘neutrofiel met lage dichtheid’ of ‘low-density neutrophil’ (LDN). 
In Hoofdstuk 4 hebben we aangetoond dat er binnen de neutrofielen in de circulatie 
van gezonde individuen een spectrum in densiteit bestaat welke gerelateerd is aan de 
functionaliteit van de cel.  Zowel op het gebied van het doden van bacteriën als het 
beïnvloeden van deling van T-cellen (witte bloedcellen behorend bij het verworven 
immuunsysteem). Helaas kon er geen link worden gelegd tussen de functionaliteit van 
LDNs en het eerder beschreven concept ‘competitieve fagocytose’. Veel van de eerdere 
studies over LDNs hebben betrekking op het bestaan van LDNs in ziekte en dan met 
name in chronische inflammatoire aandoeningen (systemische lupus erythomatosus, 
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rheumatoïde arthritis) [34,35]. Er is bewijs dat LDNs in ziekte ‘normale’, geactiveerde 
neutrofielen zijn [36]. Wat ook door onze resultaten wordt onderschreven. Echter worden 
ook jonge cellen beschreven, cellen met aangedane of onaangedane neutrofiel functies 
en cellen met verschillende receptorexpressies. Het beschrijven van deze cellen als een 
duidelijke afgrensbare ‘subset’, anders dan alleen op densiteit, is dan ook lastig [37]. 
Hiermee dient men dan ook rekening te houden bij het ontwerpen van experimenten 
en het definiëren van de LDN.

In Hoofdstuk 5 bespreken van het voorkomen van staafkernige neutrofielen in de 
bloedbaan na trauma [25]. Zoals eerder genoemd lopen de data die bekend zijn op dit 
onderwerp ernstig uiteen. In ons laboratorium wordt al jaren onderzoek gedaan naar 
neutrofielen in trauma patiënten op basis van microscopie en receptorexpressie heb-
ben wij altijd grote aantallen staafkernige neutrofielen gevonden in de eerste uren na 
trauma. Echter bleek uit routine onderzoek bij het ziekenhuis laboratorium dat er met 
behulp van automatische bepalingen geen staafkernige neutrofielen werden gevon-
den. Om deze reden hebben we in Hoofdstuk 5 het vermogen van een automatische 
hemocytometer om  staafkernige neutrofielen na trauma te herkennen getest. Hiervoor 
hebben we bloedmonsters getest van zowel patiënten met een ernstige infectie als na 
een ernstig ongeval. Als controle hebben we alle monsters ook onder de microscoop 
bekeken. Hieruit heel goed in staat was staafkernige neutrofielen te identificeren in het 
geval van infecties, maar dat in het geval van trauma in geen geval staafkernige neutro-
fielen werd gevonden. Terwijl bij microscopie grote aantallen staafkernige neutrofielen 
werden gevonden in beide situaties. Dit suggereert dat de neutrofielen in beide geval-
len structureel van elkaar verschillen. Waar het precies mis gaat is nog onduidelijk en 
toekomstige studies zouden zich hier dan ook op moeten richten. Meer kennis op dit 
gebied zou inzicht kunnen verschaffen op de neutrofiele dysfunctie die wordt gezien 
na trauma.

In Deel 2 van het proefschrift  wordt de overstap gemaakt van experimenteel onderzoek 
naar de kliniek en dan specifiek op fractuur-gerelateerde infecties (FRI).

Het is bekend dat oppervlakkige wondkweken (van open wonden of uit huidfistels) 
vaak fout-positieve resultaten opleveren en dat een enkele diepe wondkweek kan 
leiden tot fout-negatieve resultaten. Om deze reden wordt bij PJI al langere tijd gead-
viseerd meerdere diepe wondkweken af te nemen voor een representatief beeld van 
het geïnfecteerde gebied [38]. In Hoofdstuk 7 hebben we het effect van een gestan-
daardiseerd kweekprotocol voor FRI getest. Het nieuwe protocol bestaat dan ook uit 
het afnemen van vijf of meer diepe wondkweken (tijdens de operatie uit het infectie 
gebied) of het kweken van het materiaal dat wordt gebruikt voor het vastzetten van 
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botbreuken (osteosynthese materiaal). Alle monsters worden afgenomen met schone 
instrumenten en worden apart vervoerd om kruisbesmetting te voorkomen. Tevens is 
er een speciaal FRI-kweekformulier ingevoerd. Hierop kan de chirurg aangegeven om 
wat welk probleem het gaat waardoor de microbioloog die de monsters verwerkt goed 
weet wat hij/zij kan verwachten en eventueel de kweekmethode hierop aanpassen (bijv. 
langer kweken bij langzaam groeiende bacteriën). Er werden twee cohorten vergeleken 
op basis van microbiologische uitkomsten, één voor de implementatie van het nieuwe 
protocol en één erna. Er werd geen verschil gezien in het soort pathogenen dat werd ge-
kweekt, noch in het aantal patiënten waarin een infectie werd gevonden met meerdere 
bacteriën. Wel werden in de patiënten onder het nieuwe protocol alle causale bacteriën 
in twee of meer separate monsters gevonden. Waarbij je dus eventuele fout-positieve 
kweken in het oude protocol uit kan sluiten. Hiermee heb je meer zekerheid en kan 
er gerichter (en daarmee efficiënter) worden behandeld. De toegevoegde waarde van 
deze aanpak was ons inziens een gevolg van het gehele protocol: afname van meerdere, 
relevante monsters, vermijden van antibiotica tot na afname van de kweken, verbeterde 
informatie overdracht en, als gevolg van voorgenoemde, verhoogd bewustzijn over het 
probleem dat men voorhanden heeft.

In Hoofdstuk 8 en Hoofdstuk 9 onderzoeken we het effect van twee verschillende 
protocollen voor de behandeling van FRI in termen van behandelsucces (controle van 
infectie en herstel van de botbreuk) en het ontstaan van resistentie voor antibiotica 
van de bacteriën. Beide protocollen hanteren een agressieve chirurgische aanpak na 
diagnose van of het vermoeden op FRI. Deze bestaat uit chirurgisch uitruimen van 
de infectie (inclusief biofilm) en het behouden van stabiliteit van de breuk, waarbij zo 
mogelijk het eerdere geplaatste osteosynthese materiaal niet wordt verwijderd. Beide 
protocollen verschillen echter in hun antibiotische aanpak. In het ene protocol (A) wordt 
gelijk na of tijdens de eerste maal chirurgisch schoonmaken van het infectie gebied 
gestart met antibiotica. Hier bestaat het regime uit een breedspectrum antibiotica (dek-
king tegen vele bacteriën) en rifampicine (effectief tegen S. aureus, ook intracellulair 
en in biofilm). In het andere protocol (B) wordt antibiotica pas gestart als de resultaten 
van de kweken, die tijdens de operatie zijn afgenomen, bekend zijn. Dit regime bestaat 
dan ook uit een smalspectrum antibiotica, gericht op de gevonden bacteriën. Ondanks 
goede resultaten in beide protocollen, werden significant hogere succespercentages 
behaald in protocol A. Daarnaast werd op basis van deze cohorten geen nadelig effect 
gezien van vroege behandeling met een breedspectrum antibiotica plus rifampicine 
op het ontstaan van antibiotica resistentie. Daarom raden wij ook aan om geval van 
acuut ontstane FRI vroegtijdig, maar na afname van kweken, te behandelen met een 
combinatie van antibiotica werkzaam tegen de voornaamste verwekker (o.a. S. aureus) 
en daarbij rekening te houden met eventuele vorming van een biofilm.
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